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EEEXXXEEECCCUUUTTTIIIVVVEEE   SSSUUUMMMMMMAAARRRYYY   
 

TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        mmmmmmmmaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        
By its very definition transport demand management (TDM) is a management 
approach to demand modulation. If anything, marketing is a field concerned with 
demand issues.  Furthermore, transport demand management implies a focus on 
user behaviour. Finally TDM commonly involves changes in what is traditionally 
called the marketing mix: the service (or product), pricing, distribution and promotion. 
The links between marketing and transport demand management are obvious.  

In the context of urban transport, a service-marketing approach rather than product 
marketing is appropriate. Thus it must be taken into account that a service has many 
intangible elements in contrast to many products. Consequently marketing efforts 
should aim at making the offering tangible. Transport marketing objectives are 
classified as:  

• = Policy design and organisation objectives (increase in passenger capacity, 
improvement of the usage level, travel time reduction, etc.). 

• = Pricing / fare policy objectives (increase in costs covering contributions made 
by certain ticket types, optimisation of the cost / benefit ratio of individual 
passenger services, etc.). 

• = Distribution and acquisition objectives (acceleration of service operations, 
increase in the number of sale points, etc.). 

• = Promotion objectives (improvement of the urban transport system image, 
increase of awareness on service availability and reliability, status acquisition, 
etc.). 

IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaannnnnnnnaaaaaaaaggggggggeeeeeeeemmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnntttttttt        &&&&&&&&        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooommmmmmmmoooooooottttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ////////        AAAAAAAAwwwwwwwwaaaaaaaarrrrrrrreeeeeeeennnnnnnneeeeeeeessssssssssssssss        
CCCCCCCCaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        ((((((((IIIIIIIIMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC))))))))        
Information Management & Promotion / Awareness Campaign (IMPAC) strategies in 
urban transport are designed to better implement campaigns for Information, 
Promotion or Awareness (IPA) relative to policy measures. The term IMPAC 
incorporates 2 basic components, namely (i) information management, and (ii) 
promotion / awareness campaigns. 

Each IMPAC strategy involves by definition the management of information, in that it 
has to incorporate both information on the measure and its effects (which has to be 
objective, comprehensive, easily perceived and neutral) and promotive information 
(which is target-oriented, selective and formatted accordingly) in adequate strategies.  

• = The Structure of IMPAC Strategies 

The urban transport system involves several modal sub-systems (public transport, 
non-motorised traffic, motorised individual traffic) a wide variety of services, new 
organisational forms, several operating environments (centralised, deregulated) and 
a wide range of information technologies. 

To cope with the above complexity, a systemic approach is suggested by 
categorisation according to the types of answers to the following six questions: 
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Information what for (objectives), to whom (user), from whom (provider), where 
(location), when (frequency) and how (media). 

PPPPPPPPaaaaaaaannnnnnnn--------EEEEEEEEuuuuuuuurrrrrrrrooooooooppppppppeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaannnnnnnn        SSSSSSSSuuuuuuuurrrrrrrrvvvvvvvveeeeeeeeyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrrooooooooffffffffeeeeeeeessssssssssssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnaaaaaaaallllllllssssssss        
The average European transport professional’s needs are assumed to lie mid-way 
between a ‘black-box’-type of decision aid and an ‘encyclopaedia’-like on-line static 
information base. A wide and deep urban transport marketing encyclopaedia is 
something that enlarges the scope and the ideas of the average European transport 
professional, while a ‘black box’-type of decision aid could give to that person the 
impression of being out of control with his/her job and that his/her skills and 
experience are underestimated. The middle solution is meant to leave the freedom to 
those interested to seek specific advice while maintaining control in the sole purpose 
of facilitating their tasks without substituting them in carrying these tasks out. 

The CAMPARIE project approached this issue by introducing MIRTO, a computer 
based tool that can help transport planners, decision-makers and transport operators 
to design and launch proper campaigns in the exercise of their tasks. MIRTO, which 
stands for Marketing & Information Referee for Transport Organisations, is an “alive” 
tool that accumulates information and hence knowledge for its users. 

The Pan-European survey of media and transport professionals was a series of in-
depth qualitative interviews and discussions with representatives from groups and 
organisations involved in developing and implementing IMPAC strategies, conducted 
during the period of Summer-Fall 1997. 

The aim of the interviews was to determine how the MIRTO prototype should be 
developed to meet the needs and aspirations of the various organisations involved in 
IMPAC strategies, based on their past experience in developing a range of 
campaigns and their perceptions of IMPAC strategies for the future. The results of 
the survey have highlighted a variety of interesting and important issues, which were 
taken into consideration in the further development of MIRTO.   

DDDDDDDDeeeeeeeessssssssiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff MMIIRRTTOO        pppppppprrrrrrrroooooooottttttttoooooooottttttttyyyyyyyyppppppppeeeeeeee        
MIRTO prototype as a quite new tool, was developed following an enrichment cycle. 
The MIRTO development followed an iterative three-step process comprising the 
following three steps: 

design  development  user validation  design and so on.  

Both the interface and the embedded knowledge were gradually refined and enriched 
through this cycle. The development of MIRTO was an evolutionary process. Each 
development stage was followed by a richer and better-structured knowledge base 
together with a more efficient and user - friendly interface. This was achieved by 
integrating at each stage the experience gained and the knowledge elicited during 
the preceding stage 

TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaasssssssskkkkkkkk        FFFFFFFFoooooooorrrrrrrrcccccccceeeeeeee        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        EEEEEEEElllllllliiiiiiiicccccccciiiiiiiittttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        KKKKKKKKnnnnnnnnoooooooowwwwwwwwlllllllleeeeeeeeddddddddggggggggeeeeeeee        ((((((((TTTTTTTTFFFFFFFFEEEEEEEEKKKKKKKK))))))))        
Within the framework of the CAMPARIE project, a Task Force for Eliciting the 
Knowledge (TFEK) has designed and drafted a questionnaire to support the 
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acquisition of information for the MIRTO Case Base. There is an exact matching 
between the questionnaire and the MIRTO case base structure. 

The need for elicitation of knowledge came from the wide dispersion of information 
regarding IMPAC strategies and the limited documentation available, which appeared 
after the exploratory phase. 

The elicitation of knowledge had two main objectives:  

• = identify the gap between research and practice 
• = enrich functional specification of MIRTO prototype. An important component of 

the MIRTO system is its knowledge base incorporating the various IMPAC 
strategies, their attributes and features. 

The questions content had been mainly decided in relation to the final user's need 
and respondent's ability and/or willingness to respond accurately in the aim of 
obtaining reliable data. 

The questions flow logically from the list of information needs and their content is 
divided in the major sequences: 

• = general information on the local context, followed by a more precise identity card 
of the region 

• = thorough description of the campaign itself 
• = evaluation and assessments on the IMPAC strategy 
 

TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        CCAAMMPPAARRIIEE        ffffffffiiiiiiiieeeeeeeelllllllldddddddd        aaaaaaaapppppppppppppppplllllllliiiiiiiiccccccccaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
The CAMPARIE field applications are campaigns that have been either designed and 
implemented by Organisations (Public Transport Operators, Local Authorities or 
other Agencies) and used by the CAMPARIE partners for the project purposes or 
have been initiated by the CAMPARIE partners and implemented together with local 
agencies. In both cases there has been close collaboration of the project partners 
with the responsible organisations. In some of the cases the organisations 
themselves have been project partners (CTM, ATM, SEMITAN), while in all sites the 
campaigns were designed and launched the traditional way.  

The field applications that contributed to the CAMPARIE project are the following: 

• = The Dormagen campaign about the Public Transport System (Dormagen area, 
Germany). Responsible CAMPARIE partner, IVV. 

• = The Leeds Travel Blending pilot project (Leeds, United Kingdom). Responsible 
CAMPARIE partner AUTh and Eurotrans. 

• = The CTM public awareness campaign about promotion of Public Transport in 
Madrid (Spain). Responsible CAMPARIE partner CTM. 

• = The SEMITAN campaign dealing with a car free day in the city of Nantes 
(France). Responsible CAMPARIE partners Nantes District and SEMITAN. 

• = The Thessaloniki general awareness and publicity campaign to promote Public 
Transport and other environmentally friendly transport modes (Thessaloniki, 
Greece). Responsible CAMPARIE partner AUTh. 

• = The ATM set of campaigns and initiatives to promote Public Transport and to 
increase peoples’ awareness about special discount student passes as well as 
other services including new technological systems (Torino, Italy). Responsible 
CAMPARIE partner ATM. 
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TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssffffffffeeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaabbbbbbbbiiiiiiiilllllllliiiiiiiittttttttyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        ffffffffiiiiiiiieeeeeeeelllllllldddddddd        aaaaaaaapppppppppppppppplllllllliiiiiiiiccccccccaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        rrrrrrrreeeeeeeessssssssuuuuuuuullllllllttttttttssssssss        
The six field applications examined within CAMPARIE provide a quite useful basis 
with respect to the transferability of the campaign elements either in full or partially. 
Transferability can be applicable to technique used, philosophy of campaign and 
evaluation of campaign, provided that the main types of campaigns (awareness, 
targeted and individual ones) are not treated all in the same way. 

• = Technique used 

This includes a number of campaign components such as the media used, the choice 
or nor of fictitious characters etc. Regardless of objectives, duration, cost and 
philosophy, there are many cases where the same or similar choices can be made. 
In awareness campaigns for example it is important to attract the attention of the 
recipients. This type of campaign affects people in two ways; first by making people 
think about the message of the campaign and second by changing gradually their 
background attitude towards the topics under discussion.  

The message sent to the general public and in particular to young ages from the 
Thessaloniki campaign leaflet, informs the trip makers about something they are not 
aware of – though they may be suspecting it – and at the same time creates the 
preconditions for a change in attitude towards Public Transport and use of private 
cars and eventually travel behaviour. 

On the other hand the Dormagen campaign is a mix of awareness and targeted 
campaign, using marketing techniques and other means for attracting peoples’ 
attention, that can be used in other areas seeking similar goals. Modifications related 
to local conditions may be needed but the idea of offering a prize of chocolates 
instead of beers is a clear and well defined technique that can be used everywhere.  

The Torino approach is also easily transferable, as mentioned in the respective part 
of this report, though considerable adjustments may be required. 

Overall, the CAMPARIE field applications comprise good examples for different type 
campaigns. The cases of Nantes and Leeds are perhaps more specialised, but again 
useful lessons can be learned. 

• = Philosophy of campaign 

As with technique used, different campaigns can accept the same philosophy in 
attempting to reach their goals. The positive, negative or neutral manner of a 
campaign, is for example a very strong element that characterises any effort and is 
closely related to the subject and to the recipients of the message. Similarly, other 
elements such as use of heroes, or animals, sketches etc. identify a campaign, and 
can act as similarity indicators among campaigns that have even different objectives 
and different target groups. 

Promotion of Public Transport, as with promotion of other modes, must be based on 
positive messages bringing mainly the benefits and advantages of the proposed 
choice. Madrid, Thessaloniki and Dormagen seem to follow the same approach with 
respect to this, though all of them are quite different campaigns. 
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In this respect, MIRTO becomes a precious tool, since it enables the determination of 
such similarity indicators. 

• = Evaluation of campaign 

This is one of the most important aspects, and perhaps the most difficult, since 
evaluation is always related to the objectives of the campaign, but also to other 
factors not easily standardised. The difficulty in homogenizing evaluation has been 
obvious from the start of the CAMPARIE Evaluation work package. The evaluation of 
the six project-field applications showed that some aspects in evaluation may be 
transferable, but extreme caution is required in any case. The use of suitable 
questionnaires is, for example, transferable, but necessary modifications and 
adjustments need to be made.  

Other well-known evaluation techniques and theories may also be employed in a 
similar fashion at different cases, but again, extreme care is required. 

Thessaloniki and Torino evaluation techniques seem that can be easily transferred to 
almost each case. The Leeds approach is also transferable, but very good 
information is needed. The issue of evaluation indeed requires a lot more effort and 
research in this area.  

EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ffffffffrrrrrrrraaaaaaaammmmmmmmeeeeeeeewwwwwwwwoooooooorrrrrrrrkkkkkkkk        
Within the CAMPARIE framework, the role of the evaluation has been: 

• = To develop an evaluation framework for CAMPARIE 
• = To evaluate the effectiveness of IMPAC strategies adopted in the field 

applications, in terms of raising awareness and enhancing the image of more 
sustainable transport modes. 

• = To evaluate both qualitatively and quantitatively the content of the MIRTO Case 
Base 

• = To technically evaluate the efficiency and operability of the MIRTO prototype 
 

• = Evaluation of Field Applications 

The evaluation of field applications has been achieved through two main streams of 
survey work: 

Stream I: The conduct of questionnaire based surveys among the IMPAC 
strategy target group to assess the effectiveness of the strategy according to a range 
of indicators defined at the local level.  This was the end user survey. 

Stream II: The conduct of a questionnaire based survey among IMPAC strategy 
decision makers and implementors to assess their expert opinion on the 
effectiveness of the IMPAC strategy adopted locally. 

A field application has adopted to undertake either Stream I or Stream II evaluation 
and in one case study (Nantes) both streams were undertaken. The output from each 
survey has been evaluated to reach general conclusions regarding IMPAC strategy 
effectiveness.  Factors relating to the city environment and nature of the IMPAC 
strategy within that environment have also been taken into account in each field 
application when evaluating the IMPAC strategy effectiveness. 
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Several interesting conclusions were drawn from this research effort. The most 
important of them together with other key findings are given below. 

Public awareness campaigns that aim at changing attitudes of the general public 
seem that they are not the preferred type of campaigns for Public Transport 
Operators or other local authorities and agencies that attempt to promote certain 
policies and measures. They rather approach the issue from a narrow point of view, 
meaning that their major goal is to deploy a successful measure or policy. However, 
in the transport area there is a lack of expert people in travel behaviour or 
communication strategies. It became obvious that the majority of the people involved 
in this area are either Traffic and Transportation engineers or other scientists that 
have nothing to do with communication and awareness matters. In a similar manner, 
the professional agencies that are employed to undertake such tasks on behalf of the 
interested authority, most of the times have little or none experience on transport 
related issues.  

It was also revealed that even in the cases where professional agencies that are 
experienced in transport related campaigns are engaged, they have been taught by 
the responsible persons in those authorities or organisations. 

General Public Awareness campaigns tend to be undertaken by regional or national 
authorities.Targeted campaigns on the other hand, seem to be the most preferred 
type of campaigns for the majority of agencies, including local authorities, transport 
operators and other organisations. Targeted campaigns presume that some type of 
user needs study has been made, and soft measures of this type are necessary.  

It is obvious that certain rules that apply to campaigns to the general public are also 
applicable to the targeted ones. Duration and cost are very critical factors for both 
types. Equally important are the media used and especially the way the recipients of 
the campaign are approached.  

The individual campaigns on the other hand require a “customised” approach that 
must be the subject of a separate study.  

Another major conclusion that has a global character is that campaigns should not be 
considered as independent or isolated efforts that attempt to change attitudes or 
travel behaviour. From an evaluation point of view this may be quite useful, because 
it enables the evaluator to isolate the likely effect of the campaign. From an 
effectiveness point of view however, it is a big mistake not to combine campaigns 
with other measures, either hard or soft. Campaigns must be part of a program with 
specific goals and targets, where each component of the program plays its own role. 
As with transport demand management measures that are more successful when 
applied in packages, campaigns must be part of a package including only “soft” 
measures or both “soft” and “hard”. 

Common sense many times can achieve remarkable results with respect to travel 
behaviour and travel choices. Using publicity and awareness seems to be common 
sense in this business. The cost of designing and launching a suitable campaign is 
definitely lower than implementing a “hard” measure. It is the task of practitioners and 
researchers to find the trade off between spending on campaigns and on other 
measures, and it is the task of decision-makers to make the rights choices. 

• = The Evaluation Process of Mirto Prototype 

The evaluation process was made up of several steps: 
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• = Evaluation of the visual prototype 
• = An iterative compound step with three stages of partial evaluation by CAMPARIE 

partners. This step has given birth to three successive versions of MIRTO: 
version 1, 2 and 3. 

• = A first external evaluation step with demonstrations and the involvement of 
experts, outside the CAMPARIE project. 

• = A final evaluation step, starting with the release of the final version of MIRTO: 
version 4 with evaluation from experts working with the consortium partners. 

The possible cultural differences among the experts do not appear to be so important 
as initially thought. It seems again that the roles and the point of view of the experts 
are the most important factors when evaluating the MIRTO prototype. 

MIRTO is a promising tool according to the majority of the people asked. However 
some people had a quite different opinion. Their objection is not in the context and its 
functions, nor in its interface and capabilities. It is more in the concept behind this, 
i.e. behind the idea of designing and developing such a tool. This opinion is definitely 
respectable. Equally respectable is the opinion of the CAMPARIE Consortium 
members who invented this tool. It is believed that it is worth using it and improving it 
and that MIRTO must be exploited in the near future at local and at European level. 

RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeccccccccoooooooommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnnddddddddaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
Campaigns in the transport market and especially in urban areas are a strong tool at 
the disposal of transport policy makers, transport planners, public transport operators 
and other agencies or public interest groups who try to change people’s attitudes and 
travel behaviour. Information and publicity campaigns are often used as a marketing 
tool for the promotion and better acceptability of measures and policies aiming at 
general or specific goals.  

• = General awareness campaigns 

These campaigns aim at increasing the awareness of the general public or large 
portions of the population towards certain issues. Such issues include environmental 
impacts of congestion, benefits from the use of public transport, benefits from the use 
of soft modes (cycling, walking etc.), the need for fair and efficient pricing, the need 
to establish sustainable mobility in the European cities etc. 

General awareness campaigns usually are designed and launched by governmental 
agencies or other institutions of public interest. Most of the times these campaigns 
come in groups thus comprising a programme of campaigns rather than a single 
campaign. In this manner each campaign makes use of the previous ones and 
strengthens the messages given by the previous ones. Two main goals are achieved 
in this way. First the basic message is repeated and second a gradual progress is 
being made. 

Their impact cannot be easily assessed and in any case a long time period is 
necessary before obtaining any reliable results. The association between 
preferences, intentions and attitudes that are indicative of the behaviour of a person 
and his (her) behaviour itself has been the subject of extensive research in many 
scientific domains and in particular of (traffic) psychology. Studying in a comparative 
way individual behaviour versus group behaviour often provides useful information 
and knowledge on how campaigns should be designed and structured.    
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• = Targeted campaigns 

Targeted campaigns are the campaigns that aim at changing the attitudes and the 
behaviour of groups of people that appear to have similar characteristics, similar 
habits and/or similar ravel behaviour as a result. The campaign(s) is usually based 
on the assumption that the majority or a main percentage of this group will react the 
same way to the promotion of a policy and/or measure. 

Recipients of campaigns can be grouped in tenths of ways depending on the 
objective and the goals of the campaigns. The inhabitants of an urban area can be 
grouped according to the use of transport modes, the geographical location, their 
age, their occupation, their family size or income and so on. A Public Transport 
measure and the respective campaign can be addressed for example only to 
students and hence grouping will take place based on bus usage and persons’ 
occupation. The campaign designer  - as well as the person who proposes the 
measure  - will need to analyse, before implementing that campaign, the target 
group, its possible classes and size, the expected reactions and the margin for 
change to the desired direction.  

A key to a successful campaign is the common - similar - understanding by those in a 
target group of the problem and its possible solution in which they are invited to 
participate or contribute. Apparently social differences are an obstacle in achieving 
the goals of a campaign as long as the same problems are perceived in different 
ways or as long as the priorities of individuals are quite diversified. On the contrary, 
there are cases where there is the same understanding from persons with quite 
differentiated social and economic background.  

Thus, targeted campaigns need to look both at the characteristics of the group under 
discussion and the variation of the various attributes characterising this group. 

• = Individualised Marketing 

Individualised marketing are initiatives, undertaken by agencies or authorities, 
addressed to individuals with the aim to change their daily travel behaviour in a way 
best fitted to their needs and habits. These campaigns usually have one or more 
common goals but they may employ different tools to convince its recipients. In this 
respect they are “custom” made campaigns to meet both the characteristics of a 
household and the specific priorities, needs and restrictions of the household 
members.  

An individual campaign requires the active participation of the individual and the 
involvement of a well-trained person who undertakes on behalf of the launching 
authority to accomplish the task.   

This type of campaign relies on close monitoring of the individuals being approached, 
and for this reason, results in high costs. However, it provides the relative advantage, 
as compared to the other campaign types, of obtaining exact and detailed data that 
are useful both for analysis and for evaluation purposes.    

Individual marketing is appropriate for many different focus points such as better use 
of private car including time of departure change, route change etc., mode change 
towards environmentally friendly modes, including public transport, walking and 
cycling etc. 
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• = Evaluation of campaigns 

The evaluation of a campaign is a complex and difficult task that needs to be 
designed in advance. The campaign evaluation depends on the campaign objectives, 
and for this reason clear and well-defined indicators are required to explain the 
effectiveness of the campaign.  

Evaluation of campaigns can be seen from different points of view as follows: 

• = From the effectiveness point of view 
• = From the design point of view 
• = From the economic point of view (cost effectiveness) 
• = From the implementation (monitoring) point of view 
By default a successful campaign is the one that maximises effectiveness - achieves 
its goals and objectives - with minimum funds and effort. However, it is common to 
deviate from this ideal situation, and therefore a need for employing certain success 
or failure indicators emerges. The success or failure of a campaign apparently 
depends upon all the above factors.  

EFFECTIVENESS OF A CAMPAIGN 

The success of a campaign from the effectiveness point of view is generally achieved 
through before and after comparisons of indicators about certain criteria or 
parameters. The values of these indicators are obtained through surveys and/or 
interviews of persons belonging to the target groups of the campaign(s). The most 
common parameters or criteria for which indicators are obtained in the transport 
sector are: 

• = People’s attitudes towards specific issues (e.g. role of public transport etc.) 
• = People’s opinions (e.g. for implementing pricing measures) 
• = People’s intentions (e.g. for paying more for petrol to improve environment) 
• = Travel behaviour (e.g. reduction of private car usage) 
• = Acceptability level (e.g. for restraining car from city centres) 
A change of the indicators, describing the above parameters, to the desired direction 
- more positive attitude towards public transport usage, or reduction of private car 
usage for example - will mean that the campaign has been successful. The success 
can be also measured by comparing the value of the proper indicator to a set value 
that was meant to be the target value. 

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF CAMPAIGNS 

This process allows the evaluator to assess a campaign as a function of the funds 
spent for its design and implementation. Between two identical campaigns (same 
target groups and objectives) with similar results in terms of effectiveness, the 
cheapest one is the most cost effective one. In practice this it is not possible - what 
would be the reason for having two identical campaigns at the same time. On the 
other hand it is possible to launch the same campaign twice with different budgets at 
two distinct periods of time. In this respect the comparison in terms of cost 
effectiveness is possible, but always somebody could argue that the campaign 
effectiveness has been influenced by external factors which may differentiate with 
time. 
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For this type of evaluation a number of indicators can be employed. Most common 
indicators will be: 

• = No of persons that changed travel behaviour within a certain time period (or 
attitude, opinion etc.) per Euro spent 

• = Reduction in terms of pollutants’ Kgs or tonnes per Euro spent 
• = Additional number of Public Transport passengers per Euro spent. 
• = Time saved for PT users per Euro spent 
• = New cyclists in the city centre per Euro spent 
The above indicators also allow the comparison of different campaigns in terms of 
cost effectiveness, provided that the comparison is meaningful. 

EVALUATION OF CAMPAIGNS FROM THE DESIGN AND THE IMPLEMENTATION POINT OF 
VIEW 

The task of evaluating the design of a campaign falls into the responsibilities of 
expert people i.e. on marketing professionals. Since it is almost impossible to 
separate the contribution of the campaign design to the success or failure of the 
campaign from the other contributing factors, only qualitative evaluation is possible. 
Nevertheless there are some indicators, which are of global nature, and are 
indicative of the good or bad campaign design. These indicators - used also in the 
evaluation of the CAMPARIE field applications - are given below:  

• = “OFF the top of the head” memory (what publicity, information have you 
seen/heard recently?) 

• = Identification rate of the announcement (what it was for?) 
• = Readability 
• = Understanding rate (what did it mean?) 
• = Acceptation rate (was it pleasant to see/hear?) 
• = Lassitude rate (Would you like to see/hear again?) 
The above indicators in fact can be used for the overall evaluation of a campaign 
taking into account at the same time the campaign design, the duration and the 
implementation of the campaign.  

GGGGGGGGuuuuuuuuiiiiiiiiddddddddeeeeeeeelllllllliiiiiiiinnnnnnnneeeeeeeessssssss        
Guidelines on designing a campaign with or without the use of MIRTO are described 
in this report. These guidelines are given mainly as a result of the CAMPARIE project 
work and findings. More specifically they are based on existing knowledge and 
bibliography, the analysis of current practice, the interviews taken by experts and 
marketing professionals, the MIRTO Case Base and the experience acquired through 
the six filed applications that were implemented within the CAMPARIE project. 

CCCCCCCCoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccclllllllluuuuuuuussssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
This delicate and fast evolving area needs further research, which can be based on 
the project findings and results of CAMPARIE as well as of other sister projects like 
INPHORMM. 
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111...   IIINNNTTTRRROOODDDUUUCCCTTTIIIOOONNN   
 

11111111........11111111        BBBBBBBBaaaaaaaacccccccckkkkkkkkggggggggrrrrrrrroooooooouuuuuuuunnnnnnnndddddddd        
Over the last few years most European cities have undergone a significant expansion 
due to population concentration.  In addition, car ownership has drastically increased.  
These two factors have caused urban congestion, large losses of time due to 
increased journey times, over-consumption of energy resources (oil based products 
are imported by most European countries) and damage to the environment with 
pollution, noise and deleterious effects to the historic and cultural heritage of Europe. 

After a period of road infrastructure development accompanied by increasing car 
ownership, emphasis has shifted towards efficient management schemes aiming 
mainly at the demand-side. One of the primary traffic management objectives is to 
develop measures that will persuade car users to change travel mode and alter their 
habitual behaviour towards the desired direction. This is in agreement with the 
Eurobarometer survey results of 1991 which showed that 80% of Europeans would 
like to see a better public transport system. The reasons for not preferring mass 
transport were: inadequate network connectivity, low speeds, high cost, delays, lack 
of information and others. 

The reduction of traffic congestion and better exploitation of existing urban 
infrastructure via a shift to sustainable transport modes can be pursued by a wide 
range of strategies and realisations. Urban transport marketing identifies the needs of 
specific user groups, develops services to meet those needs, suggests promotional 
strategies and assesses success or failure. The emphasis of the CAMPARIE project 
is focused on the functions of promotion, which in turn are heavily dependent on 
market research and evaluation. Current market research practice emphasises a 
market segmentation approach which identifies subgroups each of which seeks 
different attributes from the transport system. 

 

11111111........22222222        OOOOOOOObbbbbbbbjjjjjjjjeeeeeeeeccccccccttttttttiiiiiiiivvvvvvvveeeeeeeessssssss        
CAMPARIE is a project addressing task 5.1.3/11 (Urban area) of the Transport RTD 
Programme, DG VII. It aims at the systematic assessment of the role of information 
and publicity as an efficient demand management tool in transport planning. The 
focus of the project is to develop and assess efficient and innovative Information 
Management and Promotion / Awareness Campaigns (IMPAC) strategies supported 
by a state-of-the-art prototype. 

In doing so CAMPARIE relied on the following: 
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• = A brief synthesis of the State of the Art and State of the Practice. The CAMPARIE 
role in this area is rather small, since another DG VII project, sister project 
INPHORMM, has invested more in that. 

• = A survey of Marketing Professionals and Transport Policy Decision makers from 
Local Authorities and other Agencies involved in Transport Planning and 
Marketing or Information campaigns. 

• = Design and Development of MIRTO (standing for Marketing & Information 
Referee for Transport Organisations), a computer based tool, suitable to retain 
information and data on campaign cases and assist marketing people to design 
and implement transport related campaigns.  

• = A number of real world field applications which are about promotion and 
information campaigns in the broader transport area, excluding road safety, and 
which will be evaluated by the CAMPARIE Consortium taking into consideration 
among others the existence of MIRTO. 

• = A concrete evaluation framework and evaluation activities that take into account 
the existing material and knowledge acquired and stored in the MIRTO Case 
Base, the Case Studies’ results, the survey of the professionals and the local or 
other events related to the CAMPARIE project. 

The CAMPARIE projects Objectives are as follows: 

a) To identify Information Management & Awareness Campaign (IMPAC) methods 
and strategies aiming at influencing travel behaviour in favour of sustainable 
transport modes and at enhancing the awareness of the public and the image and 
attractiveness of these modes 

b) To record systematically and assess the future trends and perspectives for 
development of transport marketing through a pan European survey of transport 
decision makers and of publicity and media professionals 

c) To develop the MIRTO prototype, a computer based tool, as a guide for optimal 
IMPAC strategies and as a tool for evaluating the effects of the various media 
used therein 

d) To test in situ and evaluate innovative strategies for IMPAC aiming at the 
promotion of sustainable urban transport with and without the MIRTO Prototype 

e) To elaborate recommendations and guidelines regarding the main features of 
IMPAC focusing on their purpose, content, target destinations, media and 
displays 

f) To achieve a widespread dissemination of the project outcome within and beyond 
the DG VII Transport Research Programme 
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11111111........33333333        CCCCCCCCoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccceeeeeeeeppppppppttttttttuuuuuuuuaaaaaaaallllllll        FFFFFFFFrrrrrrrraaaaaaaammmmmmmmeeeeeeeewwwwwwwwoooooooorrrrrrrrkkkkkkkk        
CAMPARIE project consists of 6 work packages that interrelate as shown in Figure 
1.1. 

Figure 0.1: CAMPARIE Work Structure 
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PROJECT
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WP1 was entitled Elaboration of the MIRTO prototype and was about designing 
and developing  a computer based tool that can assist Transport professionals and 
decision makers in designing and/or evaluating publicity and information campaigns. 
This WP consisted of three activities covering respectively the Conceptual and 
Methodological framework of publicity and information campaigns, the specification 
and the design of the MIRTO prototype and its actual development. In fact this WP 
covered in terms of time duration a large part of the whole project duration. 

WP2 entitled Elicitation of Knowledge and User Requirements, focused on the 
current and future needs of marketing professionals and transport decision makers. 
In doing so two main activities took place; first a Pan-European survey to Media and 
Transport professionals and secondly the elicitation of knowledge from past case 
studies in terms of questionnaire completion. More than 100 cases was gathered and 
entered in the MIRTO prototype that had been developed in between. 
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The findings of WP1 and WP2 were complemented by the results of WP3, that was 
about designing and implementing a number of field applications at several cities or 
areas across the EU. WP3 consisted of two activities, the first being the MIRTO 
Validation Plan and the second being the Field applications themselves. In total 6 
such applications took place as follows: 

• = Dormagen, in Germany 
• = Leeds, in the UK 
• = Madrid in Spain 
• = Nantes in France 
• = Thessaloniki in Greece 
• = Torino in Italy 

In the case of Nantes the field applications took place both with and without the use 
of MIRTO. In the other field applications MIRTO was not used, but it was updated with 
the findings of these particular campaigns. 

The goal of this WP has been to enrich the knowledge acquired from the past 
campaign cases stored in MIRTO and the survey results obtained from the interviews 
with the marketing professionals. 

The evaluation of the 6 field applications as well as of the whole project has been the 
subject of WP4, entitled Project Evaluation. Four different activities comprise this 
particular work package, namely Formulation of the Evaluation Methodology, 
Evaluation of the MIRTO Case Base, i.e. the material gathered and stored in MIRTO, 
through the elicitation of knowledge questionnaires, Evaluation of Field Applications 
and finally Technical Evaluation of the MIRTO prototype. 

The Technical evaluation of MIRTO had in fact three distinct components; a self 
evaluation component made by the developer himself, an evaluation performed by 
the CAMPARIE partners who used and criticised MIRTO and a Panel of independent 
evaluators belonging in the group of MIRTO potential users. The report referring to 
the evaluation of the MIRTO prototype has been rated as confidential. 

The results of the previously mentioned workpackages were elaborated and used to 
produce recommendations and guidelines for designing and using publicity and 
information campaigns their main goal of which is to change travel behaviour of trip 
makers in urban areas. WP6, entitled Guidelines for Transport IMPAC Strategies, 
includes a typology and description of the different campaigns and their contents and 
provides simple instructions to the potential campaign designers or developers on 
how to tackle these issues with or without using MIRTO. 

The project consists of two more workpackages of horizontal nature. The first refers 
to the Project Management and the second on Dissemination. The latter has been 
a very important WP right from the beginning of the project and beyond the normal 
dissemination and liaison activities it also included a special activity in an Eastern 
European country. A training programme on Publicity and Information provision for 
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the Public Transport Authority of the City of Chisinau in Moldavia has been offered 
through additional funding from the EU Activity III Programme. 

The project WP’s and respective activities are shown all together in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1:  CAMPARIE Work package and Activity list 

WP 0 Management 

A01 Project management & co-ordination 

A02 Reporting & Quality Assurance 

WP 1 Elaboration of the MIRTO prototype 

A11 Conceptual & methodological framework 

A12 Design & specifications of the MIRTO Prototype 

A13 Development of the MIRTO Prototype 

WP 2 Elicitation of Knowledge and User Requirements 

A21 European Survey of media & transport professionals 

A22 Elicitation of Knowledge   

WP 3 Field Applications and Validation of the MIRTO prototype 

A31 Validation Plan 

A32 Field applications 

WP 4 Project Evaluation 

A41 Formulation of Evaluation Framework 

A42 Evaluation of the MIRTO Case Base 

A43 Evaluation of Field Applications 

A44 Technical Evaluation of MIRTO prototype 

WP 5 Dissemination & liaison 

A51 Dissemination of results 

A52 Liaison with external bodies 

A53 Development of Publicity and Information Strategy for the PTA of City of Chicinau 

WP 6 Guidelines for Transport IMPAC Strategies 
 

11111111........44444444        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        LLLLLLLLaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyoooooooouuuuuuuutttttttt        
This report consists of 8 chapters.  

The first chapter is the introductory chapter, which gives the overview of the project 
and describes the conceptual framework. The second chapter presents the principles 
and perspectives of Information Management and Publicity and Awareness 
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Campaign (IMPAC) strategies and covers the state of the art with respect to the 
IMPAC strategies in the Transport Sector. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the Pan-European survey of media and transport 
professionals, a series of in-depth qualitative interviews and discussions with 
representatives from groups and organisations involved in developing and 
implementing IMPAC strategies aiming to determine how the MIRTO prototype 
should be developed to meet the needs and aspirations of the various organisations 
involved in IMPAC strategies. 

Chapter 4 describes the design and development stages of MIRTO prototype, 
following a conceptual analysis of transport related publicity and information 
campaigns. The design of the Elicitation of Knowledge Questionnaire form is also 
presented. The need for elicitation of knowledge came from the wide dispersion of 
information regarding IMPAC strategies and the limited documentation available, 
which appeared after the exploratory phase.  

Chapter 5 gives a short description of the design and results of the Field Applications 
(Dormagen, Leeds, Madrid, Nantes, Thessaloniki and Torino) within the CAMPARIE 
project, as well as the transferability of the findings to other cases. Chapter 6 deals 
with the overall CAMPARIE evaluation framework and results coming from the 
evaluation of the Field Applications implemented within CAMPARIE. This chapter also 
presents the evaluation of the efficiency and operability of the MIRTO prototype.  

Chapter 7 provides Recommendations and Guidelines (based on the project findings) 
to Transport Planning Authorities, Operators and Decision-Makers as a result of the 
CAMPARIE project. Finally, Chapter 8 summarises and concludes the overall project 
results. 
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222...   PPPRRRIIINNNCCCIIIPPPLLLEEESSS   &&&   PPPEEERRRSSSPPPEEECCCTTTIIIVVVEEESSS   OOOFFF   IIIMMMPPPAAACCC   
 

22222222........11111111        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        
By its very definition transport demand management (TDM) is a management 
approach to demand modulation. If anything, marketing is a field concerned with 
demand issues.  Furthermore transport demand management implies a focus on 
user behaviour. Finally TDM commonly involves changes in what is traditionally 
called the marketing mix: the service (or product), pricing, distribution and promotion. 
The links between marketing and transport demand management are obvious.  

In the sequel we shall refer to transport marketing as the philosophy, concepts and 
tools originating from marketing that stress the market orientated direction to the 
urban transport demand. 

22222222........22222222        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        OOOOOOOObbbbbbbbjjjjjjjjeeeeeeeeccccccccttttttttiiiiiiiivvvvvvvveeeeeeeessssssss        
The majority of transport marketing efforts deals with public transport (PT), in Europe 
at least. This is explained by the fact that PT is, to date, the only sub-system or policy 
considered as market-oriented, while other policies dealing with e.g. walking or 
cycling have traditionally been considered as a responsibility of public authorities with 
no need for marketing. This is clearly a short-sighted approach showing a certain 
inconsistency from the authorities’ part. Clearly, while authorities normally excel in 
marketing their politics, they neglect the marketing of the urban transport policies that 
they are supposed to launch and promote. The rare examples available to date deal 
mainly with local or state authorities promoting safety or welfare policies and, as from 
their scarceness, they validate the rule. 

Resulting from the above it is obvious that most people in the field perceive urban 
transport marketing as solely dealing with the PT sub-system, hence the lack of 
related references. It can, however, be assumed that what is relevant for PT 
marketing may as well be relevant for the overall urban transport marketing. This will 
be the ruling postulate in this report from now on. 

In the context of urban transport a service-marketing approach rather than product-
marketing is appropriate. Thus it must be taken into account that a service has many 
intangible elements in contrast to many products. Consequently marketing efforts 
should aim at making the offering tangible. Transport marketing objectives are 
classified as:  

• = Policy design and organisation objectives (increase in passenger capacity, 
improvement of the usage level, travel time reduction, etc.). 
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• = Pricing / fare policy objectives (increase in costs covering contributions made 
by certain ticket types, optimisation of the cost / benefit ratio of individual 
passenger services, etc.). 

• = Distribution and acquisition objectives (acceleration of service operations, 
increase in the number of sale points, etc.). 

• = Promotion objectives (improvement of the urban transport system image, 
increase of awareness on service availability and reliability, status acquisition, 
etc.). 

Policy design includes creations of new services, variation of services and 
combination of services. New services may entail the creation of new routes, the 
establishment of special routes for different user groups and purposes and the supply 
of night-time services or express buses. Variation of services come in the form of 
route operation, service frequency, journey times and capacity provided. 
Combination of services may arise though the linking of a transport service with 
services of a different type, e.g. multipayment cards, Park & Ride (P+R). The design 
of services is closely linked with the organisation of the services. The list of measures 
here ranges from vehicle design (e.g. sound insulation, comfortable facilities), 
priorisation measures (bus lanes and guidance systems), special traffic signal control 
for public transport through the introduction of information systems. 

Mobility decisions of individuals are frequently made out of habit and/or lack of 
knowledge of better alternatives. To retain current public transport users and to 
attract new passengers, knowledge of alternative mode options must be improved, 
while user attitudes towards collective modes must be influenced. For this purpose, 
efficient information systems must be designed and attractive offers, ideally suited to 
the potential target groups, must be created in order to promote attachment to 
collective transport modes.  

Information Management and Publicity / Awareness Campaign (IMPAC) strategies 
are one of the primary instruments used for the above purpose. 

22222222........33333333        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaannnnnnnnaaaaaaaaggggggggeeeeeeeemmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnntttttttt        &&&&&&&&        PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuubbbbbbbblllllllliiiiiiiicccccccciiiiiiiittttttttyyyyyyyy////////AAAAAAAAwwwwwwwwaaaaaaaarrrrrrrreeeeeeeennnnnnnneeeeeeeessssssssssssssss        
CCCCCCCCaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
The main themes of transport marketing were outlined above. This project was 
primarily concerned with the fourth marketing objective namely promotion. Among 
the various instruments used for that purpose, information management and publicity 
campaign strategies are the most prominent. 

These strategies aim to improve performance of the urban transport system in terms 
of mobility, level of service, cost, safety and environment by influencing travel 
behaviour in favor of public transport and non-motorised traffic. To divert user 
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behaviour from motorised individual traffic modes, determination of the user needs is 
required. 

Behaviour towards a specific mode is governed by the perceived attitudes of the 
individual about the attributes and utility of the mode and the overall feelings (like or 
dislike) about the mode. The perceptual or cognitive attitudes reflect a person’s 
information about a transport-system-related service, i.e. feature, mode, policy, 
measure or sub-system (awareness). Typical indicators include mode availability, 
travel time, convenience, safety, cost, environmental aspects. Feelings of an 
individual for a mode are strongly influenced by perceived attributes and level of 
awareness. They do however contain parts that are not explained (are independent 
of) by awareness, as they are rather related to social class variables and cultural 
meanings. Cultural meanings become tangible by consumption. 

Individuals are constantly 
striving to attain a portion of an 
ideal world by purchasing. 
One of the most important 
messages communicated by 
goods, is status. Each 
transport mode is a status 
communicator. Cars together 
with clothing and housing are 
acquired as a “second skin” in 
which others may see us. 
Currently sustainable 
behaviour in travelling does 
not reinforce status. On the 

other hand, in many cities transit users are seen as lower-class workers who lack the 
resources to own a car. Mass transit systems connotate financial problems, 
handicaps and other restrictions rather than a successful status. Advertising provides 
the means for establishing this status reinforcement, while information provision 
ensures awareness. 

This example shows that the currently used terms “User information” and “Publicity / 
Awareness Campaign” are indeed interrelated because they concern the same 
purpose. Information Management & Promotion / Awareness Campaign (IMPAC) 
strategies in urban transport are designed to better implement campaigns for 
Information, Promotion or Awareness (IPA) relative to policy measures. The term 
IMPAC incorporates 2 basic components, namely (i) information management, and 
(ii) promotion / awareness campaigns. 

The introduction of any policy measure requires that the population is well informed 
on the features and the effects (positive or negative) of the measure, so that they are 
able to assess to which extent the policy is good for themselves and for other 

Figure 0.1: Formation of user decisions 

feelingsfeelingsfeelings

awarenessawarenessawareness

behaviourbehaviourbehaviour

cultural meaningscultural meaningscultural meanings
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population aggregates (e.g. their household, their neighborhood, their city, the 
society as a whole etc.) by which they are concerned. 

Consequently, each IMPAC strategy involves by definition the management of 
information, in that it has to incorporate both information on the measure and its 
effects (which has to be objective, comprehensive, easily perceived and neutral) and 
promotive information (which is target-oriented, selective and formatted accordingly) 
in adequate strategies. To note that it is often difficult to differentiate among the 2 
types above mentioned. 

The previous diagram has been given a static interpretation. In an actual dynamic 
environment the behaviour towards a particular service does further influence the 
feelings in an interactive manner. In fact one of the features that differentiate services 
from products is that often production and consumption of a service is simultaneous. 
For example, a bus ride is produced and consumed at the same time. This makes 
quality control difficult. Inferior products on an assembly line can be repaired or 
eliminated before the customer gets to know them. In contrast the service provider 
and the customer often learn that a service is inferior only after it is delivered. Even if 
the service provider (mass transport undertaking) enhances the services. IMPAC 
strategies are needed to influence the cognitive attitudes repetitively, simply because 
mobility decisions of individuals are frequently made out of traditional habit and/or 
ignorance of better alternatives. 

2.3.1 The Structure of IMPAC Strategies 

The urban transport system involves several modal sub-systems (public transport, 
non-motorised traffic, motorised individual traffic) a wide variety of services, new 
organisational forms, several operating environments (centralised, deregulated) and 
a wide range of information technologies. 

To cope with the above complexity a systemic approach is suggested by 
categorisation according to the types of answers to the following six questions: 
Information what for (objectives), to whom (user), from whom (provider), where 
(location), when (frequency) and how (media). 

OBJECTIVES OF INFORMATION / PUBLICITY POLICIES (WHAT FOR) 

The main objective of the information management and publicity campaign policies is 
to (a) inform users about salient attributes of the urban transport system which they 
have only partial knowledge (or no knowledge at all) of, in view of a choice decision 
resulting from the introduction / implementation of a policy, and (b) influence the 
perceptions of users about the policy, ultimately aiming at generating positive 
feelings towards it. In most cases the above constitute latent or actual user needs 
with respect to the transport policy-related information. 

User information needs and desires are dictated by the processes analysed above 
and are accordingly classified into the following types: 
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(Awareness) Individuals need to be informed about all aspects of the Urban 
Transport System separately as well as in various combined forms. The public (users 
and non-users) needs information about the system capabilities from different points 
of view including network, modes, services, fares/prices, timetable, ticket-sale points, 
etc. They need to be informed about new services or modifications of services, about 
fare options and about new organisational forms of urban transport like combination 
of modes (train + taxi), road pricing, prioritisation of public transport measures, traffic 
restriction measures and others. 

(Advisory Information) is sought when these are more than on travel options. 
Information providing reassurance of the system’s reliability (for example expected 
departure time, seat availability, connection possibilities to other modes). 

The development of IMPAC strategies should take into account the main findings of 
reinforcement theory. The current urban transport system consists of many 
‘reinforcers’ (events that strengthen behaviour) for private car use and few 
‘punishers’ (events that weaken behaviour). On the other hand, alternatives to the 
private car (mass transit use, bicycle riding, walking) yield few ‘reinforcers’ and many 
‘punishers’. Demand management seeks for a realignment of reinforcers. IMPAC 
strategies can be developed to ensure that even if private car users do not change 
behaviour in favour of other modes, their acceptance of the measures is warranted.  

INFORMATION RECIPIENTS (TO WHOM) 

Information Recipients (Users) represent the segment of the market to be penetrated. 
According to the objectives of the information and publicity campaign strategy, the 
market is segmented into target groups. Target groups are classified according to 
attitude needs and behaviour patterns. 

The concise determination of target groups enables efficient communication. A 
precise clustering into target groups avoids unnecessary dispersion and facilitates 
the organisation of information as well as the advertising message in a manner suited 
to the needs and desires of individuals (current and potential customers) making up 
these clusters. 

Several market segmentation schemes have been researched, developed and 
implemented. Examples include regular versus occasional users, geographically-
based user segments, elderly & disabled, users with cultural / linguistic barriers 
(tourists for example) or situational segments. 

INFORMATION PROVIDERS (FROM WHOM) 

Information providers and campaign publicity promoters may differ in a regulated and 
a deregulated environment. In a regulated environment public transport undertakings 
may design, implement and assess their information and communication policies. In 
some cases they cooperate with an advertising company. Cooperations with local 
authorities or with government agents are experienced. This is particularly relevant in 
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cases involving subsidies from the state and promotion of social and environmental 
objectives. 

In a deregulated environment information becomes an instrument of competition. The 
role of the policy maker is to try to establish consensus among competitors using 
adequate policies of contract handling. This however is an issue that needs further 
research. 

INFORMATION DELIVERY (WHERE)  

Information Delivery is performed at various locations prior to movement at home, in 
the work place or in a public place at stopping points, before using the transport 
mode or during the journey on board the vehicle or when changing. Similar remarks 
apply for promotional / advertising messages. 

TIMING AND FREQUENCY OF INFORMATION / PUBLICITY (WHEN) 

The information conveyed to the user must be reliable and recurrent. The public 
needs to be consistently reminded because hearing about a service does not 
necessarily imply automatically remembering it. Campaigns are implemented with 
periods of intensive advertising and periods of no advertising given the difficulty in 
reaching certain target groups and the associated costs. On the other hand, the 
timing of launching an IPA campaign may be essential to its success or failure: as 
IPA campaigns address the perceptions of users, the overall psychosocial climate 
may influence the effects of the campaign in either direction. 

INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEMS AND ADVERTISING MEDIA (HOW)  

Information Display Systems and Advertising Media are numerous offering a wide 
range of capabilities. Static/passive systems present static information that does not 
allow the user to have access to personalised information. 

2.3.2 Process for an efficient IPA campaign 

The tabular graph below summarises the 9 steps suggested for a successful IPA 
campaign (respectively, IMPAC strategy). Shaded boxes show the final step to be 
taken into account. 
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Figure 0.2: Flow chart of transport marketing 

 

 
Table 2.1 : Steps for a successful IPA campaign 
Define measures Welfare policy  
 New institutional measure  
 New plan  
 New infrastructure  
Determine timing of campaign Before introduction  
 After introduction  
Identify population concerned Users  
 Non-users Candidates 
  Non-candidates 
Identify segmentation   
Acquire information User active search After introduction 
 User passive After introduction 
  Before introduction 
Investigate responses  
Design campaign Define information content  
 Select media  
 Identify timing elements Time periods 
  Intensity 
 Establish monitoring mechanism  
 Anticipate opponents’ reactions  
Carry out & monitor campaign   
Evaluate campaign   
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2.4.1 Introduction 

Urban transport organisations have tried different types of marketing programs to 
achieve their objectives such as increase of ridership or revenue (re: public 
transport), mode shift and so on. These have met with varying degrees of success. 
Information on this subject exists in the form of reports or in terms of undocumented 
experience and practice. Unfortunately that experience is often scattered and 
inadequately or not at all evaluated.  

Urban transport marketing is 
a comprehensive process 
that identifies the needs of 
specific user groups, 
develops services to meet 
those needs, suggests 
promotional strategies and 
feeds back evidence of 
success or failure in the 
transport market (see 
Figure 2.2 left). 

Marketing Objectives

Marketing Functions

Market
Research /

Segmentation

Service
Development
and Pricing

Promotion Evaluation
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The emphasis of the CAMPARIE project is focused on the traditional functions of 
promotion, which in turn are heavily dependent on market research / segmentation 
and evaluation. It is conceived that these activities are viewed as an integral part of 
the interrelated set of marketing activities including service development and pricing 
activities. As Figure 2.2 indicates, marketing functions are intended to serve the 
marketing objectives. Marketing objectives vary, but increase of usage (e.g. public 
transport ridership) and revenue are among the most prominent. 

State of the art has been based mainly on bibliographical references and specific 
reports as well as on inputs from CAMPARIE partners’ own work. State of practice 
has been based on specific reports and CAMPARIE partners’ research and 
contribution.     

2.4.2 Marketing and PT organisations 

Marketing strategies are a very important tool for Public Transport organisations. The 
range of these strategies depends of course on the size of the city and the PT 
organisation and role. PT organisations in smaller cities usually focus on traditional 
low technology means for providing information (printed material on buses, bus stop 
displays, timetable leaflets and booklets), in order to maintain a low budget. PT 
organisations in larger cities can afford more complex and modern technologies for 
providing information to the public. In Madrid for example, the Public Transport 
Operator (CTM) dedicates for marketing and publicity 140 million pesetas a year 
since 1986 in order to change public attitude and behavior.  

In terms of staff required for launching a marketing strategy, PT organisations must 
have a specialised department/ team within the organisation to deal with these 
issues. In cases of large-scale campaigns, the co-operation between this department 
and an external marketing agency is necessary. Better marketing strategies occur 
when PT organisations collaborate with local agencies, which are aware of the local 
problems and public characteristics. 

2.1.3 Market Research & Segmentation 

Market research is the first logical step in marketing as it identifies what the user 
wants and needs. It emphasises offering what the user wants rather than making 
products and selling them. 

Current urban transport market research practice is largely using market 
segmentation to identify subgroups and non-user markets, each of which relates in a 
differentiated manner to different attributes of the transport system. The full potential 
of market research has not yet been realised in urban transport services. Urban 
transport organisations use a variety of market research techniques but generally 
lack the resources to apply them fully and consistently. Increased use of market 
segmentation, computer applications to marketing and targeted use of incentives are 
important trends in transport marketing.  
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Market research is essential to the effective use of market segmentation, particularly, 
when developing targeted marketing activities as opposed to those intended to 
appeal to wider markets. Services aimed at specialised markets run a higher risk of 
missing the target if the special needs or preferences of the market segment are not 
met, or if selected characteristics are not dominant and fail to motivate sales. 
Computer marketing applications allow collection and use of more data on specific 
market segments. Market segmentation relies on a wide range of parameters 
including geography, time of day or day of week, demographics, psychometrics, 
current / new users, trip frequencies and so on.  The goal is to identify the key market 
segments under consideration, specify the dominant features or attitudes and target 
the marketing activity accordingly. Examples are illustrated in Table 2.2 below. 

In more recent attempts market segmentation is accomplished by software and 
clustering algorithms and aims to unravel cross-sectional differences. Long term 
mobility variables (employment, location, residential location, housing type, etc.) are 
combined with short term activity and travel choices as well as with life style choices 
(family formation, orientation towards leisure, etc.). On the basis of the above 
parameters, clustering schemes reveal homogeneous clusters with similar patterns of 
behaviour. 

Table 2.2 : Market research techniques 

Market Research Techniques Objectives 

�On board surveys Determine user attitudes; improve delivery of 
public transport services 

�Telephone surveys Determine user and non user attitudes and 
awareness of system and services; improve 
delivery of public transport services 

�Focus groups Determine consumer attitudes improve delivery of 
public transport services 

�Employer surveys Determine employee travel behaviour; improve 
delivery of public transport services 

�Request cards, coupons 

�Computer software 

Determine travel behaviour and consumer 
attitudes.  

Determine homogenous clusters 
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2.1.4 Promotion 

Promotion activities include user information (timetables, schedules, information 
centres, cable TV, real time / static / interactive systems, audiotex, videotex), 
advertising (radio, newspaper, direct mail diskettes, CDs, Internet) publicity (free 
communications such as press releases, public service ads, in-depth articles), 
incentives (free or reduced fares, merchant discounts, contests), personal contact 
(public relations, customer service, operator friendliness, senior citizen and school 
programs, personal sales) and atmosphere (the environment or supplemental 
attributes, such as cleanliness, schedules and maps, signs, logos, colour scheme 
and uniformed operators). 

USER INFORMATION 

Information functions are aimed at providing the public the information needed to use 
the urban transport system. With respect to public transport e.g. this includes route 
and schedule information at a minimum. As urban transport marketing becomes 
more sophisticated information provision is further refined to ensure ease and 
efficiency of system use. Consumer research has revealed that many people often 
do not use the urban transport because they find it hard to understand. User aids and 
community education programs can de-mystify the urban transport system and make 
it more accessible. Furthermore informed users contribute in the efficient operation of 
the system. A PT passenger for instance who knows the exact fare required is less 
likely to cause a delay than one who is unaware of the policy. 

Information to the public may take different forms at different times: 

• = before using the transport system 

✓ at home, in the workplace or in a public place 

✓ at shopping points 

• = during the journey, onboard the vehicle or when changing, to serve the 
following purposes: 

✓ to inform the public (users and non-users) of the capabilities of the system 
from different points of view, network, points serviced, fares, timetable, etc., 

✓ to limit uncertainty and stress during waiting by informing the user, at home or 
at a stopping point, of the time of arrival of the next bus and/or its position, 

✓ at changing points, to guide the user rapidly to the right boarding point as well 
as giving accurate information of the departure time, 

✓ to rapidly inform passengers as to incidents on the system in order to reduce 
inconvenience to users and their dissatisfaction, 
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✓ to help information staff so that they can respond accurately and rapidly to 
complex requests for information, 

✓ to eliminate the worry on the part of certain passengers in vehicles that they 
might miss their stop, 

• = at the end of the journey 

✓ to guide the user to the exit and to urban activities, 

✓ to encourage users to obtain information independently. 

Table 2.3 shows how Le Squeren (1991) provides a slightly different categorisation of 
the functions of passenger information. This categorisation also includes a teaching 
function by which information instructs people on how to use the system in general. 
Twelve roles for information are identified within the main functions; these serve as a 
useful typology of information needs to assist in any strategy development. 

Table 2.3 : Categorisation of the Function of Information according to Le Squeren 

A. Promotional (i.e. Marketing) 
� Mobility 
 
� Presence 
 
� Image 

 

�Propose destinations and reasons for 
travelling. 

�Inform people about local system 
features as part of information on the 
area. 

�Improve image, highlight advantages. 

B. Teaching 
� Learning 
� Conforming 

 

�How to use public transport. 
�What are the rules for using an 

integrated system. 

C. Operational (i.e. Information and 
 Advice) 

� Trip planning 
� Access to the network 
� Travel 
� Arrive 
� Modification 

 

 
 
 
�Facilitate the journey itself 
�Facilitate the onward journey. 
�Information on changes to schedules. 

D. Appropriation (i.e. Reassurance) 
� Atmosphere 
� Control 

 

�Reduce anxiety, positive atmosphere 
�Increase control/options. 

 

From the psychological point of view, a major goal of urban transport and the 
information provided must be to increase the perception among passengers that they 
are in control of their journey; this is a positive perception noted among car users, 
whether journeys were undertaken in congested traffic or not. Key factors 
contributing to an increased perception of control are the stability in services, making 
habitual or regular journeys and having good knowledge of an area. In assessing 
information needs, the removal of travel uncertainty at all stages of a journey should 
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be a major concern. Operators have been less certain as to how to reassure 
passengers by using travel information. 

Perceptions of travel uncertainty among passengers are not only reflected in 
individual journeys, but are also general attitudes learned over time. This is important 
for information providers to be aware of, given the finding that passengers have a low 
tolerance threshold for poor information (EURONETT). Bad information is seen by 
the public as worse than no information. One or two poor experiences of bad 
information are often sufficient to make travellers avoid using the facility altogether in 
the future. Thus, once information is provided, its quality should be maintained and 
careful thought and research conducted prior to its introduction. This point is 
particularly important if new information technology investments (such as Advanced 
Transport Telematics or ATT) are being considered, since ATT enables a greater 
market segmentation to be achieved in providing information products. However, in 
contrast, ATT is also difficult for some groups of the population to understand or use, 
in the same way that many find timetables difficult to comprehend. The issue of naive 
users exists with all passenger information media. User information techniques are 
listed in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 :User information techniques  

User Information Techniques Objectives 

• = Timetables, maps, signs, 
schedules 

Provide info; make public transport easier to use; increase 
operating efficiency 

• = Telephone inquiry (a) live, 
(b) computer assisted 

Provide info; make public transport easier to use; increase 
operating efficiency 

• = Information center Provide info; make Public Transport easier to use; increase 
operating efficiency 

• = Trip planner Make public transport easier to use for infrequent or first time 
rider; increase off peak ridership 

• = Tourist information aids Make public transport easier to use for infrequent or first time 
rider; increase off peak ridership 

• = Cable television Disseminate to general public; increase awareness of mass 
transit system’s role and function within community; enhance 
its image and promote its use 

• = Displays Disseminate info to general public; increase awareness 

• = Fixed message indicators, 
diskettes, CD’s 

Provide info; enhance image 

• = Real time passive systems 
(video bus) 

Provide info; limit uncertainty and stress; reduce 
inconvenience 

• = Interactive off line systems 
(teletext, videotex) 

Disseminate info to general public; increase awareness 

• = Real time interactive 
systems (infobus) 

Increased perception of journey control 

• = Internet Provide info; enhance image of public transport 
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Increasingly more sophisticated information systems using computer, 
communications and audio-visual technology are introduced. Nevertheless, 
information on paper retains considerable importance given its low cost, its role in 
distributing basic information of services and the possibility of reaching a very high 
number of people. 

Real time passive information is a component of automatic vehicle location control 
and management system. Arrival times or real waiting times are announced. For 
example if a delay is announced passengers may decide to wait at a stop or to look 
for an alternative. An example is offered by the videobus system installed in several 
European cities such as Antwerp-Belgium, Newcastle-U.K., Perugia-Italy and Le 
Havre-France. The system informs users waiting at stops as to the position of the 
bus on its route. 

Interactive off-line systems enable the user to browse through an information data 
base. These systems can be accessed by an information center, by telephone, by 
domestic interactive systems such as teletext or videotext or via the internet. 

Information provision is independent of the actual operating conditions. In the 
Netherlands a single telephone exchange provides information on all of the urban 
public transport systems in the country. One of the most useful services provided by 
these systems is trip (journey) planning. Thus recommendations are given regarding 
the least costly route, the minimum time route, the route requiring the minimum 
number of changes, etc. The INFOMETRO system installed in the Information 
Centers for the Barcelona metro (Spain) falls also in this category. The user enters 
the origin and destination of the journey and the system displays on a video screen 
routes, journey times, sites of interest, etc. 

Real time interactive information systems are interactive systems that take account of 
actual operating and traffic conditions. They are relatively rare in Europe but have 
been employed in North America in sparsely populated areas where bus frequency is 
low and harsh winters make bus waiting at stops difficult. The INFOBUS system 
installed in Ottawa (Canada) is an example. Users are informed by synthetic voice on 
the telephone about the time of arrival of the next two buses at a particular stop. 

In general the cost-effectiveness of different consumer information techniques is not 
well documented. A reason for this may be that most of these techniques are applied 
on limited range pilot projects not allowing for a thorough investigation of user 
responses. Appropriate evaluation tools also appear to be lacking or not often 
applied. 

In a deregulated public transport market like the one emerged in Great Britain after 
1985 information and marketing becomes an instrument of competition between 
operators. The previously convergent objectives of all operators and authorities 
diverge and the free flow of information to travellers becomes contingent on the 
operator’s goal to maximise the competitive position in the market. In turn, 
passenger’s need for information have been increased by the greater service 
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instability which on the road competition introduced. It is clear since 1986 that 
passenger information has been a particular problem, with operators relying on 
PTE’s (Passenger Transport Executives) and County Councils to meet most 
information requirements. Where operators have spent resources in this area, they 
have concentrated on marketing specific services. In addition, it is still possible for 
operators to make minor timetable changes of up to plus or minus a few minutes 
without informing the authorities, thus making timetables unreliable. 

Personal preferences of travellers for information media is a key element and a lot of 
work has been conducted in this area particularly relating to timetable design and 
timetable composition. Simplicity in design is preferred by travellers, but operators 
and authorities are often hampered in this by complex fare and ticketing regimes or 
multi-operator routes. Instances of adapting the design of passenger information to 
improve user comprehension have not always proved successful. For example, a 
survey by CENTRO, the Birmingham transport authority, found that changes to their 
timetables made no difference to the number of respondents who understood the 
timetable. 

Under their powers of promotion under the 1985 Transport Act, UK local authorities 
have responded with a mixture of policies in different areas. Where a strong tradition 
of comprehensive timetable and network maps existed prior to 1986, some have 
attempted to retain such a system. Many authorities invested in new software 
packages and additional staff in 1986 to achieve comprehensive timetable coverage. 
However, the norm has been to produce more leaflets and local timetables and 
maps, particularly if instability remains a problem. This had been coupled in the 
metropolitan areas by database development to handle increased service changes 
and to identify socially necessary services. However, all parties are still unclear as to 
how information provision is valued and what the return is. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Public relations activities seek to develop and maintain community support and 
awareness. They include press releases, media events and community services. The 
effectiveness is difficult to measure directly. 

Table 2.5 : Public relations techniques 

Public Relations Techniques Objectives 

• = Community education programs Make public transport easier to use; increase off 
peak ridership 

• = Community outreach programs Disseminate info to general public; increase 
awareness, enhance image 

• = Newsletters Provide updates of system’s activities 

• = Press releases Increase awareness; enhance image 
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• = Media events Increase awareness; enhance image 

• = Community service Demonstrate commitment to community; 
enhance image 

 

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION 

Urban transport organisations have recognised the need to develop a range of 
advertising and promotional techniques since their systems are used by many 
different user groups for various purposes. Advertising and promotion are functions 
aiming to enhance system’s image and to promote the use of sustainable transport 
modes. 

Direct contact with the public, advertising campaigns and partnership operations are 
primary marketing and communication tools. Direct communication offers the 
possibility of dialogue with the public. This includes direct contacts between sales 
personnel and potential customers represented by employers, consumer 
associations, etc. but also telephone polling of opinions and user practice as well as 
daily contacts between their staff and users. 

Work trip is the primary market especially for public transport systems. For this 
reason the employer is an important relay point in a marketing policy as are 
educational institutions. Public transport companies must maintain permanent direct 
contact with such people by regular visits and by providing them with customised 
information to be transmitted to employees and students. 

The operator’s personnel and the drivers in particular may contribute to the image of 
the company. Training is needed to make drivers on other personnel friendly and 
willing to provide information about the system. 

Advertising actions may come in several forms, each suited to certain objectives. It is 
therefore important that public transport companies become aware of the multiplicity 
of possible forms in accordance with a set of criteria. These aspects are the object of 
Table 2.6 below, drawn from a UITP study. In general, the clearer the description of 
an advertising action, the more it will contribute to creating an effective advertising 
message and the more it will facilitate the choice of adequate means of advertising 
and final assessment of results. 

Table 2.6 : Basic criteria for advertising for public transport companies 

           Geographical extent of advertising 

Local level (the companies) 
Regional level (transport community) 
National level 

Content of advertising message 

Publicity emphasizing company image (and aiming to create or restore confidence in the 
public with regard to it) 
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Publicity for a particular aspect (e.g. for certain services, events, etc.) 

Nature of arguments 

Rational arguments (advantages of public transport-rapid, reliable, cheap, stress, free, 
etc.) 

Emotional arguments (public transport meets modern day aspirations, it is a reasonable 
solution, a means of transport free from social discrimination, etc.) 

Expected effects of advertising 

Immediate action (e.g. to promote purchase of monthly travel card, etc.) 
Deferred actions (e.g. to promote use in off-peak hours) 

Categories of users targeted 

Regular travellers 
Occasional travellers 
Car users 

Level of demand which company wishes to influence 

Promoting of traditional services (to shuttle operators, professionals, those responsible 
for purchasing) 

Promoting of special services and new features 

Among the most popular media for urban transport advertising are newspapers, 
radios, billboards and the interior and exterior of public transport vehicles. A number 
of joint venture newspapers advertising programs were identified. 

Although media advertising is popular in urban transport the need for more targeted 
advertising has also been evidenced. Target marketing is however much easier if 
carried out by direct marketing methods such as mail or complimentary employer 
distributions. Cities with low public transport modal split use employer distributions to 
target non-riders. Direct marketing uses market segmentation techniques to specify 
target markets and focus distribution of information incentives, etc. Segmentation 
variables include geographic location, fare class, level of awareness or interest in 
public transport trip frequency and others. 

Other target marketing methods incorporate response mail. Respondents to an offer 
are asked to complete a small questionnaire. This survey facilitates the specification 
of segmentation parameters. Subsequent marketing activities are tailored to 
segmentation characteristics. Current or potential customers can be stimulated for 
example by means of a contest to submit forms indicating their trip frequency. Non 
riders can be offered free-ride tickets. Occasional passengers can be sent pass 
discount coupons. 

Choice between media or direct strategies depend on marketing objectives. Media 
can be used for image and general advertising, direct marketing is often more 
effective with detailed information and the two alternatives can support each other. 
Examples of direct marketing include “door drops” of information and incentives for 
both target markets and wider distributions. Typical incentives include free-ride 
coupons, contests, trip planners or merchant discount offers. Merchant discount can 
be offered to employees by personnel directors to people requesting public transport 
information. These incentives are followed by questionnaires aiming to determine 
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customer satisfaction. Consumer data bases are stored in a computer for later re-
marketing. 

 

Table 2.7 : Advertising & promotion techniques 

Advertising Promotion Techniques Objectives 

�Newspapers Increase awareness; promote transit services; 
enhance image 

�Radio Increase ridership by target marketing car drivers; 
increase awareness 

�Outdoor Increase ridership by target marketing car drivers; 
increase awareness 

�Direct contact Increase ridership on specific routes or services; 
promote public transport use 

�Television Promote public transport use; increase awareness, 
enhance image 

�Advertising trade outs Reduce advertising costs by leveraging advertising 
resources 

�Merchant discounts Increase pass sales; increase ridership; gain 
participation of local business 

�Free or reduced fares Increase ridership; gain participation of local business 

�Anniversary celebrations Promote public transport use; increase awareness, 
enhance image 

�Sponsor contents Promote public transport use; increase awareness, 
enhance image 

�Promotional items Increase awareness; raise revenues 
 
Effectiveness is difficult to assess because pay-offs tend to develop over time. Most 
agencies rely on attitude and awareness surveys to measure effectiveness. Clearly it 
is difficult, even impossible, to measure promotion effectiveness on actual behaviour 
(revealed preferences) for many reasons: 

a) time periods for take over of the campaign (user adoption) vary greatly between 
users 

b) in practice it is difficult, even impossible, to isolate the effects of promotion from 
other measures, including the promoted measures themselves 

c) recurring events like e.g. counter-campaigns (promotion of measures favoured by 
policy opponents) or uncoordinated policies usually introduce bias into user 
responses 

Many of the promotion activities are incentive promotions, namely short term 
programs designed to increase ridership over the long run. An incentive (e.g. 
reduced fare) is offered to induce consumers to try the service on the assumption 
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that they will recognize its value and continue as regular paying customers. The risk 
of revenue reduction is possible if too many current users and too few new users 
take advantage of the incentive. Use of incentives in public transport marketing is 
increasing. The design of an incentive requires specification of content, time of 
implementation, recipients and distribution. These in turn depend on the objectives 
the incentive is intended to serve. Objectives are to project positive image, to gain 
publicity, to maintain positive attitude or to promote pass sales. The dominant 
objective is usually to attract news or maintain existing ridership. 

‘SOFT’ TECHNIQUES 

• = Atmosphere 
Atmosphere captures the general sense experienced by the public transport 
passengers. Atmosphere-related aspects are usually very important but difficult to 
apprehend concretely and assess accurately. 

• = Direct Marketing Technique 

The basic theory behind the direct marketing technique for promoting public transport 
is that however good or bad a public transport system might be, potential users 
perceive it as worse than it is. Therefore, successful marketing should aim to provide 
personalised and individual encouragement and information to persuade potential 
users of the benefits of public transport and to overcome their negative perceptions 
about the services. This soft marketing approach was initially tested and 
demonstrated by Broeg (1995) in Germany and, through a UITP initiative, has been 
replicated in many other European cities. The basic principle is that a lack of 
experience in using public transport inhibits potential users to switch mode for some 
or all of their journeys. By motivating potential users and providing them with 
personalised public transport information for the range of journeys they make, 
accompanied by an incentive, people are more likely to switch mode. The motivation 
and information stages should preferably be conducted through some form of 
personal contact, either a home visit, by telephone or by letter and the incentive 
some form of free travel for a restricted time period. The results from all the studies 
conducted so far have been encouraging in terms of increased patronage. 

• = Personal Contact 
The personal contact of urban transport staff and the friendliness of the operator are 
important. Customer service attitude by all staff can be reinforced by giving a share 
of the increased revenue due to increased ridership to operators. The incentive plan 
is similar to the employee stock ownership plans information in airlines and other 
industries. 

Fares can be subsidized by local firms through employer discounts. Personalized 
contacts through mail and telephone have also been used. 
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2.4.5 Evaluation 

Evaluation is a primary marketing function but often is not carried out. Smaller 
agencies with limited marketing budgets face many constraints and often make 
limited use of marketing information. A lack of evaluation makes the marketing 
budget more difficult to justify. 

Several of the evaluation methods applied in public transport marketing provide a 
framework for clarifying and assessing the assumptions implicit in the project. Some 
other evaluation cases engage survey techniques to determine effects of free-ride 
offers or contests and establish the value of pilot marketing programs which are then 
expanded without re-evaluation. A feature of many direct marketing techniques is 
that some evaluation measures are built into their application. Examples are the 
number of mail-in offers discount coupons or clip-out free-ride tickets. As an example 
promotional public transport service is based on direct mail where free ride tickets 
are offered provided a questionnaire is completed. The replies enable the agency to 
identify the areas most responsible to the promotion. The level of awareness of the 
service before the offer, sources of new awareness other than the free-ride offer and 
other information. 

The review of public transport marketing evaluation practice leads to the following 
conclusions : 

• = Promotional activities are evaluated to a large extent but the evaluation is mostly 
relied on weak experimental designs and lacks before and after measurements 
and control groups. 

• = Effectiveness is most often measured by the consumer’s actual behaviour. 

• = Marketing evaluation focuses on gross indicators of consumer response such as 
overall system ridership and revenue. 

• = Evaluation of the effectiveness of a specific marketing activity is difficult due to 
non existence of good consumer data bases, under funding of market research 
and hence inadequacy of appropriate data and finally due to the presence of 
many factors that are responsible for a given response. 
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2.4.6 Conclusions 

The whole issue of IPA and IMPAC strategies in the transport sector seems to be a 
rather complex one, at least as perceived by the majority of the concerned agencies. 
At present, hundred of local authorities, transport operators and decision makers at 
different levels of government all over Europe need to get into the business of 
promoting policies and measures that may affect the everyday habits and the travel 
behaviour of the trip makers. They need to design and launch campaigns for different 
purposes as previously described. With the exemption of the large transport 
operators and the authorities that have developed over time specialised departments 
or offices for marketing, advertising and promotion, a considerable number of 
agencies do not have on a regular basis a plan and most likely a budget for 
campaign launching as part of their annual programme. They, very often, spend 
considerable funds for the implementation of policies or measures or for introducing 
new services, but they do not do the same for promoting and advertising them. The 
lack of expert persons in this area definitely plays its role in this phenomenon, but it is 
not the only one reason. Unlike in other domains, there are no simple and easy to 
use tools in the business of Information, promotion and marketing campaigns and in 
raising awareness on transport issues. The issue itself is very complex and usually 
requires the involvement of experts. It has to do with human behaviour and social 
psychology and it is not surprising that many decision makers avoid to proceed with 
campaigns because they do not feel always ready for such a communication with the 
people.  

On the other hand, transport related problems in urban areas, are constantly 
increasing causing severe degradation of the quality of life and minimising the free 
time of most persons. The need to reduce car usage and turn into other modes such 
as Public Transport has been recognised by almost all authorities in the EU states 
and elsewhere. Changing people’s attitudes and eventually travel behaviour is one 
way street in achieving this. General awareness campaigns as well as other 
information and publicity means comprise some of the available weapons in this 
battle. However, the experience and the practice shows that little is done towards this 
direction, compared to what could have been done or what is done in other areas of 
activity. And perhaps the most important is that the cost for designing and launching 
campaigns for a measure or for raising awareness of people is much less that the 
cost of implementing the measure itself. 

The CAMPARIE project approaches this issue by introducing MIRTO, a computer 
based tool that can help transport planners, decision makers and transport operators 
to design and launch proper campaigns in the exercise of their tasks. MIRTO intends 
to fill the existing gap in this area without aiming at replacing the role of professionals 
who will be always the most reliable solution. However MIRTO, as will be shown, can 
orient its potential users to the right track before employing a professional or a 
marketing expert. 
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MIRTO, which stands for Marketing & Information Referee for Transport 
Organisations, is an “alive” tool that accumulates information and hence knowledge 
for its users. As it is clearly shown there is a lot of material to be collected in order to 
compile a decent knowledge base sufficient for providing useful advice to the 
transport professional - user of the MIRTO prototype. 

In order to make MIRTO a useful tool more knowledge has to be elicited to the extent 
that a representative sample of the whole spectrum of transport marketing activities 
in Europe in recent years can be gathered. For this purpose a special Task Force 
was formed which accomplished this particular duty.  

The description of the MIRTO, its functions and capabilities, as well as the role of the 
Task Force are given in the next chapters of this report. 
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333...   TTTHHHEEE   PPPAAANNN---EEEUUURRROOOPPPEEEAAANNN   SSSUUURRRVVVEEEYYY   
 

33333333........11111111        PPPPPPPPaaaaaaaannnnnnnn        EEEEEEEEuuuuuuuurrrrrrrrooooooooppppppppeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaannnnnnnn        ssssssssuuuuuuuurrrrrrrrvvvvvvvveeeeeeeeyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        ttttttttrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt,,,,,,,,        mmmmmmmmaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        &&&&&&&&        mmmmmmmmeeeeeeeeddddddddiiiiiiiiaaaaaaaa        
pppppppprrrrrrrrooooooooffffffffeeeeeeeessssssssssssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnaaaaaaaallllllllssssssss        
3.1.1 General 

The Pan-European survey of media and transport professionals was a series of in-
depth qualitative interviews and discussions with representatives from groups and 
organisations involved in developing and implementing IMPAC strategies, conducted 
during the period of Summer-Fall 1997. 

The aim of the interviews was to determine how the MIRTO prototype should be 
developed to meet the needs and aspirations of the various organisations involved in 
IMPAC strategies, based on their past experience in developing a range of  
campaigns and their perceptions of IMPAC strategies for the future.  To achieve this 
aim the interviewees were questioned about the following issues: 

• = Current practice in IMPAC strategies 

• = Perceptions regarding the main problems associated with developing and   
implementing IMPAC strategies 

• = Identification of the shortcomings and barriers in using the MIRTO prototype 

• = Critical success factors for MIRTO 

• = The way forward for MIRTO as a decision support tool 

The interviews were also perceived to be a chance to pre-test the market for MIRTO 
among the range of potential users, albeit on a small scale.  Finally, this activity was 
seen as a way of initiating contact with organisations from which detailed information 
would be gathered for the case base Task Force. 

3.1.2 Methodology 

THE SURVEY SAMPLE  

The complete set of interviews were conducted among a range of media and 
transport professionals (32 people) across Europe including Austria, Finland, Greece, 
Italy, and the United Kingdom. The survey was comprised of two waves; the first was 
a pilot test addressing one or two interviews in Austria, Greece, and the UK; the 
second a more comprehensive set of interviews across the five EU countries listed 
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above. CAMPARIE partners from each of these countries were asked to select an 
individual within their organisation to take responsibility for organising and conducting 
each of the interviews.   

Each organisation was requested to complete a minimum of three and a maximum of 
five interviews with representatives from the following groups, who were considered 
representative of the range of organisations involved in IMPAC strategies: 

• = Local authority transport planners 

• = Marketing experts working for public transport operators 

• = Marketing experts working for local transport authorities 

• = Other media and publicity professionals, for example, representatives from 
marketing agencies who have worked on IMPAC strategies 

• = Marketing experts from transport related pressure groups which actively conduct 
transport awareness and publicity campaigns 

Using their expertise and knowledge of the transport sector, CAMPARIE partners 
were asked to select and interview the most appropriate individuals and 
organisations within these categories. Potential interviewees were initially contacted 
by fax or letter, followed by a phone call to assess their interest in the subject area, 
suggestions for alternative interviewees and to confirm a date and time for the 
interview. 

THE CONTENT OF THE INTERVIEW 

As is common to all qualitative surveys, a topic guide was constructed to aid 
interviewers in their discussions with the organisation representatives.  A topic guide, 
as the name suggests, is intended to be used as a guide for the range of issues 
which should be discussed in the interviews.  There are no fixed questions to be 
asked in any particular order, but the interviewer should aim to incorporate all of the 
issues defined in the topic guide, if the interviewer considers them to be relevant to 
the individual organisation being interviewed.  In some cases, issues might arise 
during a discussion, which have not been included within the framework of the topic 
guide.  In this instance the interviewers were requested to make an addition to the 
topic guide and include the issue(s) in future interviews. 

The guide contained 14 basic items covering the following issues: 

• = Details of the person completing the form: 

✓ Name 

✓ Position 
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✓ Duties 

✓ Organisation 

✓ Address 

✓ Telephone, Fax and E-mail 

• = Experience in developing and conducting transport awareness and publicity 
campaigns 

• = The organisation’s current practice in transport publicity and awareness 
campaigns including: 

✓ IMPAC development (subject, area, target audience, range of budgets for 
campaigns, media types chosen and why, relationship between the 
campaigns and national / local policies) 

✓ IMPAC conduct (types of messages, slogans, timing aspects etc.) 

✓ IMPAC assessment (critical success factors, measurement methodology,  
stage of assessment etc.) 

✓ Range of problems associated with the development, conduct and 
assessment of campaigns 

✓ Plans, constraints and perspectives for the way forward to improve the 
effectiveness of IMPAC strategies 

✓ Relationships between transport & marketing professionals and other 
groups for achieving campaign objectives (environment, health and 
education professionals at the local and national level, social groupings 
etc.) 

✓ Lacks / gaps encountered in developing, conducting and evaluating IMPAC 
strategies 

✓ Need for decision support; What would be the best format for it. How would 
they use it and at what stages? 

In addition the interviewees were given a short presentation of MIRTO V.0, to give a 
more realistic impression of the nature of the prototype. 

CAMPARIE partners were advised that the interviews should take a minimum of one 
hour and a maximum of two hours to complete. Interviewers were requested to tape 
record the interviews, to aid analysis. 
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3.1.3 Survey Results 

INTRODUCTION 

The interviewers have compiled national reports detailing the findings from each of 
the interviews they conducted.  

As previously stated the aim of this survey was to determine how the MIRTO 
prototype should be developed to meet the needs and aspirations of the various 
organisations involved in developing and implementing IMPAC strategies. It is this 
information which is the focus of the results, although broader information regarding 
the institutions interviewed and the types of IMPAC strategies they adopt can be 
found in the full annexed reports (which are parts of CAMPARIE Deliverable 2). 

When writing their reports the interviewers were asked to use the information 
collected in the interview to assess the potential value of MIRTO to each type of 
organisation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the survey have highlighted a variety of interesting and important 
issues, which were taken into consideration in the further development of MIRTO.   

The needs and requirements of the potential MIRTO users, a cross section of whom 
were interviewed, varied and depended largely on the organisational culture.  
Generally, larger organisations with a long record in developing and implementing 
IMPAC strategies perceive that they have little need for a decision support tool in 
their campaign related activities.  These organisations tend to be the public transport 
planning authorities and operators, who employ professional marketing agencies.  
They suggest that it is the marketing agencies which might find MIRTO to be a more 
useful product, particularly as a public transport educational tool.   

Conversely, the smaller organisations such as interest pressure groups saw MIRTO 
as a great opportunity to explore European examples of the range of campaigns they 
develop and also as an information exchange tool.  Generally individuals within these 
organisations tend to be professionals with little marketing experience, but due to the 
nature of the organisation have an IMPAC role to fulfil.  They perceive MIRTO as 
providing an opportunity to expand their creative skills. 

However, this large-small organisation division is not exclusive; there are exceptions 
which seem to be related to subjective factors such as the personality of the 
individual being interviewed and objective factors such as time, budgets and 
technical support.  
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The perceived applications for MIRTO ranged from decision support tool for 
campaign and policy development, an educational tool in terms of marketing and 
exploring alternative means of travel to the private car, and finally a promotional tool 
for interest and political pressure groups. One of the greatest assets of MIRTO and 
consequently its best selling point, is the European-wide perspective it provides on 
IMPAC strategies. 

The interviews revealed two features of MIRTO which in the eyes of potential users, 
would need careful consideration throughout the development phases: 

• = Firstly, the need to be aware of the range of target groups for different types of 
campaign objectives.  MIRTO would need to include a wide range of campaign 
examples focusing on different target groups.  The emphasis placed on this 
aspect of MIRTO by the interviewees even suggested that the product includes 
an ‘education module’, describing various ways of defining target groups. The 
interest in target groups seems to be most prevalent for IMPAC strategies which 
aim to encourage a modal shift from private transport to more sustainable 
modes.  In fact it is these types of campaign which seemed to generate the most 
interest among the interviewees. 

• = Secondly the need for the service provider to ensure that the MIRTO database is 
updated at regular intervals.  An annual update was perceived to be the 
minimum requirement. 

To conclude, MIRTO is envisaged to be a decision support tool in an encyclopaedic 
type format, providing a comprehensive range of examples of IMPAC strategies and 
particularly those focused on achieving modal shift.  The software must ultimate be a 
time-saving tool achieved partly through an integrated search algorithm, possibly 
based on a key word. MIRTO should be a ‘visual’ product, projecting examples of 
campaign images, symbols and slogans and there was some interest in the 
possibility of being able to download material from the database.  A contact reference 
list based on the campaign examples included in MIRTO was also suggested.  
Finally, the results suggest that MIRTO might best be promoted as a service for which 
an annual subscription is required. More detailed information about these results can 
be found in CAMPARIE Deliverable 2. 
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444...   TTTHHHEEE   MMMIIIRRRTTTOOO   PPPRRROOOTTTOOOTTTYYYPPPEEE,,,   DDDEEESSSIIIGGGNNN   
IIIMMMPPPLLLEEEMMMEEENNNTTTAAATTTIIIOOONNN   AAANNNDDD   CCCAAASSSEEE   BBBAAASSSEEE   AAANNNAAALLLYYYSSSIIISSS   

 

44444444........11111111        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        MMIIRRTTOO        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooottttttttoooooooottttttttyyyyyyyyppppppppeeeeeeee        

4.1.1 Objectives 

One of the ways of increasing efficiency of IPA campaigns in favor of sustainable 
transport is to put at the disposal of people responsible for marketing or transport 
decision makers a tool to help in planning and determining the most appropriate 
IMPAC strategies. 

This is a postulate set a priori based on our perception of the average European 
transport professional’s needs. A more detailed and clearly more accurate definition 
of the MIRTO prototype objectives are established based on the requirements and 
aspirations of its candidate users. Such an endeavor was set out during the Pan-
European survey. 

The average European transport professional’s needs lie mid-way between a ‘black-
box’-type of decision aid and an ‘encyclopaedia’-like on-line static information base. It 
is assumed that a wide and deep urban transport marketing encyclopaedia is 
something that enlarges the scope and the ideas of the average European transport 
professional, while a ‘black box’-type of decision aid could give to that person the 
impression of being out of control with his/her job and that his/her skills and 
experience are underestimated. The middle solution is meant to leave the freedom to 
those interested to seek specific advice while maintaining control in the sole purpose 
of facilitating their tasks without substituting them in carrying these tasks out. 

MIRTO should, consequently, provide accurate detailed information about previous 
experience and current practice on advertising / promotion activities, their attributes 
and features as well as an assessment of successes or failures. A more advanced 
version could, in addition, provide expert advice and indicate optimum solutions for a 
given marketing environment. In either case, a built-in module should assess the 
costs of the campaign envisaged, if requested. 

4.1.2 How to elicit knowledge 

A certain number of tools (running on mini or mainframe systems) and methods 
(knowledge acquisition and modelling) have been developed and marketed in the 
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past years. These tools are only suitable for large projects; in any case they could be 
considered for projects of CAMPARIE size, given the recent evolution in computing. 

To help in the expertise formulation, a «visual prototype» was developed in a rough 
version with sketchy knowledge and made available to a number of partners for 
evaluation. Furthermore, the use of version 0 of the prototype by carefully selected 
professionals during the pan-European survey should allow building a knowledge 
corpus, incrementally from scratch, with a strong involvement of the interviewed 
professionals. 

44444444........22222222        GGGGGGGGeeeeeeeennnnnnnneeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaallllllll        
MIRTO (standing for Marketing & Information Referee for Transport Organizations) is 
a PC tool, which has two main goals: 

• = to act as an electronic encyclopaedia full of information and data from transport 
related campaign cases  

• = to act as a computer aid to transport policy decisions makers and other 
professionals who wish to design a promotion or awareness campaigns 
addressed to urban transport system users.  

MIRTO is in fact a Case Base maintaining information about publicity, information and 
marketing campaigns focusing on transport-related themes and subjects. In this 
respect it is an updateable electronic encyclopaedia and at the same time enables its 
users to find cases similar to a situation at hand. Furthermore it enables the user to 
do statistical analyses as well as comparisons and matching between cases. The 
main value of MIRTO is that it becomes more useful as it accumulates new 
knowledge and information from new campaign cases entered in the system. 

The tasks associated with MIRTO are the following: 

• = Initial design of MIRTO prototype, following a conceptual analysis of transport 
related publicity and information campaigns 

• = Successive Design - Development stages of MIRTO, according the prototype 
development method 

• = Design of an Elicitation of Knowledge Questionnaire form, able to capture all 
data and information required for the MIRTO Case Base. The questionnaire 
followed the various stages of MIRTO so that the two of them are fully 
compatible.  

• = Analysis of the MIRTO Case Base, both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
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44444444........33333333        CCCCCCCCaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee--------BBBBBBBBaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeeedddddddd        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeaaaaaaaassssssssoooooooonnnnnnnniiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        ((((((((CCCCCCCCBBBBBBBBRRRRRRRR))))))))        tttttttteeeeeeeecccccccchhhhhhhhnnnnnnnniiiiiiiiqqqqqqqquuuuuuuueeeeeeee        
The primary goal of MIRTO is to help the decision-maker in the design of a marketing 
campaign to promote public transport, mainly in urban or peri-urban areas. From a 
practical viewpoint, it is largely admitted that the design of a marketing campaign or 
an awareness campaign mainly calls upon the experience of previous cases. 
Previous cases can be easily identified, easily characterised and easily compared. 

This makes this problem quite amenable to CBR techniques (i.e. case-based 
reasoning techniques). 

The main pre-requisites for a CBR approach are:  

• = Reasoning is based on previous examples or past experience, 

• = Many cases are available, 

• = Case structures are not too hard to build, 

• = Case similarity is really relevant. 

CBR is a specific way of structuring data and formulating knowledge to solve 
problems.  

It is an alternative paradigm to other modelling techniques as diverse as deduction 
techniques, data analysis, neuron networks or fuzzy logic. 

It is well suited for decision aid tools in areas where an important amount of data is 
available and where reasoning on these data calls upon previous experience. 

The key idea is to recall (and retrieve) a previous case similar to the situation at hand 
and adapt it so as to benefit from the past experience. 
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Figure 4.1: The Case Base Reasoning system 
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In a CBR system, a case base represents the knowledge; a case embodies a 
problem description and its associated solution. 

Comparing an on-going situation with recorded cases implies the definition of a 
similarity metric; selecting the most similar case may be a sophisticated process 
involving classification techniques or dynamic prioritising schemes. 

The solution associated to retrieved cases may be adapted (and enriched) and the 
current case may be recorded as a new indexed relevant case. 

A case represents a problem definition along with its contextual solution; know-how, 
rather than expertise, is embedded in cases. 

The figure below shows how MIRTO could be used in the design of a marketing 
campaign. 
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Figure 4.2: MIRTO as a helping tool 

 
 
MIRTO has been divided into 10 sections:  

General, Case context, Strategies, Targets, Topics, Contents, Media, Info-
delivery, assessment 

Each section contains several fields. There are two type of fields: fields with a limited 
number of items (closed multichoices) and free-text fields. The structure of the case 
base is described in the figure below: 
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Figure 4.3: The MIRTO Case Base structure 

 
 

44444444........44444444        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        MMIIRRTTOO        uuuuuuuusssssssseeeeeeeerrrrrrrr        iiiiiiiinnnnnnnntttttttteeeeeeeerrrrrrrrffffffffaaaaaaaacccccccceeeeeeee        
The interface allows the user to enter data or search criteria (by means of the mouse 
or the keyboard) and navigate through the case base. 

To make sure that the user interface will meet the needs of the user, a 'visual 
prototype' was designed and developed in the early stage of the project (see 
following chapter). 

This prompted fruitful feedback, which influenced the design of the final interface (for 
example, the principle of one screen for one section was kept all along the design 
process). 

The following picture is a hard copy of the screen. (to enter data related to the topics 
to be promoted, the user clicks on the appropriate items. 
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Figure 4.4: The "Topics" section 

 
 

44444444........55555555        OOOOOOOOppppppppeeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        mmmmmmmmooooooooddddddddeeeeeeeessssssss        ooooooooffffffff        MMIIRRTTOO        
The actual version of MIRTO allows four main operating modes: 

1. Case acquisition (data entry), 

2. Case browsing (through the case base), 

3. Case updating, 

4. Case searching (statistics, quick search, full search). 

Case searching includes three modes: 

• = Statistics 

• = Quick search 

• = Full search 

Statistics provides data from the case base without any comparison with a current 
case or any case retrieval. 
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By contrast, quick and full searches allow retrieval of cases matching some user-
defined criteria. 

Outputs from case searching are displayed in a specific frame called 'retrieval frame'. 

At any time, the contents of the retrieval frame can be printed or exported as a new 
file for further processing (by any text or spreadsheet based software). 

44444444........66666666        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        MMIIRRTTOO        DDDDDDDDeeeeeeeessssssssiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnn        aaaaaaaannnnnnnndddddddd        DDDDDDDDeeeeeeeevvvvvvvveeeeeeeellllllllooooooooppppppppmmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnntttttttt        ssssssssttttttttaaaaaaaaggggggggeeeeeeeessssssss        
As proposed at the starting of the project because MIRTO was a quite new tool, the 
prototype was developed following an enrichment cycle. The MIRTO development 
followed an iterative three-step process comprising the following three steps: 

design  development  user validation  design and so on.  

Both the interface and the embedded knowledge were gradually refined and enriched 
through this cycle. The development of MIRTO was an evolutionary process. Each 
development stage was followed by a richer and better-structured knowledge base 
together with a more efficient and user - friendly interface. This was achieved by 
integrating at each stage the experience gained and the knowledge elicited during 
the preceding stage. 

The contribution of the CAMPARIE partners has been decisive during the MIRTO 
development process. MIRTO was presented and demonstrated at every single 
Consortium or Technical meeting, followed by a brainstorming session, where 
comments, remarks and suggestions were being discussed. Between meeting most 
partners were testing the different modules and functions of MIRTO, and a feed back 
procedure was always on with the primary aim to improve the MIRTO functionality.  

Four milestones marked the development process: MIRTO V. 0, available in June 97, 
MIRTO V.1, available in September 97, MIRTO V. 2 available in November MIRTO V. 
3 available in June 1998 and MIRTO V.4 available since January 1999.  

44444444........77777777        TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaasssssssskkkkkkkk        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrrcccccccceeeeeeee        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        eeeeeeeelllllllliiiiiiiicccccccciiiiiiiittttttttaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        kkkkkkkknnnnnnnnoooooooowwwwwwwwlllllllleeeeeeeeddddddddggggggggeeeeeeee        
Within the framework of the CAMPARIE project, a Task Force for Eliciting the 
Knowledge (TFEK) has designed and drafted a questionnaire to support the 
acquisition of information. There is an exact matching between the questionnaire and 
the MIRTO case base structure. 

The need for elicitation of knowledge came from the wide dispersion of information 
regarding IMPAC strategies and the limited documentation available, which appeared 
after the exploratory phase. 

The elicitation of knowledge had two main objectives:  
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• = identify the gap between research and practice 

• = enrich functional specification of MIRTO prototype. An important component of 
the MIRTO system is its knowledge base incorporating the various IMPAC 
strategies, their attributes and features. 

The task force was designed to enable a thorough data collection and the best of 
achieving this task was found to be a questionnaire process. The process of building 
the questionnaire is summarised in fig. 4.5. 

44444444........88888888        QQQQQQQQuuuuuuuueeeeeeeessssssssttttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiirrrrrrrreeeeeeee        ssssssssttttttttrrrrrrrruuuuuuuuccccccccttttttttuuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeee                
The questionnaire is highly influenced by the characteristics of the respondent 
groups. The more heterogeneous the respondent group, the more difficult it is to 
design a single questionnaire which is appropriate for everyone. The questionnaire of 
the task force for elicitation of knowledge has been designed, among others, for easy 
understanding. 

In the case of this questionnaire two major target groups have been identified linked 
to MIRTO final users as identified by the first Pan European survey:  

• = authorities and public transport companies (need for encyclopaedia and 
pedagogic help to build a campaign) 

• = advertising agencies and marketing managers (need for encyclopaedia, gain of 
time when answering a call for tender) 
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Figure 4.5 : Development of the task force questionnaire 
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The questions content had been mainly decided in relation to the final user’s need 
and respondent’s ability and/or willingness to respond accurately in the aim of 
obtaining reliable data. 

The questions flow logically from the list of information needs and their content is 
divided in the major sequences : 

• = general information on the local context, followed by a more precise identity card 
of the region 

• = thorough description of the campaign itself 

• = evaluation and assessments on the IMPAC strategy 

The questionnaire is structured around the following 10 sections: 

4.9.1 General (section 0) 

Short description of the city/region and the type of campaign performed as well as its 
main focus (towards which mode) and goals (expected impacts). 

This information is compulsory and must be provided to allow minimum 
understanding about the target of the campaign. 

4.9.2 Case context (section 1) 

Basic information about the key characteristics of a city/region as well as its basic 
transport supply and demand figures (divided by mode of transport). This information 
helps to understand the campaign efficiency and effectiveness, for which key 
characteristics of the individual environment are of high importance.  

Whereas basic information (e.g. about population, area size, location, function,  
topography...) is compulsory to allow proper judgement about campaign effects, 
transport supply and demand data are requested where available and should be 
given for the relevant modes only (optional). Because these data are of a background 
information type they could be provided in categories (e.g. high, average, low). 

The first large scale test of the questionnaire showed that the description of the city 
had to be completed with more information on transport supply, demand and current 
image. 

To avoid overcharging the questionnaire with items which might not be always 
relevant in the research process and to fit with the respondent's ability to respond 
accurately, it has been decided to leave an option to the final user to decide whether 
some of the information were relevant or not.  

One example to illustrate: 
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topographic context  : is necessary when promoting two wheels journeys, as it 
might have a direct effect on the success of the campaign. On the opposite 
topographic conditions have little effects on park and ride strategies. 

Nonetheless, these thorough city descriptions should not prevent a person who has 
not got this information to carry on completing the questionnaire or his research in 
MIRTO. 

The two main target groups (advertising people or local authorities ) might not have 
exactly the same needs when browsing through the case base and might also not 
have the same level of knowledge on these questions. 

The item "relevant" and  "not relevant" enables a certain freedom for the user without 
compromising the matching process in the case base. 

4.9.3 Organisation identification (section 2) 

This section identifies the organisation responsible for a campaign and specifies the 
main characteristics and direction of the IMPAC strategy (overview). The knowledge 
of the institution providing the message is of major importance for the general 
approach of the campaign: a campaign enhancing a global movement plan might be 
justified and acceptable if expressed by a public authority and totally misunderstood if 
expressed by a private transport operator . The origin of the message is also related 
to the target groups (the institution might want to address citizen, whereas private 
operator should address customers). 

As such, this section is compulsory (must be provided to understand a campaign and 
its impacts). 

4.9.4 Objectives (section 3) 

In accordance with section 0 ”general” this section names the main objectives of the 
campaign in greater detail, if possible. Therefore, some overlapping with the general 
section naturally exists. Because of its basic character, this section is compulsory. 

4.9.5 Target groups (section 4) 

The goal is to identify  the key market segments under consideration, to specify the 
dominant features, preferences or attitudes of the market segment and to target the 
marketing activity accordingly. This section is also of prior interest for the rest of the 
campaign due to its direct interaction of the target groups with the type of message to 
deliver, the media used and the nature of the source. In that respect this section is 
compulsory (must be provided to understand the campaign targets). 
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4.9.6 Topics (section 5) 

This section is aimed at describing any new service enhanced to sustain the general 
policy:  

There is a progression from the general focus and goal to this description going 
through the objective section. The section contains the list of items to promote for 
public transport or other modes. It should be marked, whether the type of equipment 
or services promoted is already existing, new or modified. This section is optional 
and serves as additional information. 

Example to illustrate : 

In the "general” (section 0) the main focus might be public transport and the main 
goal acceptance of a modification. 

In the "objectives" (section 3) the IMPAC policy might be to maintain 
revenues/ridership towards a new scheme 

And finally, the items (section 5) to promote will be "new service quality" 

4.9.7 Message content (section 6) 

This section is one of the most difficult to rationalise and to propose in "closed 
questions". It is typically the section where all the creative power of the form and the 
content of the advertisement can be expressed. The success of the message is 
strongly determinant on the general impact of the campaign.  

This section should give all necessary information about the contents of  the 
campaign in terms of its focus (general or specific message about what/to whom), 
tone (positive, negative or neutral message) and nature of the argument (rational or 
emotional). Additionally it should be marked who delivers the message (celebrities, 
cartoons, selected residents ...). Because of its basic importance this section is 
compulsory (must be filled in to understand and assess the campaign). 

4.9.8 Techniques (section 7) 

How a campaign provides information and disseminates campaign material is 
questioned by this section. There is a close relationship between this question and 
budgetary aspects. Information is most commonly displayed on paper (poster, maps, 
timetables...).  

However, radio, television and electronic media are often used as well. The 
information provided is either addressed to the general public via advertising media 
or to individuals via direct marketing techniques. For assessment purposes the 
number of material provided and possible incentives must be listed additionally. 

Section 7 is of basic importance and compulsory (must be filled in). 
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4.9.9 Information delivery (section 8) 

Information can be delivered at various locations (home, office, street,...) or on trip 
(car, buses, stops,...). This section provides different options to be marked. As all 
other questions it ends with an open line ”other, please specify”. Section 8 is 
compulsory. 

4.9.10 IMPAC strategy assessment (section 9) 

Information about the efficiency of a campaign has to be filled in section 9. This 
section is essential to the project and has been quite difficult to elaborate, due to the 
fact that very few campaigns have their effects measured. Both objective and 
subjective criteria have been taken in consideration to enable the largest possible 
way of obtaining information. 

Sales evolution, measured impacts on traffic, parking conditions public transport 
usage...or results of campaign post-test can be signified as objective assessments. 
Personal appreciation of the interviewed or general feeling about the impact of the 
campaign has also been admitted, despite its lack of scientific reliability. 

General information about success, basic description of this success and basic key 
parameters of marketing experts (”off the top of the head” memory etc.), user 
acceptance and budget of the campaign are compulsory. The contents of the second 
part of section 9 are a lot of additional information (number of trips, image, and traffic 
conditions). This second part of section 9 is optional, because in many cases there 
are no data available. 

The main format chosen to build the questionnaire has been deliberately oriented 
towards multiple choice questions. Trying to make the response alternatives both 
collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive has been one of the problems to 
overcome. 

1. collectively exhaustive : the questions attempt to include all the possible 
response alternatives. The inclusion of the labeled ”other (please specify)” 
accompanied by a space to record the answer is an attempt to comply with this 
guideline. It is hoped that any major response alternative which was excluded will 
be identified in the "other alternative".  

This has been a difficulty to overcome after the  first questionnaire and results 
analysis (no specification of ”other” was possible). Too many answers had been 
put in "other" alternative and didn't not enable a reliable statistical approach. 

2. mutually exclusive to allow a good identification for the respondent of which 
alternative clearly represents the best their response.  
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44444444........1111111100000000 MMIIRRTTOO        CCCCCCCCaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee        BBBBBBBBaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee        AAAAAAAAnnnnnnnnaaaaaaaallllllllyyyyyyyyssssssssiiiiiiiissssssss        
The analysis of the MIRTO Case Base was conducted from June to August 1998.  

The value of the analysis of the Case Base (from MIRTO) comprises the confirmation 
and underlining the requirements for the improvement of the Case Base and is 
illustrated in the following figure. 

Figure 4.6: MIRTO Case Base and Evaluation 

Cases

MIRTO
(Marketing & Information Referee

for Transport Organisations)

Analysis

Results

Consequences

Case Base

 
 

On the basis of the first set of campaign in the case base, an analysis by criteria was 
undertaken for MIRTO, which are described below. The results lead to 
consequences, which influence on the one hand the MIRTO product and one the 
other hand, the further development of the case base. 

The analysis has been divided in three main areas: 

• = basic statistical calculation and analysis (1) 

• = estimation of (possible) trends (2) 

• = analysis of similarities and differences (visual approach and cluster analysis) 
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The basic statistical calculation contains frequencies of the all variables within the 
case base and statistical analysis of the results. 

The estimation of possible trends was made by cross-tabulations of the set of 
appropriate variables, as: 

geographical span combined with population 
     public transport vs. private trips ratio 
population combined with  information media 

and others 
 

Finally, the analysis of similarities and differences has been based on two 
calculations: 

• = Firstly, we built up strategy groups and used a visual approach. After finding the 
main strategy groups we combined them with the possible main focus of the 
campaign. Subsequently, we find out the geographical concentration area of the 
major clusters for that kind. 

• = Secondly, after the more or less visual approach we used the statistical tool of 
cluster analysis and tried to find out the essential similarities and/or respective 
differences between the cases in the case base. 

 
Figure 4.7: Main steps of the case base analysis 

cluster analysis

Similarities and Differences

MIRTO Case Base

basic statistical calculation and
analysis

selection of appropriate
variables
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possible trends
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strategy groups
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The minimum number of cases required within MIRTO in order to have a reliable case 
base for analysis purposes depends on the analysis sought. If the case base is to be 
used just to look into similar cases with the one under consideration, then even a 
small number of stored cases may be useful. The usefulness of course of this 
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material mainly depends on its quality and thoroughness. On the other hand, if trend 
or similarities/differences analysis of cases is sought, then a considerable number of 
cases are required. Depending on what kind of such analyses is attained, a minimum 
number of 12 to 20 cases per case type (according to some of their characteristics) 
may be necessary. This means that for the most usual case types as obtained in 
CAMPARIE, some 120 to 200 cases are necessary for MIRTO to be of some meaning. 
If more case types are considered then more cases will be of course required. In 
general the more the cases the better the result. However, as mentioned before, in 
certain cases even a small number of similar cases may be satisfactory.  

The main results of this first analysis of MIRTO Version 2.b consisted of the following: 

1. Concerning the geography the cases were dominated by the countries Austria 
(about 1/4 of the cases) and Germany (about 1/6 of the cases). Some important 
countries had either no cases (e.g. Great Britain) or were underrepresented (e.g. 
France). The following table presents the statistics of the geographical 
distribution of the campaigns in MIRTO Version 2.b and in MIRTO Version 3.b. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Geographical Distribution of the Campaigns 

Country MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
number
of cases

% of
cases

number
of cases

% of
cases

Austria : 19 26% 19 20%
Finland : 5 7%
France : 9 12% 14 15%
Germany : 13 18% 16 17%
Greece : 5 5%
Italy : 10 14% 13 14%
Netherlands : 1 1% 1 1%
Spain : 9 12% 9 10%
Sweden : 2 3% 2 2%
Switzerland : 5 7% 5 5%
United Kingdom : 9 10%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / country  

The total number of cases in the case base of MIRTO Version 3.b was increased 
from 73 to 93 cases and the geographical coverage was improved to a large 
extent. 

2. A further point of more or less extreme distribution were the features of the main 
focus: 

In the MIRTO Version 2.b the public transport was strongly dominating the whole 
case base by more than 3/4 of all cases. 
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Table 4.2 shows that the distribution of the main focus of the campaigns was 
improved, as well. 

Table 4.2: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Main Focus of the Campaigns 

Main Focus MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
number
of cases

% of
cases

number
of cases

% of
cases

Public Transport : 56 77% 70 59%
Private cars : 3 4% 8 7%
Cycling and walking : 3 4% 15 13%
Multimodality : 6 8% 5 4%
General/Entire modes : 4 5% 5 4%
Car pooling : 3 3%
Park and ride : 7 6%
Other : 1 1% 5 4%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / main focus  

3. Specific results concerning some important variables were obtained as well, 
which showed that the distribution of the variables’ features had been wide-
ranging. 

The geographical extent was concentrating on local communities and regional 
areas whereas national campaigns had no importance. This is appropriate 
because the subject of CAMPARIE is the urban area. 

Table 4.3: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Geographical Extent of the Campaigns 

Geographical MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
Extent number

of cases
% of
cases

number
of cases

% of
cases

Nearby residents : 16 15%
Specific site/area/district : 11 15% 16 15%
City center/inner city : 14 13%
Suburbs : 13 12%
Greater city area : 23 22%
Department/regional : 19 26% 9 8%
National : 3 4% 3 3%
Other : 10 14% 12 11%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / geogr. extent

31 42%

 
 

4. The distribution of the geographical extent of campaigns in MIRTO Version 3.b is 
almost unchanged. 

The items of the PT versus private transport were concentrating on the items 
environment, frequency and travel time. Important issues like access, safety or 
cost were underestimated. 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Topics of P.T. versus other modes in the 
Campaigns 

Topics of P.T. versus MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
Other Modes number

of cases
% of

cases
number
of cases

% of
cases

Access : 8 11% 18 14%
Travel time : 10 14% 20 15%
Frequency : 12 16% 19 15%
Cost : 8 11% 15 11%
Safety : 7 10% 9 7%
Environment : 18 25% 22 17%
Comfort : 7 10% 9 7%
Rational, civic
and community advantages : 16 12%

Other : 3 4% 3 2%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / topics PT versus other modes  

 

In MIRTO Version 3.b a more even distribution of the specific topics is achieved. 

5. The information media were concentrating especially on paper. The other items 
were essential lower in occurrences. This seems to be a quite good 
correspondence to the ”advertising and informing reality”. 

Table 4.5: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Information Media used for the Campaigns 

Information Media MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
number
of cases

% of
cases

number
of cases

% of
cases

Paper (maps, timetables, tariffs,..) : 55 39% 73 38%
Telephone enquiry (live, computer
assisted, ..) : 17 12% 23 12%

Radio-programs/bulletins : 18 13% 28 14%
TV (cable TV, teletext,..) : 8 6% 14 7%
Electronic displays and fixed
message indicators : 11 8% 18 9%

Diskettes, CDs : 2 1% 1 1%
Internet : 15 11% 23 12%
Other : 14 10% 14 7%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / information media  

In MIRTO Version 3.b this distribution is almost unchanged. 

6. The dominating items for the place of delivery for the information and content of 
the campaign were ”at home” and ”on board” followed by ”bus stops”. This also 
seems to be in good relationship to the practice but the occurrences of ”in the 
workplace”. 
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Table 4.6: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Location of Information Delivery of the 
Campaigns 

Location of MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
Information Delivery number

of cases
% of

cases
number
of cases

% of
cases

At home : 51 20% 66 18%
On board : 46 18% 63 17%
Interchanges : 28 11% 35 9%
In the workplace : 10 4% 16 4%
In leisure/shopping setting 15 6% 18 5%
In cars or on the road : 15 6% 31 8%
Bus stop : 34 13% 48 13%
Enquiry office : 34 13% 45 12%
Kiosk : 12 5% 14 4%
Web pages (Internet) : 15 4%
In schools : 12 3%
Other, specify : 10 4% 7 2%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / information delivery  

 
The distribution of the location of the information delivery of the campaigns in 
MIRTO Version 3.b did not change, too. 

7. About two third of all campaigns in MIRTO V 2.b have been evaluated on their 
efficiency. Almost all of the campaigns have been a success. This has to bee 
seen together with the following background: 

• = On one hand it is difficult to measure and to determine the level of success of 
a campaign and on the other hand it is difficult to define the break even level 
in the success of a campaign. 

• = It is likely that organisations, which are responsible for campaigns, prefer to 
publish in MIRTO success-stories than to give examples for failures in a 
campaign. For MIRTO it would be valuable to get also information about 
failed campaigns. 

 

Table 4.7: Comparison of MIRTO 2.b and 3.b – Evaluation of the Campaigns 

Evaluation MIRTO V 2 MIRTO V 3
number
of cases

% of
cases

number
of cases

% of
cases

Carried out : 48 68% 60 68%
Not carried out : 23 32% 28 32%
Successful : 68 100% 70 99%
Not successful : 0 0% 1 1%
comparison MIRTO V2 - V3.xls / evaluation  

 
In MIRTO Version 3.b this is the same situation. 
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8. Concerning the trends, the following results were obtained: 

• = The priority of the geographical span of the campaigns in MIRTO 2.b as well as 
in MIRTO 3.b is citywide campaigns. This goes hand in hand with the number of 
the population, which is integrated in the extent of the campaign. 

• = The use of information on paper like maps and timetables is quite independent 
on the size of the city/region. The information media paper is still the most 
widespread media in campaigns. Almost in every campaign paper is used as an 
information media. 

The final version MIRTO 4.10 contains 105 cases (10 more than the previous 
version). The new cases refer to publicity campaigns on Public Transport in Italian 
sites. It embeds new features, which makes it more usable, more accessible and 
closer to users needs. In particular, it includes improved features related to the 
printing function and the user interface (multi-windowing search, grouping commands 
into menu bars). It is a stand-alone software, downloadable from the Internet. Main 
tasks related to a web version included: web page design and development, file 
uploading, downloading tests. 

44444444........1111111111111111        CCCCCCCCoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccclllllllluuuuuuuussssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss                
The purpose of the case base analysis was twofold: 

First to find out if any analysis at all could be made, based on the information that 
accompany a campaign case. This was in fact the first time such an analysis was 
attempted and in this respect the attempt was successful. 

Secondly to examine if there are any kind of similarities and/or differences among 
cases and to identify if there is any reasoning behind this. Useful conclusions were 
drawn, such as the fact that most of the campaigns did include an evaluation though 
the general impression in the beginning has been that this was not the case. 

Based on the case base analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The public transport is strongly dominating the whole case base by more than ¾ 
of all cases. 

2. The distribution of the features of the variables is extremely different: 

• = The geographical extent is concentrating on local communities and regional 
areas whereas national and international campaigns have no importance. 
This is plausible because the subject of CAMPARIE is the urban area. 

• = The infrastructure is concentrating on new lines. 
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• = The items of the PT versus private transport are concentrating on the items 
environment, frequency and travel time. Important issues like access, safety 
or cost are underestimated. 

• = The information media are concentrating especially on paper. The other items 
are essential lower in occurrences. This seems to be a quite good 
correspondence to the ”advertising and informing reality”. 

• = The dominating items for the place of delivery for the information and content 
of the campaign are ”at home” and ”on board” followed by ”bus stops”. This 
also seems to be in good relationship to the practice but the occurrences of 
”in the workplace”. 

3. About two third of all campaigns in MIRTO have been evaluated on their 
efficiency. It seems to be astonishing the fact that all the campaigns have been a 
success. This has to be seen together with the following background: 

• = On one hand it is difficult to measure and to determine the level of success of 
a campaign and on the other hand it is difficult to define the break even level 
in the success of a campaign. 

• = It is likely that organisations which are responsible for campaigns prefer to 
publish in MIRTO success-stories than to give examples for failures in a 
campaign. For MIRTO it would be valuable to get also information about 
failed campaigns. 

4. Concerning the trends we obtained above all: 

• = The priority of the geographical span of the campaigns in MIRTO is citywide 
campaigns. This goes hand in hand with the number of the population, which 
is integrated in the extent of the campaign. 

• = Although, the highest average frequency of response on citywide campaigns 
is in municipalities with a population under 50,000 we obtain at the same 
time a rather high average frequency of response in two population-areas 
covering the inhabitant sizes from 100,000 until 1 million. 

• = Significantly under the average of the average frequency of response of 0,46 
are the population areas on one hand between 50,000 and 100,000 and on 
the other hand cities/regions with more than 1 million inhabitants. 

• = The use of information on paper like maps and timetables is quite 
independent on the size of the city/region. The information media paper is 
still the most widespread media in campaigns. Almost in every campaign 
paper is used as an information media. 
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• = A trend which can be found out of the case base of MIRTO is the tendency in 
using telephone enquiries as an information media in dependence on the 
number of inhabitants. It can be shown that the larger a campaign area is the 
less often telephone enquiries are used to inform the public within the 
campaign. 

5. Concerning the similarities/differences we can make the consequences: 

• = The ultimate-goals and sub-goals in MIRTO can be clustered to six strategy 
groups. These strategy groups are corresponding to the whole MIRTO PT 
orientated. 

• = Within the strategy group differentiated by the main focus the biggest 
common groups are PT by income and image as well as ridership. 

• = Similarities of the cases differentiated by population and the PT/private 
transport ratio are especially in the field of big cities/regions (more than 1 
million inhabitants) and high PT/private transport ratio (40 – 50%) and cities 
with 100,000 till 500,000 inhabitants and a PT/private transport ratio between 
10 and 20% - mainly in the countries Spain and Germany. 

• = Concerning the PT image we have a concentration in the field of big cities with a 
good PT image, whereas big cities with a bad PT image are underestimated. 

• = If we add to this considerations the PT/private transport ratio we get similarities 
in the big cities with not so good PT image and medium sized PT/private 
transport ratio. 

• = The assessment revenues/ridership is concentrating especially on big cities with 
increase of revenues/ridership. 

• = However, combining the assessment revenues/ridership with the PT/private 
transport ratio we get two big groups within the cases. The cases with medium 
sized and very good PT/private transport ratio with increases in the 
revenues/ridership. 

• = Crossing the strategy groups with the advertising media get concerning the 
single strategy groups extremely different distributions. 

• = Concerning the ”planning-where” we have in the strategy groups covering 
income & image as well as others only a few entries. That means in this cases 
there are only a few possibilities of locations for the information delivery used 
whereas in the strategy group 2 (income – PT image & attitudes) the cases are 
exhausting almost completely the possibilities of ”planning-where”. 
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555...   RRREEEVVVIIIEEEWWW   AAANNNDDD   EEEVVVAAALLLUUUAAATTTIIIOOONNN   OOOFFF   TTTHHHEEE      
FFFIIIEEELLLDDD   AAAPPPPPPLLLIIICCCAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS   

 

55555555........11111111        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnttttttttrrrrrrrroooooooodddddddduuuuuuuuccccccccttttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        
The CAMPARIE field applications can be categorized into two types of campaigns: 

1. Campaigns that have been designed and implemented by Organisations (Public 
Transport Operators, Local Authorities or other Agencies) and used by the 
CAMPARIE partners for the project purposes (financed by sources outside the 
project) 

2. Campaigns that have been initiated by the CAMPARIE partners and implemented 
together with local agencies (co-financed by the project).  

In both cases there has been close collaboration of the project partners with the 
responsible organisations. In some of the cases the organisations themselves have 
been project partners (CTM, ATM, SEMITAN), while in all sites the campaigns were 
designed and launched the traditional way.  

The field applications that contributed to the CAMPARIE project are the following: 

• = The Dormagen campaign about the Public Transport System (Dormagen area, 
Germany). Responsible CAMPARIE partner, IVV. 

• = The Leeds Travel Blending pilot project (Leeds, United Kingdom). Responsible 
CAMPARIE partner AUTh and Eurotrans. 

• = The CTM public awareness campaign about promotion of Public Transport in 
Madrid (Spain). Responsible CAMPARIE partner CTM. 

• = The SEMITAN campaign dealing with a car free day in the city of Nantes 
(France). Responsible CAMPARIE partners Nantes District and SEMITAN. 

• = The Thessaloniki general awareness and publicity campaign to promote Public 
Transport and other environmentally friendly transport modes (Thessaloniki, 
Greece). Responsible CAMPARIE partner AUTh. 

• = The ATM set of campaigns and initiatives to promote Public Transport and to 
increase peoples’ awareness about special discount student passes as well as 
other services including new technological systems (Torino, Italy). Responsible 
CAMPARIE partner ATM. 

The field applications started by the end of the first 6-month period of the project and 
ended by the end of December 1998. In fact the evaluation of some of them was 
extended even to the first half of January 1999.  
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55555555........22222222        DDDDDDDDoooooooorrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaaggggggggeeeeeeeennnnnnnn        
OObbjjeeccttiivveess  TTHHEE  PPRRIIMMAARRYY  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEESS  OOFF  TTHHEE  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  WWEERREE  TTOO  

CCRREEAATTEE  AA  CCOORRPPOORRAATTEE  DDEESSIIGGNN  OOFF  TTHHEE  CCIITTYY--BBUUSS--
SSYYSSTTEEMM  AANNDD  TTOO  IIMMPPRROOVVEE  TTHHEE  AACCCCEEPPTTAANNCCEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  
PPUUBBLLIICC  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTT  SSYYSSTTEEMM..  FFUURRTTHHEERR  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEESS  
WWEERREE  TTOO  IINNCCRREEAASSEE  PPUUBBLLIICC  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTT  IIMMAAGGEE,,  
DDEEMMAANNDD  AANNDD  RREEVVEENNUUEESS  

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  TTHHEE  MMAARRKKEETTIINNGG  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  HHAADD  BBEEEENN  SSPPLLIITT  UUPP  IINN  AANN  
IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  PPEERRIIOODD  AANNDD  AA  LLAAUUNNCCHHIINNGG  PPEERRIIOODD  
BBEEFFOORREE  AANNDD  PPAARRAALLLLEELL  TTOO  TTHHEE  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  
RREESSPPEECCTTIIVVEE  CCIITTYY--BBUUSS--SSYYSSTTEEMM..  TTHHEE  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  AALLSSOO  
CCOONNSSIISSTTEEDD  OOFF  CCOONNSSOOLLIIDDAATTIINNGG  AANNDD  RREEPPEEAATTEEDD  
CCOOMMMMUUNNIICCAATTIIOONN  EEVVEENNTTSS  

TTaarrggeett  ggrroouuppss  TTHHEE  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  WWAASS  TTAARRGGEETTEEDD  TTOO  AALLLL  CCIITTIIZZEENNSS  OOFF  
DDOORRMMAAGGEENN  AANNDD  WWOORRRRIINNGGEENN..  TTHHEE  CCIITTYY--BBUUSS--GGAAMMEE  
AANNDD  TTHHEE  PPAAIINNTTIINNGG  CCOOMMPPEETTIITTIIOONN  WWEERREE  EESSPPEECCIIAALLLLYY  
AAIIMMEEDD  AATT  CCHHIILLDDRREENN..  

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  IINN  TTHHEE  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN,,  SSEEVVEERRAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  WWEERREE  UUSSEEDD..  TTHHEE  
TTIIMMEETTAABBLLEE  AANNDD  TTHHEE  FFEEEE  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  WWEERREE  PPRRIINNTTEEDD  
IINN  BBOOOOKKLLEETTSS..  AATT  TTHHEE  IINNAAUUGGUURRAATTIIOONN  PPAARRTTYY  GGIIFFTTSS  AASS  
CCIITTYY--BBUUSS--GGAAMMEESS  FFOORR  CCHHIILLDDRREENN  AANNDD  FFLLOOWWEERRSS  WWEERREE  
DDIISSTTRRIIBBUUTTEEDD..  NNEEWWSSPPAAPPEERR  AADDVVEERRTTIISSEEMMEENNTTSS  WWEERREE  
UUSSEEDD..  

LLaanngguuaaggee//ttoonnee  aanndd  
rraattiioonnaall//eemmoottiioonnaall  
aarrgguummeennttss  uusseedd  

EEVVEERRYY  AACCTTIIVVIITTYY  NNEEEEDDEEDD  AA  SSPPEECCIIFFIICC  LLAANNGGUUAAGGEE..  TTHHEE  
LLAANNGGUUAAGGEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  TTIIMMEE--TTAABBLLEE  AANNDD  TTHHEE  FFEEEE  
IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  WWAASS  NNAATTUURRAALLLLYY  FFOORRMMAALLIISSTTIICC  AANNDD  
SSCCHHEEMMAATTIICC,,  TTHHEE  LLAAYYOOUUTT,,  HHOOWWEEVVEERR,,  MMOODDEERRNN  AANNDD  
AAPPPPEEAALLIINNGG..  AATT  TTHHEE  IINNAAUUGGUURRAATTIIOONN  PPAARRTTYY,,  AA  PPAARRTTYY--
LLIIKKEE  LLAANNGGUUAAGGEE  ((IINNVVIITTIINNGG,,  OOPPEENN  AANNDD  RREELLAAXXEEDD))  WWAASS  
UUSSEEDD..  TTHHEE  NNEEWWSSPPAAPPEERR  AADDSS  TTEENNDDEEDD  TTOO  BBEE  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  
AANNDD  OORRIIEENNTTEEDD  OONN  RRAATTIIOONNAALL  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN..  

TTHHEE  TTIIMMEETTAABBLLEE  AANNDD  TTHHEE  FFEEEE  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  UUSSEEDD  
RRAATTIIOONNAALL  AARRGGUUMMEENNTTSS,,  EE..GG..  BBEETTTTEERR  LLIINNEE  SSCCHHEEMMEE  AANNDD  
TTAACCTTEEDD  SSYYSSTTEEMM..  AATT  TTHHEE  IINNAAUUGGUURRAATTIIOONN  PPAARRTTYY,,  
EEMMOOTTIIOONNAALL  AARRGGUUMMEENNTTSS  LLIIKKEE  FFUUNN  AANNDD  PPOOSSIITTIIVVEE  
EEXXPPEERRIIEENNCCEE  WWIITTHH  TTHHEE  NNEEWW  SSYYSSTTEEMM  PPRREEDDOOMMIINNAATTEEDD..  IINN  
TTHHEE  NNEEWWSSPPAAPPEERR  AADDVVEERRTTIISSEEMMEENNTTSS  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  
AADDVVAANNTTAAGGEESS  OOFF  TTHHEE  NNEEWW  SSYYSSTTEEMM  WWEERREE  EEXXPPLLAAIINNEEDD  
WWIITTHH  RRAATTIIOONNAALL  AARRGGUUMMEENNTTSS..  

 

The marketing campaign of Dormagen aiming at promoting a new City-Bus-System 
that started on May 31st, 1997 was a well designed one. The campaign employed a 
mix of media among which distribution of time-tables and information about transport 
fees before the launching of the new system, newspaper ads for introducing the 
characteristics of the City Bus and so on. Other marketing techniques such as offer 
of free rides within the launching period and a competition for City-Bus-Users about 
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their knowledge of the new system were organised to attract peoples’ attention. 
Prizes like monthly season tickets were also offered. Other common advertising 
campaigns were also carried out, e.g. advertising on beer bottles, articles and flyers 
free of charge in local newspapers, extra-busses to football games etc. 

The campaign was generally successful, i.e. the public transport ridership has 
increased significantly. The option of using the Public Transport System instead of 
their private car became more realistic in people’s minds. The wide range of 
activities, the general positive change of the bus line scheme and the suitable 
timetable can be assumed as reasons for the success of the campaign. 

The only aspects that could probably have been better designed are: 

• = an approach with more periodic events would have been more effective (the 
campaign was mainly a set of one-time events) 

• = an individual approach towards the different target groups like young people, 
employees or housewives could be made 

By looking at the overall effort it can be understood that the campaign designers 
used well known marketing techniques fitted to the local conditions and taking into 
consideration habits of people in the area.  

55555555........33333333        LLLLLLLLeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeddddddddssssssss        
OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The main objective of the Leeds Travel Blending 

pilot project was to encourage individuals to think 
about activities and modes of travel in advance, with 
a view to reducing car use without the need for 
radical changes in lifestyle  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  

  

  

The main focus was to provide the participating 
individuals with personalised advice which allowed 
them to reduce car use whilst not affecting their 
quality of life.  This personalised advice might 
include trip chaining, Internet based shopping, ride 
sharing, cycling, walking etc, but the exact 
components varied according to the particular 
circumstances of each individual. 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = change people’s attitudes 

• = reduce car usage 

•• == better environment  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  The Leeds Travel Blending pilot project was jointly 
i i d b L d Cit C il d W t
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  commissioned by Leeds City Council and West 
Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (Metro).  
The City Council is the local authority for the whole 
of the Leeds District, responsible for many activities, 
including highway and transport planning.  Metro is 
responsible for co-ordinating public transport 
provision within Leeds, and in the wider West 
Yorkshire conurbation.  The City Council and Metro 
work closely together to develop the Leeds transport 
infrastructure. 

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

  

Steer Davies Gleave were appointed to assist with 
the Leeds Travel Blending pilot project.  They have 
developed the Travel Blending concept and have 
successfully operated it in Australian cities. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  November 1997 to February 1998. 

TTaarrggeett  ggrroouuppss  The target group was households with at least one 
member working for the City Council or Metro and 
living in two selected geographical areas.  One of 
these is a relatively high-density residential area with 
many local shops and other facilities and relatively 
low car ownership but frequent bus services to the 
City Centre and many other areas.  The other area is 
comprised of low density housing with high car 
ownership and use.  This second area has local 
facilities but these are concentrated in one location.  
There are frequent bus services, but not with the 
same comprehensive network as the first area. 

IINN  AADDDDIITTIIOONN,,  SSOOMMEE  HHOOUUSSEEHHOOLLDDSS  WWIITTHH  BBOOYYSS  

AATTTTEENNDDIINNGG  LLEEEEDDSS  GGRRAAMMMMAARR  SSCCHHOOOOLL  WWEERREE  AALLSSOO  

RREECCRRUUIITTEEDD..    TTHHEE  GGRRAAMMMMAARR  SSCCHHOOOOLL  IISS  AA  LLAARRGGEE  FFEEEE--
PPAAYYIINNGG  BBOOYY’’SS  SSCCHHOOOOLL,,  WWHHIICCHH  HHAASS  RREECCEENNTTLLYY  LLOOCCAATTEEDD  

TTOO  AA  GGRREEEENN  FFIIEELLDD  SSIITTEE  OONN  TTHHEE  EEDDGGEE  OOFF  LLEEEEDDSS  WWHHEERREE  

TTHHEERREE  HHAAVVEE  BBEEEENN  CCOONNCCEERRNNSS  AABBOOUUTT  TTHHEE  LLEEVVEELL  OOFF  

TTRRAAFFFFIICC  GGEENNEERRAATTEEDD  BBYY  TTHHEE  NNEEWW  SSCCHHOOOOLL  

DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT..  

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  No specific media were used, since Travel Blending 
focuses on a pre-selected sample of individuals.  
Once this group had been identified, participants 
were given several leaflets together with a week-long 
travel diary for them to complete.  
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The Leeds Travel Blending Pilot Project was commissioned from consultants in 1997.  
This was part of the wider Leeds "TravelWise" Initiative. 

The Leeds Travel Blending pilot project comprised: 

• = a recruitment phase where volunteers were given kits and travel diaries for each 
member of their household; 

• = two diary weeks in which the participants recorded all their trips; 

• = personalised feedback issued to participants between the two travel diary weeks 
providing more information on their travel and offering suggestions to reduce car 
travel; 

• = between the two travel diaries, the offer of advice and incentives to trial 
alternative modes, such as a loan of a bicycle and a free week long public 
transport season ticket; 

• = further personalised feedback after the second travel diary. 

The Leeds Travel Blending initiative has been a well-designed and executed 
campaign aiming at changing travel behaviour of individuals. The technique used 
was already tested in Australia and it was expected to be successful once more. 
From its nature this campaign is an expensive one because it requires the 
involvement of trained people who approach trip makers at their households and 
attempt to convince them to change their every day habits consciously. The success 
rate, in this respect, is dependent on a number of different factors, the most 
important ones being the trip characteristics of the persons approached and the 
ability of the trained visitors to convince these persons. 

This type of campaign also relies for its success to the so-called snowball effect. 
Individuals who have accepted the rationale of the campaign and they have changed 
behaviour as a result are expected to speak to others and try to convince them. If 
convincing they will be credited properly. On the other hand, the same snowball 
effect may create the opposite result if the campaign regardless of reason is 
unsuccessful. 

The Leeds case cannot be considered as a successful one when evaluated from the 
travel behaviour change point of view. The results of the evaluation of this campaign 
indicate that the changes occurred are minimal, especially when compared to the 
expectations, and could have happened anyway by other factors. The comparison 
with the Adelaide Travel Blending campaign in Australia shows that this campaign 
model did not work in Leeds though it worked in Australia. One therefore should look 
deeper into those factors that seem to have different effects to the residents of the 
two areas. 
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Steers have, for instance have quoted a 6% reduction in car trips for the Leeds 
Travel Blending Project. This was the shift by participants remaining in the project at 
the end of the process. However, as a proportion of the original sample (once “drop 
outs” from the various stages are taken into account) the actual shift was only 2%. 
This assumed the behaviour of “drop outs” to remain the same as before.  

Other relevant factors are as follows: 

• = Rates of car use in Australia are higher to begin with in than in the UK. This 
makes initial reductions in car use easier to begin with. 

• = Rates of Travel Awareness are also higher to begin with in Australia. So, it is 
likely to be easier to tip the balance of this further into action. 

• = Outside the UK in Europe, public transport is generally of a higher standard. 
Also many projects are accompanied by public transport improvements. Leeds 
Travel Blending only involved improvements to information delivery (tailored 
information) 

• = In Australia existing transport information was very limited and we understand 
that the Steers project involved a whole step improvement. 

• = Many other projects involved much closer working with individual participants. 
Travel Blending was already an expensive process at £100 per household. We 
could not justify additional resources for such close working. 

• = Travel blending resulted in much more trip suppression than expected. This 
again is possibly reflects the need for improvements in public transport. 
However, there was possibly a move to “chain” more trips into other journeys. 

The campaign however is in any case very useful for understanding the way people 
think, act and react. If combined with additional data, through suitable questionnaire 
forms addressing behavioural aspects of trip making, it can contribute significantly to 
the acquisition of additional knowledge. In this respect it can form a good basis for 
designing public awareness campaigns or targeted ones to specific groups. 

55555555........44444444        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaaddddddddrrrrrrrriiiiiiiidddddddd        
OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The field application considered for Madrid 

was a region wide campaign with the 
following general objectives: 

• = Increase awareness of continued efforts to 
improve PT 

• = Promote PT usage 
• = Improve quality of life for all residents 
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The purpose of the large-scale investment in Metro 
construction was to have a Metro system that is 
more extensive, accessible, rapid, comfortable and 
safe. 

The specific objectives of this campaign were: 

• = Announce the opening of new Metro lines and 
extensions 

• = Increase awareness of the effort to improve PT 
• = Try to change people’s mentality regarding PT 
•• == Apologise for disturbances caused by Metro 

construction  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  

  

• = All transport users 

• = PT users 

• = Metro users 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = change people’s attitudes 

• = increase PT usage 

•• == better environment  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  

  

In general, CTM is responsible for the planning and 
design of all PT publicity campaigns in the Madrid 
Region. CTM is an autonomous public agency within 
the Madrid Regional Government. In practice PT 
publicity carries the logo of the Regional 
Government, instead of CTM’s logo. 

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

  

The final design and implementation of the Metro 
posters, the TV spot and the inauguration brochures 
were carried out by a local Spanish agency called 
Zamorano Associates, within a larger group called 
Young & Rubicam. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  The specific Metro Line 11 campaign was carried out 
during the last two weeks of November 1998, 
although several similar campaigns regarding other 
Metro extensions were also done during the last half 
of 1998, which produced a certain amount of 
confusion in the post campaign survey and 
evaluation. 

GGeeooggrraapphhiiccaall  ccoovveerraaggee  The campaign covered the whole Madrid Region  
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MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  • = inauguration brochures 

• = Metro billboard posters  

• = local Regional TV    

 

The campaign launched in Madrid concerned a common publicity campaign 
regarding the opening of the new Metro Line, which is a relatively short line (three 
stations) connecting an isolated neighbourhood with the rest of the Metro system. 
The campaign was rather simple in its design, but for the case of Madrid with many 
supplementing campaigns all year round about Public Transport this is an expectable 
choice. 

It is rather complicated to judge this particular campaign for its success, because of 
the small and very specified target group: this Metro line would be of interest mainly 
to just those who live in the isolated neighbourhood that it served and therefore it is 
difficult to evaluate its impact on the population in general.  

Nevertheless, when viewed from the perspective of the whole set of publicity 
campaigns that dealt with the Metro expansion, the conclusion could be that this 
particular campaign was successful in contributing to the overall campaign goals. 

Another useful lesson to be learned by the Madrid case is the involvement of a 
Professional Marketing Agency that is hired for such purposes. The right mix of 
transport people and marketing professionals seems to be the key to the success. 

55555555........55555555        NNNNNNNNaaaaaaaannnnnnnntttttttteeeeeeeessssssss        
OObbjjeeccttiivveess  Nantes field application dealt with the local 

implementation of a national car free day. 

This car free day would represent a good 
opportunity to: 

• = Experiment, in real conditions, some 
hypothesis of city centre traffic restriction and 
observe people reactions, traffic transfers on 
other streets and so on. 

•• == Initialise a message towards the local population 
on the necessity of changing their behaviour and 
use other modes than their car, focusing on the 
two next years when the tram works and new 
traffic plan works will create lots of traffic 
disruptions in the city.  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  

  

• = Private cars 
• = Waking and cycling 
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• = Public transport 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = Change people's behaviour 
• = Reduce car usage 
• = Better environment 
•• == Less traffic jam  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  

  

The official co-ordinator of this action was 
Nantes City Council but as soon as the decision 
to participate was taken, a local working and 
operational group was formed comprising 

• = Nantes city elected representative in 
charge of the action (elective 
representative for  environment 

• = Nantes city services  (movement plan, 
communication, road system, personnel, 
police...) 

• = District services (communication) 
• = Public transport operator Semitan 

(commercial and communication service) 
• = Urban studies agency (linked with District 

for evaluation studies) 
This group met twice a month in June, July and 
august, and everyday from the 1st to the 22nd 
September, the co-ordinator of this group was 
Nantes City communication service. 

National meetings also occurred where the local co-
ordinator represented the working group. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  The action took place on the 22nd of September from 
7'00 to 21'00, in conjunction with the "public 
transport week" organised by public transport 
operators and public transport elective 
representatives from the 21st to the 27th of 
September. 

 

In April 98, the French Ministry of territory and environment proposed a national 
charter to cities for the launching of a national car free day.  

From that point on, local discussion occurred within Nantes City local elected 
representatives and the decision was taken to nominate Nantes City as a participant, 
despite the fact that some important barriers were identified:  

• = difficulty to implement word for word a national requirement somehow artificial 
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• = the chosen dates were not considered as convenient for Nantes because the 
city was going to be heavily disturbed during three years with the third line 
tramway line works and associated traffic plan 

• = September 98 was following June 98 and the football world cup which had 
already mobilised a lot of local efforts and provoked some disruptions for local 
shopkeepers. 

Nonetheless, Nantes, as a leading city in terms of public transport had to be 
associated to this action and the official decision was taken to participate. 

The general aim of this car free day named "moving in the city without my car?" was 
due to achieve a double objective: propose to inhabitants to try another mobility 
behaviour in city centres, and favour a re-discovery of the city, its inhabitants, its 
patrimony, but also changed noises and scents. 

It focused on raising the awareness of urban dwellers with respect to nuisances 
caused by the use of private cars in the city (air pollution, noise...), on stressing the 
rights of pedestrians, cyclists and public transportation, on helping rediscover the 
local architectural heritage. The idea was not to put cars on trial or to totally condemn 
the users' desire for mobility, but to reconsider urban transportation with the prospect 
of sharing streets more efficiently. 

This campaign is considered as very successful. The P.T. ridership as well as the 
use of bicycles and walking was significantly increased. The air pollution indicators 
and noise decreased. The global impression on this car free day was largely positive, 
especially from the public transport and bicycle lobby point of view. The journalists 
were very doubtful before the action took place but most of them changed their point 
of view during the car free day itself The national organisation of this car free day 
gave more power to communication actions and impact and most of the population 
was aware of the event.  

It must be noted however that the event itself was a festivity and had an impact of its 
own regardless of the advertising and the other campaigns that were launched for 
this. Therefore part of the success could be attributed to the measure itself ad in 
particular to the type of measure. In any case quite useful conclusions can be drawn 
from the Nantes field application. The longer-term impact on the public awareness 
and attitude towards car travels, however, cannot be assessed on the basis of a 
single car free day event and needs further campaign and applications over time. 

 

55555555........66666666        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeeessssssssssssssssaaaaaaaalllllllloooooooonnnnnnnniiiiiiiikkkkkkkkiiiiiiii        
OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The field application considered for Thessaloniki was 

a city-wide campaign about: 
• = the promotion of soft transport modes 
• = reduction of private car usage, and  
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• = promotion of PT usage 

This effort took advantage of the Thessaloniki 
General Traffic Study which started in summer 1997. 
The study included extensive household and 
roadside surveys. 

A publicity campaign was launched to inform the 
people of Thessaloniki that these surveys would take 
place. The CAMPARIE plan was to provide scientific 
assistance and additional campaign material.  

The campaign focused on the benefits that result 
from: 

• = the reduction of extensive private car usage 
(less traffic, better environment, etc.) 

• = the need to walk or cycle more even for 
health reasons 

•• == the need to use Public Transport.  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  

  

• = Private cars 
• = Walking 
• = Public Transport 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = change people’s attitudes 
• = reduce car usage 

•• == better environment  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  

  

Responsible for the campaign was the Organisation 
for Planning and the protection of the environment of 
Thessaloniki (OTh). OTh is a state agency - under 
the Ministry of Environment Planning and Public 
Works - responsible for the implementation of the 
Master Plan and the Environmental Protection of the 
city. 

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

  

Local professional agencies were employed for the 
elaboration of the leaflet, poster, etc., although the 
strategy and design was undertaken by OTh itself. 
However, it must be noted that there are no 
specialised professional agencies for campaigns of 
this type in Greece. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  Period between November 1997- November 1998 in 
conjunction with the design of the O-D campaign. 

GGeeooggrraapphhiiccaall  ccoovveerraaggee  The survey practically covered the whole Greater 
Th l iki
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Thessaloniki area.  

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  • = leaflets 
• = posters  (only for the O-D 

survey) 
• = local TV   (only for the O-D 

survey) 
• = Radio stations (only for the O-D survey) 

Thessaloniki field application was about a general awareness and publicity campaign 
to promote Public Transport and use of other environmentally friendly transport 
modes and to make people aware about the impacts of the excessive use of private 
cars.  

The public awareness campaign launched in Thessaloniki is a common campaign 
that has been implemented in many cities and countries around the world. It 
addressed at the same time several issues and its success depends on its 
penetration to the individual households. The scale of the campaign as well as the 
media used to send the message(s) are perhaps the most important factors for 
success. Repetition of the campaign is also another crucial factor.  

In the case of Thessaloniki the campaign has been one of the first of this kind. 
People in this city are not often exposed to similar campaigns.  From this point of 
view one would expect that the campaign could be a great success. The success 
rate in this case must be measured in terms of number of people who remember the 
message and the goals of the campaign as well as number of people who have 
changed attitudes rather than number of people who changed travel behaviour. 
Unfortunately, the indicators calculated from the before - after comparative evaluation 
show that the success is rather small. The reasons behind that should be searched 
not in the campaign itself but in the way inhabitants of Thessaloniki and of Greece in 
general react on similar efforts and promises coming from the side of the State. 
Numerous polls in similar and other areas demonstrate that the majority of the 
population does not really believes that significant improvements can be made; 
improvements have been mainly associated with serious fund spending for 
investments or other hard measures.  

From the above analysis it becomes evident that proper awareness should start from 
young ages, i.e. from school. The campaigns should be addressed to both the 
children and the adults. The interactions between students and their parents will 
definitely have a positive effect to both of them.  

Another important element is repetition, especially for youngsters. Repeated 
messages that are based on the previous campaigns and at the same time make 
advances usually have more success. 

Torino 

Torino Field Application tested three different campaigns: 
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1. Perceived Quality Improvement 

2. School and Higher Education Promotional Campaign 

3. Direct Marketing Campaign 

5.7.1 Perceived Quality Improvement 

OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The main objective was to verify the improvement in 
the Perceived Quality of Service, with an integrative 
action on three aspects 

• = Publicity and Promotion Campaign 
•• == Improvement in the Service's Quality Standard  
•• == Extension and Reinforcement of the Information 

System  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  Public Transport 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = Modal shift in favour of public transport  
• = Change people's attitudes 
• = Develop customer/user loyalty 
• = Improvement of quality of urban life 
•• == Increase acceptance  
•• == Improve company image  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  ATM Planning Department and ATM 
Commercial Department 

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

The strategy and design of the campaign 
were undertaken by the ATM Planning 
Department.  

Exceptionally, local professional agencies 
such as “Mark and Thing” agency were 
contacted. 

Local professional agencies were employed 
for the design and drafting of the leaflets. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  Every year 

GGeeooggrraapphhiiccaall  ccoovveerraaggee  Urban and Suburban Area  

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  Leaflets 

 

To measure the Perceived Quality of Service means to determine an index obtained 
from the periodical opinion poll of the resident population (citizens).  
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Interviewees were asked to evaluate their perception of a set of Quality Factors in 
terms of a score between 0 - 10. Scores between 6 and 10 signify that the 
interviewee has a positive perception of quality.   

Moreover, from the point of view of the PT company's management objectives, a set 
of macrovariables (or macro-activities) have been identified. Evaluation for these 
macrovariables involves an analysis of the extent to which declared company 
objectives are met. Citizens' perceptions of the Quality Factors expressed as scores 
in user surveys are used in the analysis of the macrovariables.  

ATM, the Mobility Company of Turin, has defined a Charter of Services in which the 
company declares its objectives and achievements to the citizens. A summary is 
published each year and circulated via the company's information desks. The results 
of the macro-activity analyses and of the Quality Factor surveys are reported in these 
annual publications. By comparing the results with those of the previous year, 
conclusions can be drawn with respect to the trend of both the perceived quality 
factor values and the achievement levels of activities. 

 

5.7.2 School and Higher Education Promotional Campaign  

OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The main objective is to counteract the current market 
trend, by which the number of students using public 
transport is falling.  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  Public Transport 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = Increase revenues  
• = Increase ridership 
• = Develop customer/user loyalty 
•• == Improve company image  
•• == Reduce fare evasion  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  ATM Commercial Department 

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

The strategy and design of the campaign 
were undertaken by the ATM Commercial 
Department.  

Local professional agencies were employed 
for the elaboration of the leaflets, posters, 
stands etc. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  Every year from May to October 

GGeeooggrraapphhiiccaall  ccoovveerraaggee  Urban and Suburban Area 

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  • = personalised mailing consisting of an 
explanatory letter, application form and post 
office checking account form to pay for the pass 
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renewal to everyone who subscribed to and 
paid for a multi-month pass in the previous 
school year in cash. 

• = advertising stickers applied to the rear window 
of all public transportation vehicles. 

• = advertising stickers with the logo of the ATM 
promotional campaign distributed free of charge 
to students who have subscribed to the new 
pass 

• = passenger notices 
• = press releases 

 

Since the 1994/95 school year, ATM has successfully launched annual promotional 
campaigns toward students. In the face of a steady downtrend, corresponding to a 
10% decrease in the number of students and schoolchildren in the population 
between 1994 and 1997, the number of student pass vouchers issued in the same 
period in relation to the population itself has, in fact, demonstrated an actual increase 
in market share in the segment, to substantially maintain sales levels. 

On the basis of the results obtained in recent years, it was decided to continue this 
contrast strategy to the negative market trend by starting up new promotional 
campaigns called "Put the tram in your backpack" in the 1997/98 school year and 
“The season ticket without queue” in 1998/1999 (which was evaluated by the 
experts), which again offers multi-month student passes with special incentives for 
payments in cash. 

This campaign has been further refined. For example, a direct marketing incentive 
has been added for all student/schoolchildren who participated in the previous year's 
promotion and who have paid in cash.  A letter with a post office checking account 
form enclosed was sent to their homes.  Those who renewed their passes using this 
form could pick up their passes, already prepared, at the district townhall during the 
1997/98 campaign and the passes were delivered to their homes during 1998/1999 
campaign. 

5.7.3 Direct Marketing Campaign  

OObbjjeeccttiivveess  The main objectives are to increase awareness of ATM's 
services and increase its market share.  

MMaaiinn  ffooccuuss  Public Transport 

MMaaiinn  ggooaallss  • = Increase awareness  
• = Increase revenues 
• = Increase ridership 
• = Change people attitudes 
• = Develop customer/user loyalty 
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•• == Enhance system image  

RReessppoonnssiibbllee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonn  ATM Commercial Department  

UUssee  ooff  pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
aaggeenncciieess  

The strategy and design of the campaign 
were undertaken by the ATM Commercial 
Department. The campaigns were conducted 
retired ATM employees. 

TTiimmiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ccaammppaaiiggnn  Period between October 1996 and Spring 
1997 

GGeeooggrraapphhiiccaall  ccoovveerraaggee  Specific sites  

MMeeddiiaa  uusseedd  • = Newspaper and magazines 
• = Direct telephone contact 
• = Direct personal contact and delivered written 

material 

 

Following the steps of previous activities in the cities of Kassel and Nuremberg by the 
German company SOCIALDATA, U.I.T.P. promoted a Direct Marketing effort which 
involved five Italian cities with their respective public transport companies from 
among the participating cities: ACTV in Venice, ATM in Turin, ATC in Bologna, ACT 
in Reggio Emilia and TEP in Parma. 

In October 1997, market research activities consisting of direct contact with 300 
families selected by specialised companies were conducted on the following 
elements: 

• = motivation on the use of public transport, based on specific requirements for 
moving 

• = information on the ATM service offer 

• = incentives through promotional forms of travel (assigning a named monthly 
FORMULA 3 pass to a member of the family) 

5.7.4  General conclusions 

The Torino case is of special significance to CAMPARIE not for the campaigns 
themselves, but for the method used for the evaluation of the campaign. A method 
that also triggered the need for intervention is the one used by the Torino Public 
Transport Authority. Multi criteria indices were calculated for samples of Public 
Transport and private transport users. The indices were based on the perception of 
trip makers about the level of service provided.  The calculation of the perceived 
index for Public Transport versus the respective index for private transport provided a 
method that can be applied with the necessary adjustments to any place.  
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The study of time series data in the area of Torino proves that awareness and 
targeted campaigns need to be repeated and also renewed, if the role of Public 
Transport is to be increased or even maintained at the same level. Trip makers 
demand in fact new services and options, which if not provided make them change 
attitude and eventually behaviour. One could easily argue that the tendency is to 
switch to car use rather to stick to PT use. Therefore there is a need for double effort 
for the Municipal authorities and the PT Operators to reach their goals. 

As far as the Torino campaigns are concerned, the results reveal that the efforts 
were successful, though nothing innovative was included.  

In conclusion both the design techniques and the evaluation methodology can be 
considered as successful and fully transferable to other areas and also to other 
campaign cases.  

55555555........88888888        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssffffffffeeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaabbbbbbbbiiiiiiiilllllllliiiiiiiittttttttyyyyyyyy        ooooooooffffffff        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeessssssssuuuuuuuullllllllttttttttssssssss        
The six field applications examined within CAMPARIE provide a quite useful basis 
with respect to the transferability of the campaign elements either in full or partially. 
Transferability can be applicable to: 

• = technique used 

• = philosophy of campaign 

• = evaluation of campaign 

provided that the main types of campaigns (awareness, targeted and individual ones) 
are not treated all in the same way. 

There are of course other aspects that are easily transferable and are related to the 
success of a campaign. The available budget for example is usually a key factor to 
success. Duration of campaign is also another factor. The issue of transferability in 
this section is linked only to the above mentioned three areas. 

5.8.1 Technique used 

This includes a number of campaign components such as the media used, the choice 
or nor of fictitious characters etc. Regardless of objectives, duration, cost and 
philosophy, there are many cases where the same or similar choices can be made. 
In awareness campaigns for example it is important to attract the attention of the 
recipients. This type of campaign affects people in two ways; first by making people 
think about the message of the campaign and second by changing gradually their 
background attitude towards the topics under discussion.  

The message sent to the general public and in particular to young ages from the 
Thessaloniki campaign leaflet, informs the trip makers about something they are not 
aware of – though they may be suspecting it – and at the same time creates the 
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preconditions for a change in attitude towards Public Transport and use of private 
cars and eventually travel behaviour. 

The same technique, i.e combining the distributions of a campaign leaflet with a 
major household survey, with sketches, characters and some sound positive and 
negative figures can be well employed everywhere, as long similar problems exist. 
Similar goals were attained in Bristol where a major O-D survey was carried out 
(outside the framework of CAMPARIE). 

On the other hand the Dormagen campaign is a mix of awareness and targeted 
campaign, using marketing techniques and other means for attracting peoples’ 
attention, that can be used in other areas seeking similar goals. Modifications related 
to local conditions may be needed but the idea of offering a prize of chocolates 
instead of beers is a clear and well defined technique that can be used everywhere.  

The Torino approach is also easily transferable, as mentioned in the respective part 
of this report, though considerable adjustments may be required. 

Overall, the CAMPARIE field applications comprise good examples for different type 
campaigns. The cases of Nantes and Leeds are perhaps more specialised, but again 
useful lessons can be learned. 

5.8.2 Philosophy of campaign 

As with technique used, different campaigns can accept the same philosophy in 
attempting to reach their goals. The positive, negative or neutral manner of a 
campaign, is for example a very strong element that characterises any effort and is 
closely related to the subject and to the recipients of the message. Similarly, other 
elements such as use of heroes, or animals, sketches etc. identify a campaign, and 
can act as similarity indicators among campaigns that have even different objectives 
and different target groups. 

Promotion of Public Transport, as with promotion of other modes, must be based on 
positive messages bringing mainly the benefits and advantages of the proposed 
choice. Madrid, Thessaloniki and Dormagen seem to follow the same approach with 
respect to this, though all of them are quite different campaigns. 

In this respect, MIRTO becomes a precious tool, since it enables the determination of 
such similarity indicators. 

5.8.3 Evaluation of campaign 

This is one of the most important aspects, and perhaps the most difficult, since 
evaluation is always related to the objectives of the campaign, but also to other 
factors not easily standardised. The difficulty in homogenising evaluation has been 
obvious from the start of the CAMPARIE Evaluation work package. The evaluation of 
the six project-field applications showed that some aspects in evaluation may be 
transferable, but extreme caution is required in any case. The use of suitable 
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questionnaires is, for example, transferable, but necessary modifications and 
adjustments need to be made.  

Other well-known evaluation techniques and theories may also be employed in a 
similar fashion at different cases, but again, extreme care is required. 

Thessaloniki and Torino evaluation techniques seem that can be easily transferred to 
almost each case. The Leeds approach is also transferable, but very good 
information is needed. The issue of evaluation indeed requires a lot more effort and 
research in this area.  

55555555........99999999        PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuubbbbbbbblllllllliiiiiiiicccccccc        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        SSSSSSSSttttttttrrrrrrrraaaaaaaatttttttteeeeeeeeggggggggyyyyyyyy        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        CCCCCCCChhhhhhhhiiiiiiiissssssssiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnaaaaaaaauuuuuuuu,,,,,,,,        
MMMMMMMMoooooooollllllllddddddddoooooooovvvvvvvvaaaaaaaa........        
5.9.1 Introduction 

A specific workplan concerning a publicity and information strategy for the Public 
Transport Authority of the City of Chicinau has been developed. The plan was 
implemented with the involvement of consultants who provided training to local 
people. This project was designed as the initial phase to implement a public transport 
information strategy that was developed for the Chisinau Public Transport Authority 
by the INPHORMM Project. 

The Public Transport Authority in Chisinau has been advised on how to establish an 
Information and Marketing Unit for the promotion of pubic transport services in 
Chisinau. The main purpose of the Information Strategy was to encourage the local 
population to continue to use pubic transport for travel in the City. Investment in 
public transport information systems is good value for money not only to create 
loyalty amongst travellers but also to make the day-to-day management of the 
transport operations more efficient.  

5.9.2 Implementation of the Public Transport Information (PTI) 
Strategy 

The PIT Strategy consisted of fifteen specific topics each with its associated tasks for 
implementation. This project concerned itself primarily with training in production 
methods for the creation of public transport publicity for roadside displays. 

A series of visits took place during the period mid-December 1998 and mid-February 
1999. The Project Consultant visited Chisinau in December to demonstrate software 
packages developed by Teleride (UK) Ltd for the creation of bus stop and trolleybus 
stop inventories and as a means to publish information displays for the stops. Site 
visits were made during the visit to see recent developments in the display of public 
transport information in the City. Sketch designs were also prepared by the 
Consultant on the type of cabinets required to mount information displays at stops. 
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In early 1999, the Public Transport Information and Marketing Unit was established 
as part of the Public Transport Authority in Chisinau. In late January 1999, 
arrangements were made for the Head of the Information Unit and a computer 
specialist to spend time in the UK to be trained by FWT Studios Ltd and Teleride 
(UK) Ltd in the use of the software products associated the production of public 
transport publicity. The training took place over a period of a week, with a result that 
the candidates had sufficient time to use the Teleride software for the production of 
bus stops information panels. During their time at FWT Studios Ltd in London, they 
were briefed on the production processes for other forms of public transport publicity. 
This included the work recently completed on the production of geographic and 
diagrammatic versions of public transport maps for Chisinau. Liaison by FWT with 
the publishers used by the Public Transport Authority in Chisinau, meant that the 
trainees from the Information Unit could take back with them CD’s of the public 
transport maps produced for Chisinau by FWT. These have subsequently been used 
to publish a Public Transport  Map and Guide for Chisinau. 

Using the funds provided by the CAMPARIE Project, it was possible to provide a 
further delegation from the Public Transport Authority and Operators in Chisinau with 
a programme of visits to particular companies and locations in the UK. The 
programme was prepared in order to improve their understanding of how information 
strategies are being implemented in selected cities in England.  

More detailed information on the development of a public transport information 
strategy for the Chisinau Public Transport Authority is reported in the CAMPARIE 
Consolidated Progress Report (annex) as well as in the respective reports/ 
deliverables of INPHORMM Project. 
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666...   EEEVVVAAALLLUUUAAATTTIIIOOONNN   FFFRRRAAAMMMEEEWWWOOORRRKKK   
 

66666666........11111111        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnttttttttrrrrrrrroooooooodddddddduuuuuuuuccccccccttttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        
Within the CAMPARIE framework, the role of the evaluation has been: 

• = To develop an evaluation framework for CAMPARIE 

• = To evaluate the effectiveness of IMPAC strategies adopted in the field 
applications, in terms of raising awareness and enhancing the image of more 
sustainable transport modes. 

• = To evaluate both qualitatively and quantitatively the content of the MIRTO Case 
Base 

• = To technically evaluate the efficiency and operability of the MIRTO prototype 

66666666........22222222        OOOOOOOOvvvvvvvveeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaallllllllllllllll        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooojjjjjjjjeeeeeeeecccccccctttttttt        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        FFFFFFFFrrrrrrrraaaaaaaammmmmmmmeeeeeeeewwwwwwwwoooooooorrrrrrrrkkkkkkkk        
The evaluation objectives have been achieved by adopting the evaluation framework 
shown in Figure 6.1 below.  This shows the output from the evaluation at three 
distinct levels: 

1. Output from the field applications in terms of the effectiveness of IMPAC 
strategies according to a range of indicators.  These indicators depend on the 
type of IMPAC strategy adopted and the target groups.  Two main categories of 
IMPAC strategies are categorised; those, which aim to raise awareness among, 
target groups and those, which aim to advise a target group. 

Awareness raising IMPAC strategies aim to influence attitudes and 
consequently acceptance and behaviour of the target group.  Attitudes are 
influenced by what people know (information) about a measure/ scheme/ policy/ 
mode.  Examples of when awareness raising IMPAC strategies might be adopted 
include: 

✓ The introduction of a specific scheme such as a new travel ticket for use on 
public transport or a new public transport service 

✓ The introduction of a package of new measures e.g. a combination of a new 
Park and Ride scheme, bus priority and road pricing along a single corridor 

✓ The introduction of a new transport policy 
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✓ To promote overall awareness of more sustainable travel in towns and cities, 
for example the UK TravelWise initiative 

Advice giving IMPAC strategies advise target groups about the various travel 
options available, providing reassurance of system reliability, for example 
departure time, seat availability, connection possibilities to other modes etc.  
Examples of when these strategies include: 

✓ An in-street public transport information terminal 

✓ A real-time information system  

The output from this level of evaluation was achieved through surveys among the 
IMPAC strategy target group (users) and among experts (decision-makers) 
involved locally in the IMPAC strategy development and implementation.  
Effectiveness measurement indicators vary among the field applications 
according to the type of IMPAC strategy implemented.  It is critical to the 
evaluation of the IMPAC strategy effectiveness that indicators were selected 
which allow the effect of the IMPAC strategy on the target groups to be isolated 
from the effect of the new measure/ scheme/ policy etc being promoted. 

2. Output from the MIRTO Case Base analysis 

3. Output from the MIRTO expert panels to assess the technical efficiency and 
operability of the MIRTO prototype as a guide to IMPAC strategies 

The output from these three levels allowed conclusions to be drawn, which are valid 
at the European level and also for multi-criteria evaluation of the overall validation 
task. 
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Figure 6.1 :Evaluation Framework 
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FIGURE 2.1 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

 
 

66666666........33333333        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        FFFFFFFFiiiiiiiieeeeeeeelllllllldddddddd        AAAAAAAApppppppppppppppplllllllliiiiiiiiccccccccaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
The evaluation of field applications has been achieved through two main streams of 
survey work: 

Stream I: The conduct of questionnaire based surveys among the IMPAC 
strategy target group to assess the effectiveness of the strategy according to a range 
of indicators defined at the local level.  This was the end user survey. 

Stream II: The conduct of a questionnaire based survey among IMPAC strategy 
decision makers and implementors to assess their expert opinion on the 
effectiveness of the IMPAC strategy adopted locally. 

A field application has adopted to undertake either Stream I or Stream II evaluation 
and in one case study (Nantes) both streams were undertaken. The output from each 
survey has been evaluated to reach general conclusions regarding IMPAC strategy 
effectiveness.  Factors relating to the city environment and nature of the IMPAC 
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strategy within that environment have also been taken into account in each field 
application when evaluating the IMPAC strategy effectiveness. These factors include: 

• = The context of the city environment in terms of city characteristics (population, 
motorisation rate etc), public attitudes to transport problems & the transport 
policies pursued by the local authority.   

• = A problem statement defining the reason for adopting the IMPAC strategy 

• = The policies being addressed by the IMPAC strategy 

• = Characteristics of the IMPAC strategy 

• = The impacts expected from the introduction of the IMPAC strategy in terms of 
changes in awareness, attitudes and behaviour including the expected chain of 
cause and effect 

• = A definition of the elements of the IMPAC strategy itself i.e.  

IMPAC Objectives - What for? 

(Ultimate goal and sub-objectives, transport policy) 

IMPAC Target group - To whom? 

(total population, women, elderly/disabled, regular/ occasional/ potential user, 
commuters, tourists etc.) 

IMPAC provider - From whom? 

(Local authority, regional authority, national authority, public transport operators, 
other) 

IMPAC location - Where? 

(City-wide, specific area, at specific events, at home, at work, during trip etc) 

IMPAC frequency - When? 

(Before introduction, after introduction, time of day, day of week, time of year, 
frequency) 

IMPAC media - How? 

(Posters, press, leaflets, radio, television. telephone, cinema, direct marketing, 
internet) 
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6.3.1 Stream I 

Stream I evaluation has been undertaken in four of the field applications; Leeds, 
Madrid, Nantes and Thessaloniki.  The field applications were advised to undertake 
face to face questionnaire-based interviews among a random sample of the IMPAC 
strategy target population.  In all cases the Stream I evaluation involved the conduct 
of before and after surveys among the target population to assess changes in 
awareness, attitude and even behaviour as a result of an IMPAC strategy being 
implemented.  Indicators were identified at the local level to assess the extent to 
which changes in awareness, attitude and behaviour were a result of the IMPAC 
strategy itself.  All questionnaires were designed at the local level. 

6.3.2 Stream II 

Stream II evaluation, the decision makers survey, has been undertaken in three of 
the field applications; Dormagen, Nantes and Torino.  The concept of Stream II 
evaluation was to conduct a workshop among those experts involved in the design 
and implementation of each IMPAC strategy, to assess their perception of the 
effectiveness of the strategy implemented in their city.  A questionnaire was designed 
to be used at the workshop, to be completed by as many attendees as possible.  It 
was appreciated that in some cases (Dormagen) only one expert would be available 
to comment on the IMPAC strategy and to complete the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire covered the following aspects: 

• = An opinion on the extent to which the IMPAC strategy achieved it’s objectives 

• = An opinion on the extent to which the main activities of the IMPAC strategy 
contributed to the overall objectives 

• = An opinion on the extent to which the timing and duration of the overall IMPAC 
strategy and it’s individual activities was satisfactory 

• = An opinion on the relevance of the target groups for each IMPAC activity 

• = An opinion on the suitability of the language used in the IMPAC strategy 
activities taking into account the target groups 

• = An opinion on the balance of rational/ emotional arguments used for each of the 
main IMPAC strategy activities 

• = An opinion on the suitability of the geographical/ physical locations used for 
dissemination of the IMPAC strategy 

• = An opinion on the effectiveness of the various media and materials used in each 
of the IMPAC strategy activities 
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• = An opinion on the effectiveness of any direct marketing techniques or incentives 
used as part of the IMPAC strategy 

• = An opinion on the main impacts and success of the IMPAC strategy 

• = An opinion on the benefits that would be derived from repeating the IMPAC 
strategy and what, if any, improvements would be made 

• = An opinion on any unexpected effects of the IMPAC strategy. 

6.3.3 General Conclusions 

The analysis and evaluation of the 6 CAMPARIE field applications have enabled the 
project consortium to: 

a) acquire useful experience and material concerning awareness and publicity 
campaigns in the urban transport sector 

b) examine success (failure) and critical factors of such campaigns depending of 
course on the specific objectives sought 

c) associate such factors to specific transport policies and measures in the urban 
transport sector 

d) prepare draft recommendations and guidelines addressed to transport planners, 
policy makers but also to marketing professionals whose primary objective is 
among others to change trips makers attitudes and travel behaviour in order to 
achieve commonly accepted goals such as inter-modality and transport 
sustainability  

Several interesting conclusions were drawn from this research effort. The most 
important of them together with other key findings are given below. 

Public awareness campaigns that aim at changing attitudes of the general public 
seem that they are not the preferred type of campaigns for Public Transport 
Operators or other local authorities and agencies that attempt to promote certain 
policies and measures. They rather approach the issue from a narrow point of view, 
meaning that their major goal is to deploy a successful measure or policy. However, 
in the transport area there is a lack of expert people in travel behaviour or 
communication strategies. It is obvious from both the field applications but also from 
the other cases examined within CAMPARIE (Case Base Analysis, Pan European 
Survey of Marketing Professionals etc.) that the majority of the people involved in this 
area are either Traffic and Transportation engineers or other scientists that have 
nothing to do with communication and awareness matters. In a similar manner, the 
professional agencies that are employed to undertake such tasks on behalf of the 
interested authority, most of the times have little or none experience on transport 
related issues.  
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There is therefore a significant gap that needs to be filled. The gap refers first to the 
authorities and operators themselves and second to the professional agencies. 
These remarks are not absolute but their value is relative to the size and role of the 
authorities or operators. 

It was also revealed that even in the cases where professional agencies that are 
experienced in transport related campaigns are engaged, they have been taught by 
the responsible persons in those authorities or organisations. 

General Public Awareness campaigns (not included in the scope of CAMPARIE) tend 
to be undertaken by regional or national authorities (e.g. “Clean Air campaigns” in 
USA and Australia, Safety awareness campaigns, Anti-smoking awareness 
campaigns, anti-drugs awareness campaigns, General Health awareness campaigns 
etc in various countries). 

Targeted campaigns on the other hand, seem to be the most preferred type of 
campaigns for the majority of agencies, including local authorities, transport 
operators and other organisations. Targeted campaigns presume that some type of 
user needs study has been made, and soft measures of this type are necessary.  

It is obvious that certain rules that apply to campaigns to the general public are also 
applicable to the targeted ones. Duration and cost are very critical factors for both 
types. Equally important are the media used and especially the way the recipients of 
the campaign are approached.  

The individual campaigns on the other hand require a “customised” approach that 
must be the subject of a separate study.  

In all cases, addressing children and youth in general, is a very critical factor, and 
should be handled with care. Negative effects or other undesirable impacts to 
children, which may have a positive result to adults, must be avoided. In this respect 
campaigns that use high penetration media such as TV should be designed with the 
proper sensitivity.  

Another major conclusion that has a global character is that campaigns should not be 
considered as independent or isolated efforts that attempt to change attitudes or 
travel behaviour. From an evaluation point of view this may be quite useful, because 
it enables the evaluator to isolate the likely effect of the campaign. From an 
effectiveness point of view however, it is a big mistake not to combine campaigns 
with other measures, either hard or soft. Campaigns must be part of a program with 
specific goals and targets, where each component of the program plays its own role. 
As with transport demand management measures that are more successful when 
applied in packages, campaigns must be part of a package including only “soft” 
measures or both “soft” and “hard”. 
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Common sense many times can achieve remarkable results with respect to travel 
behaviour and travel choices. Using publicity and awareness seems to be common 
sense in this business. The cost of designing and launching a suitable campaign is 
definitely lower than implementing a “hard” measure. It is the task of practitioners and 
researchers to find the trade off between spending on campaigns and on other 
measures, and it is the task of decision-makers to make the rights choices.  
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66666666........44444444        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooocccccccceeeeeeeessssssssssssssss        ooooooooffffffff        MMiirrttoo        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooottttttttoooooooottttttttyyyyyyyyppppppppeeeeeeee        
The evaluation process was made up of several steps: 

• = Evaluation of the visual prototype 

• = An iterative compound step with three stages of partial evaluation by CAMPARIE 
partners. This step has given birth to three successive versions of MIRTO: 
version 1, 2 and 3. 

• = A first external evaluation step with demonstrations and the involvement of 
experts, outside the CAMPARIE project. 

• = A final evaluation step, starting with the release of the final version of MIRTO: 
version 4 with evaluation from experts working with the consortium partners. 

 

Step 1
Evaluation of the

‘visual prototype’

Evaluation of MIRTO
Version V1

Evaluation of MIRTO
Version V2

Evaluation of MIRTO
Version V3

Step 2

First external evaluation of
MIRTO V3

Step 3

Step 4 Final evaluation of MIRTO
Version V4

The evaluation process
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6.4.1 Step 1: Evaluation of the ‘Visual Prototype’ 

The development of the MIRTO prototype is based on a software-engineering cycle 
which includes a stepwise refinement procedure in which strong interactions are 
required between the prototype designers and the professional experts who hold the 
real knowledge to be embedded in the prototype. In order to facilitate the elicitation of 
knowledge, it was decided to rapidly design and develop a so-called ‘visual 
prototype’ which might, as well, give a first idea of the user interface likely to be 
implemented in the final product. 

This step lasted six months. It was ended with a live demonstration of the visual 
prototype to collect first comments before starting the step 2. 

6.4.2 Step 2 : An Iterative  Evaluation Step with Cyclic Stages 

After a first evaluation of the visual prototype by the partners, the prototype MIRTO 
version 1 was developed on the ground of the visual prototype. The major new 
feature was the capabilities for the CAMPARIE partners to enter real cases in the 
computerised case base. Subsequently, this allowed the partners to provide more 
comments about the user interface, as a whole, about the case structure and about 
functions. 

From this stage on, an evaluation cycle started, inside the consortium including the 
following stages: 

Rapid prototyping (user requirements- specifications- design- implementation- new 
MIRTO released- tests by partners) and issuing of three successive upgraded 
versions: 1,2 and 3. 

It should be stressed that (between version 2 and 3), a more detailed evaluation by 
partners had led to a totally renewed structure of the case base. 

The version 3 allowed a more sophisticated tool for case analysis: on-line statistics, a 
search function, associated to user-defined criteria, and relevance. 

This step lasted 15 months. During this period, the evaluation, done by CAMPARIE 
partners, was related to both functional and ergonomics aspects (see section 4 
below: technical evaluation). 

6.4.3 Step 3: A First External Evaluation Step 

MIRTO was demonstrated, for the first time, in two dissemination events: London 
conference, hosted by INPHORMM project and POLIS conference, held in Berlin (18-
20 Nov.98).  
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In both events, demonstrations were done to conference delegates, for promotion 
purposes and for evaluation as well. An evaluation form was filled in by those 
attending demonstrations.  

Besides, at the London event, an evaluation session (expert panel) for experts 
outside the CAMPARIE project was organised. An evaluation version of MIRTO V3 
had been forwarded to each expert, prior to that session. 

Those experts who have participated in the panel filled in a detailed evaluation 
questionnaire. 

6.4.4 Step 4: A Final Evaluation Step 

Further to comments from experts (inside or outside the CAMPARIE project), a 
revamped version of MIRTO was developed in the late stage of the project. This has 
led to MIRTO V4. Along with revised functions, the major changes are related to the 
user interface. The evaluation of this final version still continued. Another ultimate 
questionnaire was designed for experts to evaluate the final version 4. 

66666666........55555555        SSSSSSSSeeeeeeeellllllllffffffff        AAAAAAAAsssssssssssssssseeeeeeeessssssssssssssssmmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnntttttttt                
As one part of the evaluation of MIRTO, a Self-Evaluation by the partners in the 
CAMPARIE Consortium was conducted. For this reason a questionnaire, similar to the 
evaluation by the Expert Panel had been prepared and was sent to all partners. As a 
result 15 people from 6 consortium-organisations returned the questionnaire. 

The partners from the CAMPARIE-consortium have a positive attitude with respect to 
MIRTO. Some gaps were reported, which are related to the complex field of the 
campaigning in the transportation. Simplifications in the structure (and therefore 
further improvements in the handling) may be needed. 

MIRTO was seen to be an interesting and useful tool that could have a wide area of 
application, especially if the number of cases in the case base increased to a suitable 
extent. 

Most of the functions of MIRTO are satisfactory enough: the handling, context and 
structure of MIRTO seem to be adequate, the aim and the scope of MIRTO are 
considered as understandable. The statistics provided in MIRTO are considered 
adequate as well, but only for basic statistics (more detailed analysis is not possible). 

66666666........66666666        TTTTTTTTeeeeeeeecccccccchhhhhhhhnnnnnnnniiiiiiiiccccccccaaaaaaaallllllll        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        
The technical part of the evaluation concerns the three components of the tool: the 
user interface (presentation and dialogue), the functions and the documentation. 

It referred to the final version of MIRTO: version 4, delivered early Jan 99. 
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All features were evaluated by using grades H, M, L (high, medium, low) measuring 
the way a criterion was judged as being well, fairly or poorly implemented in MIRTO. 

The majority of the User Interface criteria were highly graded, when the average 
grade of the functions criteria is medium and the documentation criteria high-medium 
(when high means that a criterion is judged as being well, Medium as fairly and Low 
as poorly implemented in MIRTO). 

66666666........77777777        DDDDDDDDeeeeeeeesssssssskkkkkkkk        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        
MIRTO prototype was tested and evaluated on how helpful it can be for a public 
transport marketing manager in building a campaign. This test was made by using 
the prototype to re-design an existing park & ride campaign in Nantes. The objectives 
of MIRTO desk evaluation were to: 

• = browse through the case base to find other examples of park and ride actions 

• = check whether the actions proposed within MIRTO could be applied in Nantes 

• = get new ideas that would enable productivity benefits by applying other cities 
methods. 

This MIRTO evaluation phase gave results on two different levels: the Public 
Transport Marketing Manager and the Local Authority. According to the Public 
Transport Marketing Manager, MIRTO is a very useful tool because it can give you a 
quick overview of similar campaigns taking place all over Europe, teach you or give 
you ideas on how to implement a campaign and help you save money planning a 
campaign. According to the Local Authority, MIRTO seems to be a potential control 
tool, but still need some improvements (visuals and messages, comments on the 
results) to provide even more efficiency. 

66666666........88888888        EEEEEEEExxxxxxxxppppppppeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrtttttttt        PPPPPPPPaaaaaaaannnnnnnneeeeeeeellllllllssssssss        
The evaluation of MIRTO by the Expert Panels was conducted at the 9th of November 
1998 in combination with the Dissemination Conference in London and in Leeds by 
Leeds City Council on February 1999. It is essential to clarify that the evaluation by 
the London Expert Panel was based on the MIRTO Version 3.b whereas for the 
Leeds Expert Panel and the Self Evaluation by the partners from the CAMPARIE 
Consortium the Version 4.0 was already released. 

The Expert Panel was conducted in two parts: 

• = a discussion for general aspects and general feelings and 

• = a structured interview (comparable with the structure of the Self Evaluation -see 
section 3). 
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Generally, the experts have a positive attitude concerning MIRTO. They believed that 
MIRTO is an interesting software, but they pointed out the necessity of increasing the 
number of cases in the case base. All the experts participating in the two Expert 
Panels would use MIRTO for information, contacts and co-operation or even as an 
educational tool, if more cases would be included into the case base.  

The experts considered that the aim and scope of MIRTO was understandable while 
the handling, the structure, the context and the form and design of MIRTO was 
adequate. The statistics provided by MIRTO were seen as sufficient and the 
assessment part in MIRTO was considered to be adequate and very important. 

According to the experts, some aspects like more information on contact persons or 
about logos and figures seem to be missing in MIRTO: 

The perspective of buying MIRTO depends on the costs of the product. Finally, every 
of the participating experts would recommend MIRTO to other colleagues, agencies 
and authorities. 

66666666........99999999        UUUUUUUUsssssssseeeeeeeerrrrrrrr        PPPPPPPPaaaaaaaannnnnnnneeeeeeeellllllllssssssss        
MIRTO was demonstrated, for the first time, in two dissemination events: London 
conference, hosted by INPHORMM project and POLIS conference, held in Berlin (18-
20 Nov.98). In both events, demonstrations were done to conference delegates, for 
promotion purpose and for evaluation as well. An evaluation form (shorter than that 
handed to experts) was filled in by those attending demonstrations. About 20 forms 
were filled in.  

According to the people that MIRTO was demonstrated during London conference 
and POLIS conference, MIRTO seemed to be an interesting tool. Most of them 
expressed their interest for a version downloadable from the Internet.  

It is important to note that these demos should be thought of as promotional actions 
rather than evaluation actions, since the demos lasted an average 20 minutes and 
the questionnaires were hastily filled in. 

66666666........1111111100000000        OOOOOOOOvvvvvvvveeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaallllllllllllllll        ccccccccoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccclllllllluuuuuuuussssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
MIRTO prototype, as a software product, needs to complete a part of its life cycle, 
before being fully ready for commercial use. The respective appropriate time period 
seems to be 15 to 24 months. As proven in practice 4 to 5 versions are necessary 
before reaching an acceptable version which of course can be further improved. The 
product evolution requires the active involvement of several partners (persons) 
having different roles and different disciplines. The “right” number seems to be 
between 15 to 20 in the sense that it comprises an adequate sample of experts but 
yet a manageable one. 
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Outside opinions and remarks are equally or even more important. A similar rationale 
should be applied for outside experts as with the product generators (the 
consortium). Both different disciplines and a wide panel are necessary to secure a 
satisfactory result.  

The possible cultural differences among the experts do not appear to be so important 
as initially thought. It seems again that the roles and the point of view of the experts 
are the most important factors when evaluating the MIRTO prototype. 

MIRTO is a promising tool according to the majority of the people asked. However 
some people had a quite opposite opinion. Their objection is not in the context and its 
functions, nor in its interface and capabilities. It is more in the concept behind this, 
i.e. behind the idea of designing and developing such a tool. This opinion is definitely 
respectable. Equally respectable is the opinion of the CAMPARIE Consortium 
members who invented this tool. It is believed that it is worth using it and improving it 
and that MIRTO must be exploited in the near future at local and at European level. 

It seems that the real commercial value of MIRTO will heavily depend on the potential 
to maintain a certain level of new cases/ insertion in the tool. And this will in turn 
depend on the ability to gather the proper data and information from new campaigns 
that are carried out throughout Europe and elsewhere. A possible solution to this kind 
of problems could be the involvement of Associations or other Europe-wide 
initiatives, such as UITP, POLIS initiatives and networks, that can really gather and 
forward data and information from campaign cases that took place in their members. 

Another solution would be to make it accessible through the Internet. In order to do 
that, a plug-in piece of software is required to ensure it is accessible through any 
browser; even, in that case, it is only supported on PC platforms; another way is to 
download the software package via the FTP protocol. In both cases, the first access 
to MIRTO, on the web, may be a lengthy process mainly if the user PC platform is 
poorly equipped. 
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66666666........1111111111111111        FFFFFFFFrrrrrrrroooooooommmmmmmm        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ttttttttoooooooo        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeccccccccoooooooommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnnddddddddaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnnssssssss        
One of the goals of the different levels of the evaluation within the CAMPARIE project 
was their contribution to the elaboration of the recommendations as outcome of the 
project. In the next figure, the intended interrelation between evaluation and the 
finding of recommendations is shown. 

Figure 6.2: From Evaluation to Recommendations 

MIRTO Field Application

Evaluation Expert Groups

Conclusions

Field Application Specific Conclusions

General Conclusions

Recommendations

 
This interrelation was planned to be realised in a three-level approach. These levels 
are: 

• = evaluation of field applications 

• = information from expert groups and 

• = gathered information by using MIRTO. 

The evaluation of the field applications is a process using different streams. Results 
of the evaluation will be conclusions. Doing that, we have to differentiate between 

• = specific results, which are valid for a restricted area of cases, criteria, 
dimensions etc. and 

• = general conclusions, which represent transferable results from our specific 
empirical and research level to a broader and more general level. 

The analysis of the field application should us enable to draw – one the one hand – 
very concrete specific results, but – one the other hand – also to build up more 
general conclusions which see a broader framework than the specific field application 
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work. The general conclusions as outcome of the field applications should be one of 
the main parts in the elaboration of the general recommendations. 

The evaluation of the information from the expert groups will have a strong input to 
general conclusions and as consequence to the general recommendations, as well. 
Such information will result mainly from the European Survey of Media and Transport 
Professionals, which was conducted in the first year of the CAMPARIE project. This 
gives a detailed overview about the state of the art, the state of the practice and the 
attitude of professionals concerning the need for a decision supporting systems.  

The use of MIRTO for the elaboration of guidelines was the third level that was 
intended. MIRTO can have a quite good influence concerning the direction of 
improvement of the empirical content of guidelines. So, the value of MIRTO for the 
elaboration of guidelines may be seen in a tool for verifying the resulting guidelines 
as a feedback-step. 
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777...   RRREEECCCOOOMMMMMMEEENNNDDDAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS   AAANNNDDD   GGGUUUIIIDDDEEELLLIIINNNEEESSS   
 

77777777........11111111        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnttttttttrrrrrrrroooooooodddddddduuuuuuuuccccccccttttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        
This chapter includes recommendations and guidelines to transport planning authorities, 
transport operators and decision makers of local authorities who would like to get 
involved in designing and implementing publicity and awareness campaigns on transport 
related issues. The recommendations and the guidelines have been resulted as the 
outcome of the CAMPARIE research project work and pertain to campaigns addressed 
mainly at urban areas where travel behaviour changes and/or changes to 
attitudes/opinions/intentions are sought. The ultimate goal of such campaigns is to favour 
transport modes other than the private car, and therefore, create overall benefits for the 
urban transport system. 

The recommendations and the guidelines are not exhaustive and they cannot replace the 
role of professional people who are specialised in this area of activity. They have been 
the result of a project alone with enrichments from other relevant research projects and 
the contribution of external to the project people.  

The recommendations contain and refer to the following: 

• = Definition of campaigns 

• = Types of Campaigns 

• = Elements of campaigns 

• = Launchers of Campaigns 

• = What is IMPAC  

• = What campaigns for pricing measures 

• = What campaigns for regulatory and physical measures 

• = What campaigns for Public Transport promotion 

• = How to evaluate campaigns in terms of effectiveness and in general terms 

The guidelines aim at assisting decision makers and public transport operators and 
planners, who are not familiar with the campaign business to simply and step by step 
start and plan a campaign that is requited for their goals. The guidelines can be followed 
either with or without the use of MIRTO, the special computer based tool that enables 
these people to design and evaluate their campaigns. 
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By including an overview of the different types of campaigns this chapter attempts to 
make the reader understand the differences and the reasoning behind each different 
campaign type. It also attempts to give another dimension of the various campaigns, 
namely that of the different transport measures often taken in urban areas and promoted 
or advertised. This dimension coincides in fact with the breakdown of the various 
research tasks of the Transport Research and Technological Development Programme 
of DG for Transport. 

77777777........22222222        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        aaaaaaaapppppppppppppppprrrrrrrrooooooooaaaaaaaacccccccchhhhhhhh        ttttttttoooooooo        iiiiiiiimmmmmmmmpppppppprrrrrrrroooooooovvvvvvvviiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        UUUUUUUUrrrrrrrrbbbbbbbbaaaaaaaannnnnnnn        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        SSSSSSSSyyyyyyyysssssssstttttttteeeeeeeemmmmmmmm        
wwwwwwwwiiiiiiiitttttttthhhhhhhhiiiiiiiinnnnnnnn        tttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeee        DDDDDDDDGGGGGGGG        VVVVVVVVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeesssssssseeeeeeeeaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrcccccccchhhhhhhh        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrrooooooooggggggggrrrrrrrraaaaaaaammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmeeeeeeee        
The Transport Research and Technological Development Programme, launched in 1994 
by the European Commission, intends to improve the efficiency of the individual transport 
modes and speed up their strategic integration into the European transport networks. 
The Transport Research Programme was divided into different research sectors that 
include one sector per transport mode plus separate sectors for Strategic Transport 
Research, Urban Transport and Integrated Transport chains. In all these sectors better 
understanding of mobility of persons, so that proper transport policies are possible, has 
been a major objective for the programme. In the case of Urban Transport, management 
of mobility is perhaps the most important activity that can alone improve the transport 
system. In achieving this goal transport policy makers have in their weaponry a number 
of different options, one of which is provision of information and publicity and awareness 
campaigns.  

Publicity and awareness campaigns are one of the “soft” measures aiming at informing 
trip makers on other measures or existing transport policies and/or promoting them. One 
of the main goals of such campaigns, that is also of interest to most local and national 
authorities, is to change travel behaviour of trip makers towards more socially accepted 
ones.  

The research made in this project with respect to publicity and awareness campaigns 
attempts to give answers and provide recommendations to all those involved in transport 
policy making or implementing transport related measures. In this respect some of the 
differences that exist among different types of measures as these as are stated by the 
DG VII Programme were identified.  The measures considered are: 

• = Pricing measures 

• = Regulatory measures 

• = Physical Measures 

• = “Soft measures” 

• = Public Transport promotion 
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The above measures have been the subject of different research tasks in the Urban 
Transport Research Programme. They were examined either independently or in 
combination with other measures with the same main objective; to provide better 
understanding and knowledge on how to use transport management at the urban areas 
for improving the efficiency of the urban transport system. Identifying good practice 
examples versus bad practice examples has been also a priority issue in most of the 
projects. The experience shows that in almost all cases a certain level of promotion and 
publicity is necessary. Depending on the awareness level of the people receiving the 
information different response rate must be expected.  

77777777........33333333        DDDDDDDDeeeeeeeeffffffffiiiiiiiinnnnnnnniiiiiiiittttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Campaigns in the transport market and especially in urban areas are a strong tool at the 
disposal of transport policy makers, transport planners, public transport operators and 
other agencies or public interest groups who try to change people’s attitudes and travel 
behaviour. Information and publicity campaigns are often used as a marketing tool for the 
promotion and better acceptability of measures and policies aiming at general or specific 
goals.  

The role of campaigns has been always an important one, though in many cases this 
measure is not considered at all. They are in fact one of the main means of 
communication between the Authority or Agency seeking the campaign and the 
campaign receiver. Good measures and policies often do not succeed due to lack of 
adequate or proper communication and due to poor publicity and information provision. 
Practice and experience show that publicity usually results to better knowledge and 
understanding of the objectives and the expected impacts of the chosen measures 
and/or policies. Furthermore, campaigns if successful have in fact an additive impact to 
that of the measure. The CAMPARIE research indicated that the latter can refer both to 
changes in attitudes and behaviour though these two are not always directly related. 

As in most campaign cases, accompanying various measures or policies, the impact of 
the campaign itself cannot be easily distinguished from the impact of the measure or 
policy implemented. This implicit difficulty calls for special research needs especially in 
the domain of transport, where the behaviour of the trip maker appears to be a complex 
function of many involved parameters. 

Campaigns within CAMPARIE were defined as any effort of an authority or transport 
operator to: 

• = Make people aware of facts, policies or expected benefits from adopting a certain 
travel behaviour. For some trip makers this will mean maintaining their behaviour 
while for others it will mean that they have to change their travel behaviour. 

• = To inform people - general public or targeted groups - about their options in 
travelling and the consequences to the society, themselves and the environment 
from their decisions and actions. 
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• = To promote specific measures and policies aiming at mobility management or even 
at improving traffic conditions at specified areas or locations 

• = To motivate and eventually convince people to follow other practices than those 
which may not be environmentally friendly or socially acceptable. 

The concepts of awareness and publicity campaigns are closely associated with the 
issue of acceptability of the transport policies or measures that are taken.  

As mentioned before, there are different types of measures that are being taken; these 
measures are associated with different level of acceptability, as it has been repeatedly 
shown in the respective research projects and definitely their accompaniment from 
suitable campaigns improves the acceptability rate. 

77777777........44444444        TTTTTTTTyyyyyyyyppppppppeeeeeeeessssssss        ooooooooffffffff        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Publicity and Information campaigns can be classified in various ways. The CAMPARIE 
Consortium within the scope of the CAMPARIE project focused on transport related 
campaigns only and after a thorough conceptual analysis proposes the following 
classification: 

Classification based on the campaign recipients  

• = General awareness campaigns 

• = Targeted Campaigns 

• = Individualised marketing (campaigns) 

Classification based on the campaign contents 

• = Information campaigns 

• = Publicity Campaigns 

• = Promotion campaigns 

Classification based on the geographical extent of the campaign 

• = European, National and Regional campaigns 

• = Local campaigns  

Tables 7.1 presents the typology of the campaigns according to the CAMPARIE 
approach. 
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Table 7.1: Typology of campaigns according to CAMPARIE project 

Campaign Types General Public 
Awareness 

Targeted Individualised 

Information ✔  ✔  ✔  
Publicity  ✔  ✔  
Promotion ✔  ✔  ✔  
    
EU, National, Regional ✔    
Local ✔  ✔  ✔  
 
The first classification is based on a top-down approach. The higher the level the more 
general the goals of a campaign are. General awareness campaigns are not necessarily 
confined to one area of interest, i.e. transport, but they may touch different areas related 
or associated one or another way. Quality of life for example may be the objective of a 
general awareness campaign; in such a case different areas of interest will be addressed 
including transport, the environment, health etc.  

In many EU countries general awareness campaigns comprise part of a national 
programme designed and launched by public authorities with long-term objectives. 
CAMPARIE is not focusing on such programmes but where necessary the links between a 
campaign and a more general programme will be made. 

77777777........55555555        GGGGGGGGeeeeeeeennnnnnnneeeeeeeerrrrrrrraaaaaaaallllllll        aaaaaaaawwwwwwwwaaaaaaaarrrrrrrreeeeeeeennnnnnnneeeeeeeessssssssssssssss        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
These campaigns aim at increasing the awareness of the general public or large portions 
of the population towards certain issues. Such issues include environmental impacts of 
congestion, benefits from the use of public transport, benefits from the use of soft modes 
(cycling, walking etc.), the need for fair and efficient pricing, the need to establish 
sustainable mobility in the European cities etc. 

General awareness campaigns usually are designed and launched by governmental 
agencies or other institutions of public interest. Most of the times these campaigns come 
in groups thus comprising a programme of campaigns rather than a single campaign. In 
this manner each campaign makes use of the previous ones and strengthens the 
messages given by the previous ones. Two main goals are achieved in this way. First the 
basic message is repeated and second a gradual progress is being made. 

Their impact cannot be easily assessed and in any case a long time period is necessary 
before obtaining any reliable results. The association between preferences, intentions 
and attitudes that are indicative of the behaviour of a person and his (her) behaviour itself 
has been the subject of extensive research in many scientific domains and in particular of 
(traffic) psychology. Studying in a comparative way individual behaviour versus group 
behaviour often provides useful information and knowledge on how campaigns should be 
designed and structured.    
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77777777........66666666        TTTTTTTTaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrggggggggeeeeeeeetttttttteeeeeeeedddddddd        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Targeted campaigns are the campaigns that aim at changing the attitudes and the 
behaviour of groups of people that appear to have similar characteristics, similar habits 
and/or similar ravel behaviour as a result. The campaign(s) is usually based on the 
assumption that the majority or a main percentage of this group will react the same way 
to the promotion of a policy and/or measure. 

Targeted campaigns need to be planned and designed taking into account both 
differences and similarities of the people comprising a specific group and in particular 
those characteristics that proved to be associated with the travel behaviour of individuals 
and of groups. 

Recipients of campaigns can be grouped in tenths of ways depending on the objective 
and the goals of the campaigns. The inhabitants of an urban area can be grouped 
according to the use of transport modes, the geographical location, their age, their 
occupation, their family size or income and so on. A Public Transport measure and the 
respective campaign can be addressed for example only to students and hence grouping 
will take place based on bus usage and persons’ occupation. The campaign designer  - 
as well as the person who proposes the measure  - will need to analyse, before 
implementing that campaign, the target group, its possible classes and size, the 
expected reactions and the margin for change to the desired direction.  

A key to a successful campaign is the common - similar - understanding by those in a 
target group of the problem and its possible solution in which they are invited to 
participate or contribute. Apparently social differences are an obstacle in achieving the 
goals of a campaign as long as the same problems are perceived in different ways or as 
long as the priorities of individuals are quite diversified. On the contrary, there are cases 
where there is the same understanding from persons with quite differentiated social and 
economic background.  

Thus, targeted campaigns need to look both at the characteristics of the group under 
discussion and the variation of the various attributes characterising this group. 

77777777........77777777        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnddddddddiiiiiiiivvvvvvvviiiiiiiidddddddduuuuuuuuaaaaaaaalllllllliiiiiiiisssssssseeeeeeeedddddddd        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        
Individualised marketing are initiatives, undertaken by agencies or authorities, addressed 
to individuals with the aim to change their daily travel behaviour in a way best fitted to 
their needs and habits. These campaigns usually have one or more common goals but 
they may employ different tools to convince its recipients. In this respect they are 
“custom” made campaigns to meet both the characteristics of a household and the 
specific priorities, needs and restrictions of the household members.  

An individual campaign requires the active participation of the individual and the 
involvement of a well-trained person who undertakes on behalf of the launching authority 
to accomplish the task.   
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This type of campaign relies on close monitoring of the individuals being approached, 
and for this reason, results in high costs. However, it provides the relative advantage, as 
compared to the other campaign types, of obtaining exact and detailed data that are 
useful both for analysis and for evaluation purposes.    

Individualise campaigns enable their recipient to: 

• = Become aware of the existing alternatives ways of travelling, that are most suitable 
for them 

• = Become aware of the general and the specific problems associated with the 
irrational use of private cars and the possible solutions offered. 

• = Plan their daily trips in more cost effective and environmentally friendly way. 

• = Optimise their time and other resources with a view to their travel behaviour. 

• = Put goals that are achievable within a certain time period. 

• = Convince their relatives and friends to follow the same approach once they have 
been convinced themselves by the positive results of their travel behaviour change. 

Individual marketing is appropriate for many different focus points such as better use of 
private car including time of departure change, route change etc., mode change towards 
environmentally friendly modes, including public transport, walking and cycling etc. 

77777777........88888888        IIIIIIIInnnnnnnnffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ////////PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuubbbbbbbblllllllliiiiiiiicccccccciiiiiiiittttttttyyyyyyyy        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Campaigns aiming at informing people about a transport measure, policy, service or 
product. Their main goal is to make people be aware of something rather than make 
them change attitude or behaviour. Misinformed people are more likely to establish a 
negative attitude rather a positive one towards a certain transport-related issue   

Examples of information campaigns 

✓ Campaign about a new Public Transport service, line etc. 

✓ Campaign about a new Public Transport fare structure, fare level, etc. 

✓ Campaign about a new Public Transport initiative  

✓ Campaign about the positive impacts of a pedestrianisation scheme 

✓ Campaign about a new parking policy and /or a parking enforcement scheme. 
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77777777........99999999        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooommmmmmmmoooooooottttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn////////        MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeettttttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        CCCCCCCCaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
These campaigns aim at promoting a policy or measure so that it becomes successful. A 
successful measure or policy means that it has been accepted by the people and that a 
change in behaviour - small or large - has been achieved.  

Examples of promotion/marketing campaigns 

✓ Campaign about the conveniences of a new Public Transport ticketing practice 
(monthly card etc.) 

✓ Campaign about the role of Public Transport and the benefits to the society and the 
environment 

✓ Campaign about the measures in favour of certain groups (students, elderly etc.)  

Promotion/marketing campaigns usually attempt to improve the image of an 
authority/operator and at the same time to achieve specific goals such as the successful 
introduction of new products or services. 

77777777........1111111100000000        EEEEEEEElllllllleeeeeeeemmmmmmmmeeeeeeeennnnnnnnttttttttssssssss        ooooooooffffffff        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Campaigns by and generally are consisted of certain elements, though differences 
between their types are common. The elements of a campaign are described in the 
following sections. The reader can also consult the Questionnaire Form for the Elicitation 
of knowledge (TFEKQ - Appendix B). 

TITLE  

The title of a campaign characterises most of the times the campaign objective and 
content and often the location, in other words it may be the identity of the campaign. 
However, very often, the campaigns do not have a title, bur are characterised by their 
message. 

MAIN FOCUS (PT, CYCLING, ETC) 

It refers to the transport mode(s) the campaign is about. The focus of a campaign may be 
broad (all modes and therefore all users) or narrow (bicycle riders for example). It can 
also refer to multimodality, car pooling or park and ride (Page 2 of TFEKQ) 

MAIN GOALS (INCREASE AWARENESS, ACCEPTANCE, ETC) 

It refers to the main aim of the campaign. The main goal(s) of a campaign is directly 
related to the type of the campaign. General Awareness campaigns will attempt to make 
people aware of something that touches everybody or big portions of the population. On 
the contrary a local campaign about a new pedestrianisation scheme my attempt to 
increase the acceptance of the measure by the inhabitants in the area who may have 
their reservations and/or objections about the usefulness of the scheme. There may be 
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campaigns with combined goals. Finally in a campaign there may be main and 
secondary goals. (Page 2 of TFEKQ). 

CASE CONTEXT 

This is not a campaign element but it refers to the basic information concerning the area 
where the campaign is to be launched. For comparison reasons the case context is very 
useful, and it contains vital information for matching purposes in MIRTO. 

ORGANISATION (FROM WHOM) 

This is the authority or agency that who initiate (and provide) the campaign. Those who 
initiate a campaign may be the same or different than the ones who provide it. Similarly, 
the organisers may be different that the designers and the producers of a campaign. 
Depending on their role agencies/authorities may have its own marketing and promotion 
department. Large public transport operators for example tend to employ people 
especially for this purpose. On the other hand transport policy agencies or authorities 
tend to work with external professionals. There is however no particular rule as to what 
an agency or authority should do.  

IMPAC STRATEGY  

It refers to the strategy in which the campaign fits. A campaign must be element of a 
strategy that serves broader goals. In most cases a campaign is part of a programme 
that includes many campaigns, launched simultaneously in order to maximise effect. 

OBJECTIVES (WHAT FOR) 

These are the reasons the campaign is designed for. Very often the objectives coincide 
with the goals of a campaign, but not always. Common objectives of campaigns in the 
transport sector are to increase awareness, to change people’s attitudes, to improve 
acceptance of traffic changes etc. (See page 9 of TFEKQ). 

TARGET GROUPS (TO WHOM) 

Target groups are the recipients of a campaign. In many occasions the recipients of a 
campaign comprise a much broader group than the target groups to whom the 
campaigns are addressed to. There are campaigns for general public and campaigns 
addressed to individuals. Obviously the objective and the campaigns recipients are 
directly related. Since the campaigns attempt to change travel behaviour it is very 
important for the campaign designer and launcher to be aware of the attitudes and the 
habits of the campaign recipients.  

TOPICS (ITEMS TO PROMOTE) 

Topics refer to the items to promote with the campaign, such as new services or 
products. A distinction between Public transport and other modes is made due to the 
many items of the former. This campaign element is not compulsory for a campaign (See 
pages 12 and 13 of the TFEKQ). 
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MESSAGE CONTENTS (FOCUS, TONE, ARGUMENTS, LOGOS, ETC.) 

This is the heart of a campaign because it gives the discrete characteristics between two 
campaigns that have the same goals, objectives and target groups, and are launched by 
the same authority. The message contents include the focus of the campaign, the tone 
(positive, negative or neutral), the type of arguments used (rational or emotional) and the 
persons that deliver the message to the recipients (fictional characters, celebrities etc. 
Finally it includes the slogans or logos that may exist in the campaign (Page 13 of 
TFEKQ). 

TECHNIQUES FOR DELIVERING THE CAMPAIGN (HOW) 

It refers to the media and ways for providing the information or the campaign material to 
the campaign recipients. The media include all the information media, either conventional 
or technologically advances (paper, telephone, Radio, TV, Internet, electronic boards and 
displays etc.) The techniques also cover the incentives that are used to attract the 
attention of the campaign recipients (free or discounted services, free coupons, prizes 
etc.) (Page 14 of TFEKQ). 

LOCATION OF INFORMATION DELIVERY (WHERE) 

This is location where the information or the campaign material is delivered (home, work, 
shop, bus stop etc.) (Page 15 of TFEKQ). 

EVALUATION 

This is an element of campaigns that often is neglected. Evaluation should comprise a 
necessary campaign element that will enable the organiser to assess the effectiveness of 
the campaign with respect to the main goals and targets set prior to launching. A number 
of indicators are available for campaign assessment. A separate section is this chapter is 
devoted to evaluation (See also pages 16-23 of TFEKQ). 

77777777........1111111111111111        LLLLLLLLaaaaaaaauuuuuuuunnnnnnnncccccccchhhhhhhheeeeeeeerrrrrrrrssssssss        ooooooooffffffff        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
Campaigns in the transport sector are originated and launched by a number of different 
actors. The most common ones are: 

• = National and Regional authorities (Decision makers, Transport planners and 
marketing departments) 

• = Local authorities 

• = Public Transport Operators and authorities 

• = Government organisations 

• = Non Government organisations 

• = Neighborhood councils 
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• = Interest groups 

• = Consulting firms offering services to authorities, organisations or operators 

Though all the above actors may be engaged one or another way in the design and 
implementation of transport related policies or measures, and hence in the design and 
launching of accompanying information and publicity campaigns, the majority does not 
employ professional or expert people in this kind of campaigning business. Similarly, the 
number of marketing agencies that are experienced in campaigns addressing the 
transport sector is rather small as compared to the total marketing firms. Thus the 
provision of simple and yet effective publicity and information campaigns must be a 
priority issue for the above mentioned actors. 

77777777........1111111122222222        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaatttttttt        iiiiiiiissssssss        IIIIIIIIMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC????????        
IMPAC stands for Information Management and Public Awareness Campaigns and 
refers to a strategy that is most appropriate for achieving the specific goals at any 
particular case. For each type of campaigns mentioned before there must be a strategy 
which is mostly suitable. Such an element is necessary in every IMPAC strategy. 
Similarly, there are elements that need to be present in a strategy that has to be followed 
in order to launch successful campaigns. The examination of the various elements of a 
campaign as described in 7.10 reveals that some of them are the key to a successful 
campaign. The use of a fictitious hero, or an animal often attracts the attention of people 
resulting in a more successful campaign. 

77777777........1111111133333333        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhiiiiiiiicccccccchhhhhhhh        IIIIIIIIMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC????????        
This is perhaps the most difficult question to answer. It depends on all the factors 
mentioned before, such as goal, target group, contents, but manly on the campaign 
objective. The MIRTO Case Base developed within CAMPARIE can cater as a help tool in 
deciding which IMPAC to employ. However, as every marketing professional knows, 
reactions and responses of people, either as individuals or as groups differentiate, and 
therefore now easy choice is possible. The level of information provision, the habits of 
the candidate campaign recipients and the small details of the campaign are those that 
may make the difference. 

A good knowledge environment and the use of experienced or expert people is always 
the best advise to transport planners and decision makers with respect to campaigns. 

77777777........1111111144444444        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaatttttttt        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrriiiiiiiicccccccciiiiiiiinnnnnnnngggggggg        mmmmmmmmeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaassssssssuuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeeessssssss        
Pricing measures aim at rationalising and reducing the use of private car (in urban areas) 
and thus succeeding considerable benefits for the inhabitants, the environment, and to 
the other transport modes such as public transport, cycling and walking. Since most 
people own a private car, the majority of trip makers has a negative attitude towards 
pricing measures. On the other hand, certain groups may have a positive attitude 
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especially if the revenues to be obtained are to be used in a beneficial way (promote 
public transport, improve urban environment, reduce labour taxes etc.) 

Though pricing measures have been studied considerably during the last years the real 
life applications are very limited. The most known and old case is Singapore while in 
Europe only the city of Oslo experiences cordon charging. The reluctance of transport 
planning authorities and decision makers to proceed with pricing measures shows the 
un-readiness of the people to accept such measures. What therefore is required as a first 
step if pricing measures are to be implemented is a combination of public awareness and 
promotion campaigns where all expected benefits are shown. In particular the following 
steps would be recommended: 

• = General public awareness campaign (Why pricing measures, the concept of external 
cost, etc.) 

• = Information and Publicity Campaign about the implementation of pricing measures in 
a specific area (What was found from special studies, how some people win and 
others lose, what will change with pricing measures etc,) 

• = Targeted campaigns to different groups of people (How pricing affects each group, 
how boundary effects can be overcome etc.) 

• = Special promotion campaigns by Public Transport authorities who take advantage of 
the pricing measures. 

• = Special promotion campaigns of the planning authorities and the municipalities about 
the use of cycling and walking due to car restraint policy and availability of more 
space to these modes. 

From the above indicative list it is obvious that the first priority in the case of pricing 
measures is to increase the acceptability of the measure and prepare people for that. 
The campaigns to follow will give more detailed information about the advantages and 
disadvantages of the measure and will distinguish between the different groups. Studying 
the people’s attitude before and after each campaign(s) will be a useful source of 
information with respect to the success of the measure.  

77777777........1111111155555555        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaatttttttt        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        RRRRRRRReeeeeeeegggggggguuuuuuuullllllllaaaaaaaattttttttoooooooorrrrrrrryyyyyyyy        aaaaaaaannnnnnnndddddddd        PPPPPPPPhhhhhhhhyyyyyyyyssssssssiiiiiiiiccccccccaaaaaaaallllllll        mmmmmmmmeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaassssssssuuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeeessssssss        
These measures aim at managing traffic in urban areas through the imposition of certain 
regulations regarding vehicular traffic and/or implementation of various measures such 
as traffic calming, street narrowing, pedestrianisation, parking restrictions and 
management etc. Application of regulatory measures may vary with time and space. 
They are usually static in nature but they are easy to understand. They are easy to plan 
and implement too. Physical measures also are easy to understand most of the times, 
though in some cases a new measure may create confusion to the drivers in the first 
period of application.  
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The implementation of regulatory and physical measures must be accompanied by 
special information and publicity campaigns. As in the case of pricing measures 
increasing acceptability of people is a priority issue, but less effort is required for this 
because private car users are much more accustomed to this type of measures. The 
main types of campaigns to accompany the implementation of such measures are: 

• = Information and Publicity campaigns through different media (TV, Radio, leaflets etc.) 

• = Promotion campaigns of environmentally friendly modes (Public Transport modes, 
cycling, walking) 

• = Awareness campaigns about the benefits of such measures (better environment, less 
pollution, improvement of quality of life etc.) 

77777777........1111111166666666        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaatttttttt        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuubbbbbbbblllllllliiiiiiiicccccccc        TTTTTTTTrrrrrrrraaaaaaaannnnnnnnssssssssppppppppoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttt                
Public Transport promotion includes a variety of measures and policies that can be 
implemented either alone or in combination with other measures. The aim is always to 
retain and/or increase public transport patronage and for this reason improvements in the 
service levels must be achieved. Public Transport Promotion measures include: 

• = Implementation of bus lanes or exclusive bus streets 

• = Traffic signal setting to give priority to Public Transport vehicles 

• = Motives to Public Transport riders such as ticket discounts, free parking at park & ride 
places, other free coupons etc. 

• = Passenger information of every type (real life, passive or interactive etc.) 

• = Better frequencies of Public Transport 

• = Special services (Express lines, special event servicing etc.) 

• = New lines to improve Public Transport coverage. 

It is almost a “must” that every one of the above measures is accompanied by proper 
campaigning to inform people. In most cases the campaigns accompanying these types 
of measures are informative or promotion campaigns. However if the measure and the 
respective campaign aims at broadening the Public Transport patronage, then making 
public aware of the additional benefits of Public Transport compared to the previous 
situation is necessary. As it has been found from studies regular Public Transport 
passengers are not so well informed about the availability of the services offered 
because they mainly use one or two standard lines. This partially explains the fact that 
most campaigns using printed output are placed on boards within the vehicles or on 
boards at the stations and the bus stops. However more general campaigns are also 
necessary at the TV and the radio to motivate non Public Transport users. Table 7.2 
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gives a collection in summary form of the various types of campaigns recommended for 
different types of measures.  

Table 7.2 Recommended campaigns for different types of measures 
 Type of measure 

Type of Campaign 
Pricing 

Regulatory & 
Physical 

Public Transport 

General Public Awareness  +++++ +++ ++++ 
Information and Publicity +++++ ++++ +++++ 
Targeted +++ +++ +++++ 
Promotion of Public Transport +++++ ++++ +++ 
Promotion of other modes ++ +++ + 
Acceptance ++++ +++ +++ 
Image creation   ++++ 
+++++ top priority campaign/very considerable impacts/strongly recommended 
++++  first priority campaign/considerable impacts/ fairly recommended 
+++ priority campaign/adequate impacts/recommended 
++ low priority/slight impacts/ rarely recommended 
+ non priority campaign/positive impacts/recommended under conditions 
 

77777777........1111111177777777        WWWWWWWWhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaatttttttt        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuusssssssshhhhhhhh        aaaaaaaannnnnnnndddddddd        ffffffffoooooooorrrrrrrr        PPPPPPPPuuuuuuuullllllllllllllll        mmmmmmmmeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaassssssssuuuuuuuurrrrrrrreeeeeeeessssssss        
All the above measures can be distinguished from another point of view in push and pull 
measures. Push measures are those that encourage trip makers to exercise a certain 
travel behaviour while pull measures are those that do the opposite, i.e. discourage 
people to behave a certain way or impose a “penalty” to those who insist maintaining 
their everyday habits. Promotion of public transport for example is a push measure while 
cordon pricing is a pull measure. It is clear than the campaigns launched with any one of 
the measures mentioned before will have to take into account if the measure(s) is a push 
or a pull one. The difference will be reflected among others at the message contents the 
campaign i.e. the tone, the focus and the use of other items such as logos, slogans etc. 
Table 7.3 below makes recommendations on the campaign message contents 
depending on the type of the measure. The same table also suggests the target groups 
that need to be addressed in each case. 

Table 7.3 Recommendations on campaign contents and target groups depending on the 
measure to promote 

Measure to promote Pull( P) 
Push(S) 

Tone Nature of 
Argument 

Target groups 

Pricing measures 
Cordon charging 

Time based charging 
Distance based charging 

Area charging 
Corridor charging 

Parking  
Public Transport subsidy 

 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

 
+,# 
+,# 
+,# 
+,# 
+,# 
+,# 
+,# 

 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 
Car drivers/commuters 

Regulatory & Physical measures 
Pedestrianisation 

Traffic calming 
Parking management 

 
S 
S 
S 

 
+ 
+ 
+ 

 
E,R 
E,R 
R 

 
Drivers/pedestrians/tourists 
Drivers/cyclists/pedestrians 

Drivers/shopkeepers 
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Parking restraint 
Speed control 

Traffic signal settings 
Bicycle paths 

Access control 
Car pooling 

HOV 
Park&ride 

S 
S 
S 
P 
S 
P 
P 
P 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
 

E,R 
E,R 
R 

E,R 
R 

E,R 
R 

E,R 

Drivers/shopkeepers/tourists 
Drivers/students/elderly 
Drivers/students/elderly 

Cyclists/pedestrians/students 
Drivers/shopkeepers 

Car Drivers/commuters 
Drivers/commuters/PT users 
Drivers/commuters/PT users 

Public Transport measures 
Bus lanes 

Bus priority  
Preferential parking for bus riders 

Discounted tickets 
Free coupons 
New services 
New products 

New lines 
Passenger Information 

Internet information for P.T. 
Multimodal  Information 

 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

E,R 
R 

 
Drivers/PT users 
Drivers/PT users 
Drivers/PT users 
All trip makers 
All trip makers 
All trip makers 
All trip makers 
All trip makers 

PT users/commuters/tourists 
PT users/tourists/ 

All trip makers 
 

 
+/ - /#:  positive/negative/neutral tone 
E/R:    Emotional/Rational argument 
 

77777777........1111111188888888        EEEEEEEEvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaalllllllluuuuuuuuaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        ooooooooffffffff        ccccccccaaaaaaaammmmmmmmppppppppaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiggggggggnnnnnnnnssssssss        
The evaluation of a campaign is a complex and difficult task that needs to be designed in 
advance. The campaign evaluation depends on the campaign objectives, and for this 
reason clear and well defined indicators are required to explain the effectiveness of the 
campaign.  

Depending on the type of campaign and hence on the goals to be achieved, the 
evaluation may refer to short, medium or long term. Practice shows that the effects of a 
campaign diminish with time. Therefore, any evaluation process must be performed at 
the right time, if the findings are to be reliable. A process for example that is based on 
before and after comparison just after the campaign has been launched, may give 
misleading conclusions about the impacts of the campaign. On the other hand the long 
term effect is what is of interest to the campaign launcher, because it indicates a change 
in attitude or in travel behaviour. A series of after surveys at different instances in time 
will allow the evaluator to determine the changes of impacts over time. 

Evaluation of campaigns can be seen from different points of view as follows: 

• = From the effectiveness point of view 

• = From the design point of view 

• = From the economic point of view (cost effectiveness) 

• = From the implementation (monitoring) point of view 
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By default a successful campaign is the one that maximises effectiveness - achieves its 
goals and objectives - with minimum funds and effort. However, it is common to deviate 
from this ideal situation, and therefore a need for employing certain success or failure 
indicators emerges. The success or failure of a campaign apparently depends upon all 
the above factors. The effectiveness of a campaign is strongly related to its design and in 
turn to the funds available. Adequate budget means longer periods of campaigning and 
more media employed, including the expensive ones such as the TV. In this respect the 
campaign evaluation can be done at two separate levels. The first level refers to the four 
factors mentioned above, namely effectiveness, campaign design, cost effectiveness and 
campaign monitoring. The second level refers to the combined effect of all the above 
factors. The following sections deal with each factor separately. 

7.18.1 Effectiveness of a campaign 

The success of a campaign from the effectiveness point of view is generally achieved 
through before and after comparisons of indicators about certain criteria or parameters. 
The values of these indicators are obtained through surveys and/or interviews of persons 
belonging to the target groups of the campaign(s). The most common parameters or 
criteria for which indicators are obtained in the transport sector are: 

• = People’s attitudes towards specific issues (e.g. role of public transport etc.) 

• = People’s opinions (e.g. for implementing pricing measures) 

• = People’s intentions (e.g. for paying more for petrol to improve environment) 

• = Travel behaviour (e.g. reduction of private car usage) 

• = Acceptability level (e.g. for restraining car from city centres) 

A change of the indicators, describing the above parameters, to the desired direction - 
more positive attitude towards public transport usage, or reduction of private car usage 
for example - will mean that the campaign has been successful. The success can be also 
measured by comparing the value of the proper indicator to a set value that was meant to 
be the target value. 

In the case of information campaigns the success or not of the initiative can be measured 
by the percentage of persons who heard about the campaign and the message(s) and 
learn about them. 

It is obvious that other indicators can be also employed depending on the campaign 
goals and the target groups. However, the general direction is to measure either the 
travel behaviour change with objective data - though as mentioned already it is not 
possible to distinguish between the impact of a measure and its campaign - or the 
changes in subjective items such as attitudes on intentions. 
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7.18.2 Cost effectiveness of campaigns 

This process allows the evaluator to assess a campaign as a function of the funds spent 
for its design and implementation. Between two identical campaigns (same target groups 
and objectives) with similar results in terms of effectiveness, the cheapest one is the 
most cost effective one. In practice this it is not possible - what would be the reason for 
having two identical campaigns at the same time. On the other hand it is possible to 
launch the same campaign twice with different budgets at two distinct periods of time. In 
this respect the comparison in terms of cost effectiveness is possible, but always 
somebody could argue that the campaign effectiveness has been influenced by external 
factors which may differentiate with time. 

For this type of evaluation a number of indicators can be employed. Most common 
indicators, depending on the type of measures, will be: 

• = No of persons that changed travel behaviour within a certain time period (or attitude, 
opinion etc.) per Euro spent 

• = Reduction in terms of pollutants’ Kgs or tonnes per Euro spent 

• = Additional number of Public Transport passengers per Euro spent. 

• = Time saved for PT users per Euro spent 

• = New cyclists in the city centre per Euro spent 

The above indicators also allow the comparison of different campaigns in terms of cost 
effectiveness, provided that the comparison is meaningful. 

7.18.3 Evaluation of campaigns from the design and the implementation 
point of view 

The task of evaluating the design of a campaign falls into the responsibilities of expert 
people i.e. on marketing professionals. Since it is almost impossible to separate the 
contribution of the campaign design to the success or failure of the campaign from the 
other contributing factors, only qualitative evaluation is possible. Nevertheless there are 
some indicators, which are of global nature, and are indicative of the good or bad 
campaign design. These indicators - used also in the evaluation of the CAMPARIE field 
applications - are given below:  

• =  “OFF the top of the head” memory (what publicity, information have you seen/heard 
recently?) 

• = Identification rate of the announcement (what it was for?) 

• = Readability 

• = Understanding rate (what did it mean?) 
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• = Acceptation rate (was it pleasant to see/hear?) 

• = Lassitude rate (Would you like to see/hear again?) 

The above indicators in fact can be used for the overall evaluation of a campaign taking 
into account at the same time the campaign design, the duration and the implementation 
of the campaign.  

It is being accepted that a successful design will make impression to the campaign 
recipients and thus they will be remembering it for longer periods and/or more clearly. 
However, a common source of errors, when evaluating a campaign in this respect, is the 
recording of false responses of interviewed persons who belong into the target group. 
Many of them respond positively to all questions creating a false picture of the success or 
not of the campaign. For this reason the trick of inserting misleading questions about 
imaginary campaigns is commonly used to isolate genuine from non-genuine responses.  

Table 7.4 below gives an overview of the indicators suitable to assess a campaign. 

Table 7.4 Recommended Indicators for evaluating campaigns  
Indicators General 

Awareness 
Targeted Individualised 

Effectiveness 
Travel behaviour change 

% reduction in number of trips with PT
% increase of PT patronage
% increase of walking trips
% increase of cycling trips 

 
●  
●  
●  
●  

 
●  
●  
●  
●  

 
●  
●  
●  
●  

Attitudes (towards reduction of car usage) 
% change in favour of less car use

% change in favour of PT usage
% change in favour of walking and cycling

 
●  
●  
●  

 
●  
●  
●  

 
●  
●  
●  

Intentions & Opinions 
Similar to attitudes

 
●  

 
●  

 
●  

Other indicators 
Acceptance rate

% change in speed of PT
% change in accidents
% change in pollution

No of persons responding to campaign
No of persons not responding to campaign

% change of trips/purpose

 
●  
●  
●  
●  

 
●  
●  
 
 

●  
●  
●  

 
●  
 
 
 
 
 

●  
Cost Effectiveness 
Use effectiveness indicators adjusted to 
total expenditure for campaign design and 
implementation 

 
●  

 
●  

 
●  

Overall evaluation 
Rate for “Off the top of the head” memory  

Identification rate of the announcement  
Readability 
Understanding rate  
Acceptation  
Lassitude rate  
 

●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  

 

●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
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The above indicators are very useful but they do not reveal the full picture of the 
campaign impacts. Additional information of qualitative mainly nature is necessary to fully 
assess a campaign. In the case of individualised campaigns for example the knowledge 
of external factors that could affect the trip diaries of the recipients is quite important in 
the evaluation of the campaign.  

7.18.4 Overall campaign evaluation 

The overall campaign evaluation is a combination of the evaluation processes described 
above. The CAMPARIE Consortium developed two separate evaluation streams which 
were employed in the evaluation of the field applications. Examples of the questionnaires 
used are given in Appendixes C & D. 

A dimension not to be forgotten is that of the evaluator. The evaluation criteria of a Public 
Transport operator are usually differentiated from those of a transport planner or a 
decision maker. Similarly, a National authority that launches a public awareness 
campaign has different goals and objectives form a local authority that attempts to 
promote a new pedestrianisation scheme. It would be rather impossible to compare one 
to one these two campaigns.  

In conclusion campaign evaluation is useful: 

a) For comparisons where applicable 

b) For self-assessment purposes aiming either at possible improvements and/or at 
determining the effectiveness of the campaign to its recipients 

c) For socio-economic profitability of investments 
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77777777........1111111199999999        GGGGGGGGuuuuuuuuiiiiiiiiddddddddeeeeeeeelllllllliiiiiiiinnnnnnnneeeeeeeessssssss        
7.19.1 General principles 

The guidelines that follow are given mainly as a result of the CAMPARIE project work and 
findings. More specifically they are based on existing knowledge and bibliography, the 
analysis of current practice, the interviews taken by experts and marketing professionals, 
the MIRTO Case Base and the experience acquired through the six filed applications that 
were implemented within the CAMPARIE project. 

These guidelines are not addressed to marketing professionals, whose knowledge and 
role is irreplaceable in any case, but to transport planners, Public Transport operators, 
local authority decision makers and other groups who know or feel that their intended 
measures or policies need to be accompanied by one or more campaigns. The 
employment of a professional agency experienced in these types of campaigns will be 
always the most recommended action. If however this cannot be the case, either due to 
lack of such agencies or due to inadequacy of funds, the proposed guidelines can help 
the involved persons to deal with this complex issue. An issue, that is still “unknown” to 
many people.  

The campaign designer must remember that: 

• = The success of a campaign depends on many factors and not only by the design of 
the campaign. A good campaign in one place may be a bad campaign in another 
place if the case context is quite different. A market research activity is most of the 
times necessary before designing and implementing a campaign 

• = Campaigns are more effective when are repeated.  

• = Campaigns are more effective to young ages. 

• = Campaigns should be compatible with the social norms and preferences in the area. 

• = People are very often captive to specific needs and there is a discrepancy between 
attitude and behaviour. 

• = The sum of Individual behaviours does not equal the group behaviour. 

It is also useful to note, according to the MIRTO Case Base, that: 

• = The majority of campaigns uses printed material as the main media to deliver the 
message(s) 

• = For most campaigns, there is an evaluation report, which finds that the campaign has 
been successful.  
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• = The majority of campaigns are about Public Transport. This is partially because 
Public Transport authorities usually have marketing and advertising departments or 
staff and partially because they have clear targets and goals in their operations. 

• = The majority of campaigns refers either to small cities and urban areas or to large 
cities over 500.000 population. 

7.19.2 The use of MIRTO in designing and evaluating a campaign 

As described in Chapter 4, MIRTO is an aid tool to potential campaign designers and 
launchers, which enables them to: 

• = Search into the Case Base to look for similar campaign cases, cases of good practice 
and eventually cases of bad practice 

• = Study in detail any one case in the Case Base 

• = Consult the Case Base tool for a conceptual analysis of campaigns including the 
most likely values a field in the Case Base can take 

• = Perform statistical analyses   

• = Look for contact addresses and other useful information for further investigation on 
existing campaigns and/or professional agencies 

A person that knows very little or nothing about campaigns, can in fact understand a lot 
by using MIRTO, which according to the independent evaluators is friendly enough, after 
a first period of familiarization. 

The usage of MIRTO as well as some indicative examples are described in the User’s 
Manual that accompanies the software (Annex E). Any demonstration copies of MIRTO 
can be obtained through TransExpert, who will maintain the source code, after informing 
the project co-ordinator. Furthermore MIRTO is fully compatible to the questionnaire form 
used for the Elicitation of Knowledge, and it is recommended that a new user combine 
MIRTO with this form. 
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7.19.3 Simplified stepwise procedure for designing and implementing a 
campaign 

The following comprise a simplified stepwise procedure for designing and implementing a 
campaign in the (urban) transport sector. The procedure is applicable both with and 
without the use of MIRTO. 

1. Define the type of campaign you want to design and launch. It is very likely 
that the campaign will be a combined one rather than a single one. (see Table 7.1 of 
this chapter) 

2. Prepare the case context of the campaign  by obtaining all city and area 
information (population, number of cars, number of trips, type of city etc) 

3. Define the target population and its likely strata i.e. general public, certain age 
groups, certain occupations, car owners, Public Transport users, etc. (see Appendix 
B, Questionnaire for the Elicitation of Knowledge) 

4. Define the main focus, the goals and the objectives the campaign is going to 
achieve (see Appendix B) 

5. If available, run case matching utility of MIRTO to identify similar cases, and 
study them. Proceed – optionally – to step 9. Remember that the matching Index is 
based on available data only and it does not cover qualitative information.  

6. Define the message contents of the campaign (tone, argument, slogan etc.), 
remembering at the same time that most often positive campaigns are more 
acceptable and thus successful. 

7. Define the means and media to be used. Remember that each medium has 
advantages and disadvantages. For awareness campaigns for example mass media 
such as TV and Radio are most suitable and effective. 

8. Define the time duration the campaign will be on for each medium. This is a 
matter of available or allocated funds and there will be an interactive process to 
exactly define time duration in relation to the expected effectiveness and the available 
budget. Remember that repetition of the campaign brings better results but at the 
same time it costs more. 

9. Make estimations of the necessary budget taking into account the scale of the 
campaign, the expected impacts and the target groups. Be conservative and make 
sensitivity analysis based on past experience or similar cases. 

10. Test the campaign for first reactions and comments and improve where 
necessary.  

11. Develop a detailed plan with alternatives that will cover likely weak areas. 

12. Check the result and iterate if necessary going to steps 3 and 4 

13. Develop a comprehensive evaluation framework and obtain reliable and 
statistically valid data for this purpose.   
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Other issues are also closely related to the design and the implementation of a campaign 
such as the selection of a fictitious character, the use of a celebrity etc. Apparently, the 
use of such characters presumes a “more” professional approach.  

The stepwise procedure is shown in Figure 7.1 
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Figure 7.1: Simplified stepwise procedure for designing a campaign 
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888...   SSSUUUMMMMMMAAARRRYYY   AAANNNDDD   CCCOOONNNCCCLLLUUUSSSIIIOOONNNSSS   
 

The increasing number of private cars in Europe in combination with higher mobility rates 
of the individuals has resulted during the last 20 years in significant increases of traffic 
flows. Most of the urban areas in the EU are experiencing severe congestion problems 
coupled with air pollution, unsafe roads and diminishing role of Public Transport. 
Furthermore, the overall quality of life in most cities keeps getting degraded. The trend 
remains the same and the state and local authorities along with the European 
Commission expect that things will even worsen if no immediate action is taken. 

Behavioural and other social studies show that the private car still represents a status 
symbol for most people. Since motor vehicles become cheaper in real money terms with 
time, there is no reason to believe that the choices and preferences of people will be 
reversed. 

Many governments have already been alarmed by this situation and even more by the 
future prospects, and for this reason they are gradually starting setting policies about 
transport and the environment. 

In achieving this they are employing isolated and/or packages of measures aiming at 
managing traffic, promoting Public Transport and other environment friendly modes such 
as walking and cycling and providing motives to reduce car usage. Although some years 
ago, most authorities were attempting to increase the infrastructure supply, they now 
have changed course because they realise that by increasing the supply, traffic demand 
will be never satisfied at an acceptable equilibrium level. 

In this important effort by hundred authorities all over Europe Information, Publicity and 
Awareness campaigns play an equally important role. They inform, educate and 
“convince” many times the trip makers and the public in general that often the private 
benefit has to yield in front of the social benefit, even if it is about a simple trip. 
Campaigns attempt to change travel behaviour i.e. the daily travel habits of million of 
people who travel from home to work or to school and back. The use of private car for a 
harmless ride to the city centre or to a coastal road may in fact create much more 
damage than initially thought. Campaigns’ role is to make people aware of these 
negative effects. But not only this. Their role is also to offer them with alternatives that 
are acceptable and contribute to the improvement of the overall urban system. 

CAMPARIE project aim has been to assess systematically the role of information, publicity 
and awareness campaigns as an efficient demand management tool in transport 
planning. In achieving this goal CAMPARIE focused on: 

• = existing knowledge and campaigns cases in the EU 
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• = ew campaigns, either designed, monitored and evaluated by CAMPARIE partners 
or designed, implemented and monitored by authorities who collaborated with 
CAMPARIE and in turn evaluated by the project consortium 

It was stated from the beginning of the project that in the business of information, 
publicity and awareness campaigns in the transport system there is room for a 
special computer based tool. A tool that can aid the people who are involved in 
transport planning and policy making and wish to design and launch campaigns.  

As a result MIRTO, (standing for Marketing & Information Referee for Transport 
Organisations) was created and evolved within the CAMPARIE project life cycle. 
MIRTO is capable of maintaining information and data about existing campaigns. The 
data need to be structured first in standard way and in turn can be exploited by the 
software. The tool is based on a Case Base Reasoning and in this manner its 
usefulness and operability increase with time and with the number of cases that are 
stored into the system. MIRTO can perform four main operating modes, namely, enter 
a new case, correct existing cases, produce statistical data, find similar case(s). For 
a user that wishes to design and implement a campaign in the transport sector, 
MIRTO can be a step by step guide and an electronic encyclopaedia where he (she) 
can find valuable information as well as good or bad examples. 

The need and role of MIRTO was questioned to a number of marketing professionals 
and transport planning and policy representatives. They have been asked to express 
their opinion about the future trends and perspectives of Information Management 
and Publicity and Awareness campaigns. Their advise and comments were taken 
into account and whereas possible were included in the design of MIRTO. MIRTO that 
developed in stages – from Version 0 to Version 4 – was fed with over 100 past 
cases of campaigns covering many EU states. The gathering of the necessary data 
and information was achieved through as special Task Force for Elicitation of 
Knowledge using a questionnaire form, compatible to the structure of the MIRTO 
Case Base. 

The campaigns that were designed and implemented within the CAMPARIE project, 
referred to as field applications, were the following: 

• = The Dormagen campaign in Germany about a Public Transport system 

• = The Leeds Travel Blending pilot project in the UK  

• = The CTM public awareness campaign in Madrid Spain for the promotion of 
Public Transport 

• = The SEMITAN campaign in Nantes, France, dealing with a car free city day 

• = The Thessaloniki general awareness and publicity campaign to promote Public 
Transport and other environmentally friendly modes, in Greece 
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• = The ATM set of campaigns and initiatives in Torino Italy to promote Public 
Transport and to increase people awareness about certain services offered. 

The evaluation of these six campaigns revealed several interesting findings as shown 
below: 

• = All campaigns were rated as successful, though with different level of success. 
Two different evaluation techniques were employed. For Madrid, Torino, Nantes 
and Thessaloniki before and after surveys were made to assess the changes in 
attitudes and/or perceptions of the campaigns’ recipients. In Dormagen, Leeds 
and Nantes again, expert interviews were carried out according to a form 
prepared by the CAMPARIE consortium. The rate of success varies, but useful 
lessons were learned.  

• = The success of a campaign is maximised when combined with one or more 
measures. Though it is of interest to isolate the effect of a campaign from that of 
the measure, the evaluation data collected from the surveys reveal that the 
changes in perception and attitudes is very small if no measures at all are 
present.   

• = Furthermore, It seems that mixes of measures and mixes of campaigns have an 
increasing effect, as compared to isolated efforts. 

• = General awareness campaigns need to be repeated in regular interval, 
otherwise they lose their “power”. On the contrary, campaigns targeted to 
specific groups, or Individualised campaigns have stronger effects that last 
longer. 

• = Most of the campaigns designed within CAMPARIE can be transferred to other 
places, though attention should be given for adaptations to local conditions. 
Transferability refers to the techniques used, the philosophy of the campaign 
and the evaluation of the campaign. 

Other findings and conclusions include: 

• = Public awareness campaigns seem not to be the preferred type of campaigns for 
Public Transport Operators or other local authorities.  

• = Local authorities usually use Traffic and Transportation planners and engineers 
rather than communication experts for the campaigns business. If this is the 
case MIRTO can be a really useful to tool, because it can broaden the horizons 
of these people. 

• = Duration and cost of campaigns are critical factors for their success. 

• = The same applies to the repetition of campaigns as well as to the different media 
used. 
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• = There is a need to distinguish a campaign coming from a Public authority to that 
of a private enterprise for product or service marketing purposes. Very often 
campaign recipients just discard the material because they are fed up of 
advertising. 

• = The tone of the campaigns (positive, negative, and neutral) is very important. 
Positive campaigns tend to be more effective than negatives except in certain 
special cases. 

• = Children need to be addressed by campaigns. It is more likely that somebody 
will change travel behaviour or attitudes if he (she) has been recipient of 
messages since his childhood. 

Further to the above findings, the analysis of the cases stored in the MIRTO Case 
Base, both in qualitative and statistical terms, has given useful information and 
knowledge about the existing trends and habits. An outcome of this analysis has 
been that the campaigns related to Public Transport issues outnumber all other 
campaigns. It was also found that almost all organisations that launch a campaign 
attempt one or another way to evaluate it, but no standardised way really exists. 

As a result of this conclusion CAMPARIE suggests some indicators for evaluating 
campaigns in terms of effectiveness and cost effectiveness and also overall. In 
certain cases comparisons among campaigns are possible, but in general special 
care is required for evaluating a campaign. 

One of the main tasks of the CAMPARIE project has been the technical evaluation of 
MIRTO. Different activities with respect to this task were accomplished. These 
included: 

• = Evaluation by independent expert panels 

• = Overall self-evaluation by the CAMPARIE partners 

• = Technical evaluation by the developer and by a third party 

• = Users evaluation 

The above activities gave useful comments on the integrity of MIRTO, as well as on 
the future developments. It is expected that once MIRTO completes its life cycle and 
successfully passes all tests, it will be available to the market.  

Further research and experimentation is definitely required. This area is rather new to 
many transport authorities and agencies and fast developments should be expected. 
As long as the communications tools are advancing, the role of Information, Publicity 
and Awareness will be increasing too. It is in our hands to use them right. 
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